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ABSTRACT

MINIMUM MANDATORY SENTENCES AND PLEA BARGAINING:

AN ECONOMIC PERSPECTIVE

By

Thomas Paul Chester

In recent years, plea bargaining in the courts by the prosecutor

with defendants has received increasing attention from the public,

who primarily have disapproved, and from economists, who have attempted

to demonstrate theoretically the rationale for bargaining and the

impact of defendant characteristics and prosecutorial resources on

the probability and outcome of bargaining. This dissertation develops

a stochastic model of the prosecutor's and defendant's behavior, which,

in addition to allowing analysis of bargaining, provides a theoreti-

cal basis for empirical investigation of the effect of the imposition

of a minimum mandatory sentence on the probability of bargaining and

the outcome of negotiations between prosecutor and defendant. In this

model, the prosecutor and defendant are viewed as maximizing their

respective expected utility functions, subject to a budgetary con-

straint. The utility functions of the prosecutor and defendant are

modeled as being partially dependent on the length of sentence

received by the defendant upon conviction. The length of sentence,

given the conviction charge, is not known with certainty; it is thus

incorporated into the model as a random variable. The imposition of
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a mandatory minimum sentence is viewed as truncating the cumulative

probability distribution associated with this sentence variable. The

optimal charges sought by prosecutor and defendant before and after

imposition of the mandatory minimum sentence are calculated. In the

dissertation it is shown how changes in the optimal charges resulting -

from imposition of the minimum mandatory sentence are directly related

to the shift in the marginal rate of substitution functions, of the

prosecutor and defendant, of charge for other goods. These changes

are calculated for their effect on trial as well as on plea-bargained

cases. Conceptually, there are four possible outcomes of the effect

of the minimum mandatory sentence on the probability of bargaining

and charges sought. The theory allows for the development of conditions

that were used to discriminate among the four cases. Empirical tests

were developed and data from the Michigan Criminal Court System were

used to test the theory. It was found that imposition of the manda-

tory minimum sentence resulted in a decrease of the prosecutor's

marginal rate of substitution of other goods for change resulting in

the prosecutor being a less-aggressive bargainer and the defendant's

marginal rate of substitution of other goods for charge increasing,

resulting in the defendant being a more-aggressive bargainer; thus

the minimum mandatory sentence for a given offense and defendant char-

acteristics resulted in the prosecutor making larger plea-bargaining

concessions. The net effect was that the probability of bargaining

was not changed by the imposition of the minimum mandatory sentence,

nor was the expected length of prison incarceration altered by the

change in the law.
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FOREWORD

It seems appropriate to include some thoughts now that this work

is finished.

It is a wonderful feeling to have this dissertation completed and

the degree it represents in hand. At the beginning this moment was

THE sought-after goal. Between that time and the present, a great deal

of learning, living, and loving has taken place so that THE goal became

intertwined with many others.

Learning. During the years spent on this degree, the greatest

education occurred outside of the classroom. The insights into one—

self and human nature cannot be taught, textbook style, to have any

real meaning. One has to experience.

Living. Completion of this goal can be compared to waking from a

night's sleep. The night, like most, was filled with dreams, most

good and some not. Now that the dawn has come, it will be time to

pursue the good dreams, already having forgotten the others.

Loving. This was expressed in many ways by many people who

crossed THE goal's path. It was most evident in the form of support:

educational, professional, financial, and emotional. It was the most

important element that allowed for this accomplishment.

It is a wonderful feeling to be finished. The learning, living,

and loving will continue to take place along with the understanding

that fulfillment of a goal is not only connected to ability; although

V



ability must be present, it is bound to desire. This desire cannot

be lost in intertwined goals. It has to be allowed to flourish to

become a reality.

To reach such a tremendous goal has at times been a trial of

patience and a study of flexibility. It has been an exhausting vic-

tory, but well worth the price. In the end it is a sweet accomplish-

ment that can almost be tasted.

Now the new day will be filled with the setting and realization

of other goals, so with a prayer of thanksgiving it's time to move on.

Mary
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INTRODUCTION

Plea bargaining between prosecutor and defendant has only

recently become a matter of public concern. Until the seminal work

by Newman1 in 1966, no systematic attempt had been made to describe

the plea bargaining process or the extent to which it is used.

Recently several economists have examined the issue of plea bargain-

2 Availableing within the framework of utility maximization.

resources relative to caseload, quality of evidence, status of

defendant prior to trial, and so forth have been analyzed and their

effects on the likelihood of plea bargaining assessed. Macro level

studies have focused on the determination of the percentage of cases

that will be resolved via bargaining, while micro analysis has focused

on the forces which result in a particular case being selected for

plea bargaining. This dissertation examines the effects of varia-

tions in risk, as defined in Appendix A, on the probability that

bargaining will take place in a particular case. This is the first

stochastic micro model of plea bargaining. Variations in risk that

do not.involve the probability of conviction are shown to affect the

bargaining space of the prosecutor and of the defendant. The model

incorporates most of the results obtained by earlier efforts and

allows analysis of certain real world forces not included in the

existing literature. It also provides an explanation for an anomaly



in a previous work as to why increases in severity of sentencing need

not result in a reduction of the probability of bargaining.3

The model will be used to demonstrate that inclusion of a

mandatory sentence for a given class of crimes can result in a

reduced charge against defendants. This hypothesis is tested using

data from Michigan involving crimes in which a gun was used, before

and after a law was passed in early 1977 setting a mandatory minimum

sentence for such cases.4

In Chapter I the structure in which the defendant and prose-

cutor operate is described. In Chapter II major research efforts by

others on plea bargaining are outlined. In Chapter III a model of

the prosecutor is developed, in which the prosecutor is viewed as

maximizing expected utility, subject to a budget constraint. In par-

ticular, changes in the bargaining space stemming from changes in the

level of risk are examined. In Chapter IV an analogous theory for

the defendant is developed and the two are integrated into a unified

bargaining theory. Chapter V contains a summary of the sample data.

In Chapter VI the hypothesis is tested with regression analysis,

using data obtained from Michigan courts. Chapter VII presents the

conclusions of this dissertation. In Appendix A the meaning of

changes in risk is outlined and related theorems, from the existing

literature, that are used in the main body of the dissertation are

presented.



Footnotes--Introduction
 

1Donald J. Newman, Conviction,#The Determination of Guilt or

Innocence Without Trial, Report of the American Bar Foundation's

Survey of the Administration of Criminal Justice in the United States

(Boston: Little, Brown and Co., 1966).

 

 

2William M. Landes, "An Economic Analysis of the Courts,“

Journal of Law and Economics 14 (April 1971): 61-108; Gary S. Becker,

"Crime and Punishment: An Economic Approach," Journal of Political

Econom 76 (March/April 1968): 196-217; William M. Landes, "Rules

for an Optimal Bail System: An Economic Approach," The Journal of

Legal Studies 2,1 (1973): 79-106; Judith A. Lachman, "An Economic

Model of Plea Bargaining in the Criminal Court System" (Ph.D. dis-

sertation, Michigan State University, 1975).

 

 

 

3Landes, "An Economic Analysis of the Courts."

4On January 1, 1977, Michigan House Bill 5073 became effec-

tive, which mandates at least two years in prison for any person

convicted of a felony while in possession of a firearm. "Sec. 227b.

(11‘A person W110 carries or has in his possession a firearm at the time he

commits or attempts to commit a felony, except the violation of sec-

tion 227 or section 227a, is guilty of a felony, and shall be impris-

oned for 2 years. Upon a second conviction under this section, the

person shall be imprisoned for 5 years. Upon a third or subsequent

conviction under this section, the person shall be imprisoned for 10

years. (2) The term of imprisonment prescribed by this section shall

be in addition to the sentence imposed for the conviction of the

felony or the attempt to commit the felony, and shall be served

consecutively with and preceding any term of imprisonment imposed

for the conviction of the felony or attempt to commit the felony.

(3) The term of imprisonment under this section shall not be suspended.

The person subject to the sentence mandated by this section shall not

be eligible for parole or probation during the mandatory term imposed

pursuant to subsection (1).



CHAPTER I

THE PROSECUTORIAL STRUCTURE: FRAMEWORK FOR BARGAINING

1.1 Introduction
 

The prosecuting attorney's office is faced with a basic

economic question. It is the desire of the prosecuting attorney to

see that those cases with sufficient evidence to support the informa-

tion lodged in them be brought to court and resolved, and that the

guilty receive appropriate sentences. The prosecutor's office has

sufficient resources for active trial prosecution of only a small per-

centage of the cases in its files. In many densely populated areas

the system would come to a halt if more than 10 percent of all defend-

] Because ofants were sentenced or acquitted by the process of trial.

this inability to resolve all cases by trial, the prosecuting attorney

must rely heavily upon negotiated pleas.2 The process by which cases

are resolved by negotiated plea rather than trial is the focus of

this study.3 It will be shown that lack of funds is not the only

reason for resolving a case through a negotiated plea, sometimes

referred to as plea bargaining or trading out. The basic economic

question is how to allocate scarce resources among competing ends.

1.2 Forms of Plea Negotiation

Negotiated pleas take several forms. The prosecuting attorney

may allow the defendant to plead guilty to a crime not consistent



with the facts. For example, in the state of Michigan the penalties

for burglary at nighttime are more severe than those for daytime

burglary. Thus, in exchange for the plea of guilty many defendants

are allowed to plead guilty to daytime burglary when, in fact, the

act occurred at night.4 Another form of inducement is the practice

of allowing the defendant to plead guilty to an included crime which

is contained in the information, but which is not considered to be

the most punishable illegal act committed. A thief who, during a

robbery, physically beats the victim might be charged with assault

rather than robbery and assault, in exchange for a guilty plea. If

multiple counts of a particular crime are pending against the accused,

he may be charged on only a single count of the illegal act or may be

promised concurrent sentences in return for a guilty plea.

A more subtle form of plea negotiation does not involve the

alteration of the charges pending. Among judges there exists wide

variation in sentencing procedures. If it is known that a particu-

lar judge is understanding of certain acts, although illegal, and

imposes sentence accordingly, the defendants charged with these acts

benefit by being sentenced by this judge. In contrast, we have all

heard references to "hanging“ judges.5 In densely populated juris-

dictions such as Detroit, the judges rotate on the bench. The

prosecuting attorney's office sometimes will agree to a continuance

of the case until it is possible for it to be heard by the appropriate

judge, with the understanding that the defendant will then plead

guilty to the original charge.6 1



The techniques by which defense counsel can steer a client

before a particular judge are varied. Counsel may request adjourn-

ment of the case to gather more information. This does not assure

that the case will come up before a different judge, but scheduling

conflicts may result in the trial being assigned to a different

judge. Defense counsel can go directly to the clerk who schedules

cases for the courts and request that the case be heard in front of

the desired judge. Counsel may mention that his client wishes to

plead guilty. The clerk often will be receptive because such infor-

mation helps him to schedule work loads correctly. Or, at the arraign-

ment in front of the presiding judge a plea of not guilty may be

entered, with the result that the defendant is bound over for trial'

in front of a different judge. At the time of the trial a plea of

guilty is entered.

Steering becomes important and, typically, is sought if the

offense is probational.7 The obvious goal is to plead guilty before

a judge who believes in probation, whatever the other concessions of

the prosecuting attorney. Other inducements are possible, such as

a promise by the prosecuting attorney to recommend to the judge that

the defendant be considered for probation.

In some circumstances it is not necessary for the defendant

to enter into negotiations to receive a reduction in the charge. In

Michigan, armed robbery carries with it a legislated mandatory mini-

mum sentence with a provision for no early parole. In many such

cases, the prosecutor will automatically reduce the charge in an

attempt to avoid the harsh minimum sentence.8 This action could be



simple recognition by the prosecutor that certain people cannot be

convicted of armed robbery with its mandatory minimum sentence.

Even in cases in which the prosecutor brings the defendant to court

charged with armed robbery, the judge might not allow the defendant

to plead guilty.

Little formal structure exists in the bargaining proceeding

in most localities. It may consist of some hurried words during

arraignment or reading of the docket. In most cases it is done in

a hurried manner and in less than formal surroundings. If the defend-

ant does not have counsel, the defendant usually is told on what

charge the prosecutor's office will accept a guilty plea and asked if

he will agree. Unless the defendant believes he can prove himself

not guilty of the original charge, he typically will accept. If the

defendant has obtained counsel, or counsel has been appointed for

him, then counsel will negotiate with the prosecutor. This normally

is not a complicated procedure. Counsel will present some facts

about the defendant which, it is hoped, will lead to the acceptance

of a reduced charge. This would include facts about employment,

marital status, and length of time in the area, among other things.

The greatest bargaining asset of counsel is precedent. Without

defense counsel the accused usually has no way of knowing the going

rate for a particular crime. The prosecutor is not obliged to tell.

In a quickly held meeting, a compromise is attempted. These meetings

occur in hallways and even in judges' chambers. Most lawyers secured

by the poor are not known as trial lawyers; they tend to seek a set-

tlement with the prosecutor. The agreed-upon charge is presented to



the defendant, who normally accepts. After all, it is his counsel

advising him to do so, "for his own good." If a compromise cannot be

reached, a continuance can be granted. During this time defense

counsel or the family of the defendant can acquire additional infor-

mation with which to bargain.

A pretrial report gathered for use by the prosecutor and the

judge frequently is not used due to staff limitations. These reports,

when obtained, are not lengthy. They attempt to determine the char-

acter and position of the defendant in the community prior to the

offense committed. This information can be used by the prosecutor

in determining how to charge the defendant and by the judge in sen-

tencing. Usually, however, the only information available to the

prosecutor is the report of the police, which deals exclusively with

the facts of the crime and the evidence to support the information

presented. The information the prosecuting attorney acquires con-

cerning the defendant is usually limited; even when an attempt is

made to gather facts they are sparse.

1.3 Goals of the Prosecutor

It has been suggested9 that the prosecutor can be viewed as

if he had one or several of the following goals. First, his goal

may be one of simple efficiency--disposing of each case as quickly as

possible. Second, he might attempt to maximize the number of convic-

tions and the severity of sentences. "In this role, the prosecutor

must estimate the sentence that seems likely after a conviction at

trial, and balance the 'discounted trial sentence' against the



10 Third, the prose-sentence he can insure through a plea agreement."

cutor may view himself as a judge attempting to do the right thing

for the defendant. Finally, he may act as a legislator--reducing

charges because the law is too harsh and unfair.11

Reduction in charges is often consistent with the goals of

the prosecuting attorney. For example, in the case of the armed

nighttime robber who is allowed to plead guilty to unarmed daytime

robbery, the parole board will ask the convict to describe the type

of gun used in the crime during its questioning of him. The answer

to this question is important, since in cases involving guilty pleas

the judge is concerned only with determining that the plea is volun-

tary and that the defendant understands the consequences of his plea.

The information at hand from the court appearance will be minimal.

Thus, it is hoped, that parole board will determine the real nature

of the crime and be inclined to fit the punishment to the real act

rather than the offense of record. The expected prison term may not

vary significantly between conviction for the actual crime and con-

viction for the crime to which the defendant is finally allowed to

plead guilty. The prosecutor has obtained a speedy conviction and the

convict still receives the sentence given for armed robbery. Also,

in setting the minimum sentence, the judge frequently takes into

account the fact that this is a negotiated plea. (The maximum sen-

tence usually is set by legislative act.)12
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1.4 Strategies of the Prosecutor

In an attempt to improve his bargaining position, the prose-

cutor often charges the defendant with as many individual crimes as

possible. This will include the most serious crime committed and all

included crimes.13

This inflation in charges is basically of two types: hori-

zontal and vertical. Horizontal overcharging is the multiplying

of accusations against the defendant. The defendant may be charged

with a separate offense for every criminal act in which he partici-

pated, or the single offense may be broken down into numerous com-

ponent charges. Vertical overcharging is often used as a means of

gaining leverage. In this case a single offense is charged, but at

a higher level than circumstances seem to warrant. Thus the prose-

cutor might charge the defendant with grand theft when the facts

seem to warrant petty theft.

The practice of overcharging appears to increase the leverage

of the prosecutor in two ways. First, the maximum sentence that the

defendant would receive is increased as the number or severity of

the charges is expanded. The defendant would be less certain of his

chances of being found not guilty of all charges. Second, the read-

14
ing of a long indictment is alleged to have an effect upon the jury.

These two effects reinforce each other.

1.5 Goals of the Defendant

There exists debate as to what interests the defendant the

most in this type of bargain--the possible reduction in maximum
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sentence or reduction of the minimum sentence. It is widely held

that the defendant is most concerned about the maximum sentence. The

risk exists that the maximum time might actually have to be served.

Accordingly, the defendant is presumed willing to trade to get a

reduction in its value. It is also argued that setting of the minimum

is more important since it tends to be a more reliable measure of how

much time will be served in jail.15 This dissertation does not con-

sider the effect of variations in the maximum upon the bargaining

posture of the defendant. Variations in the minimum sentence, how-

ever, are analyzed and a means for determining the impact of varia-

tions in the minimum sentence on bargaining is developed.
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Footnotes--Chapter I
 

1This is a readily acknowledged fact by the courts. In the

words of Warren Burger, "It is an elementary fact, historically and

statistically, that the system of courts--number of judges, prose-

cutors and of court rooms-~has been based on the premise that

approximately 90 percent of all defendants will plead guilty, leav-

ing 10 percent, more or less, to be tried." Warren Burger, "Address

at the American Bar Association Annual Convention," New York Times,

August 11, 1970, p. 1.

2Recently, analysis has been concluded which supports the

contention that plea negotiation can be properly viewed as a "clear-

ing house" mechanism. See W. Rhodes, "The Economics of Criminal

Courts: A Theoretical and Empirical Investigation," The Journal of

Legal Studies 5 (June 1976): 331-40.
 

3This is not the first study to analyze the plea bargaining

process. For example, see J. Lachman, "An Economic Model of Plea

Bargaining in the Criminal Court System" (Ph.D. dissertation,

Michigan State University, 1975). This is a nonstochastic bargaining

model of the pleas process focusing primarily on the concept of

relative power. Recently M. Block and Robert Lind, "An Economic

Analysis of Crimes Punishable by Imprisonment," The Journal of Legal

Studies 4 (June 1975): 479-92, hinted at a stochastic approach to

analysis of plea bargaining using the technique of unconstrained

utility maximization.

4Frank J. Remington et al., Criminal Justice Administration

(Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill Co., 1969). See chapter 5, "Charging--

The Decision to Prosecute," for several such examples.

5Donald J. Newman, Conviction, The Determination of Guilt or

Innocence Without Trial, Report of the American Bar Foundation's

Survey of Administration of Criminal Justice in the United States

(Boston: Little, Brown and Co., 1966), p. 122. "Two slum-area Negro

defendants in Detroit were arrested for statutory rape involving three

juvenile victims, also Negro. The charge was downgraded to disorderly

conduct, and an assistant prosecutor explained: 'This kind of behavior

is so prevalent among these pe0p1e that we wouldn't have enough courts

or jails if they were all charged and convicted. They don't see any-

thing wrong with this behavior; all their friends are doing the same

thing.'"

 

6The President's Commission on taw Enforcement and Adminis-

tration of Justice, Task Force on Administration of Justice, Task

Force Report: The Courts (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing

Office, 1967), p. 23. "Other illustrations of disparity may be found

in the results of the workshOp sessions at the Federal Institute on
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Disparity of Sentences. The judges were given sets of facts for

several offenses and offenders and were asked what sentences they

would have imposed. One case involved a 51-year-old man with no

criminal record who pleaded guilty to evading $4,945 in taxes. At

the time of his conviction he had a net worth in excess of $200,000

and had paid the full principal and interest on the taxes owed to

the Government. Of the 54 judges who responded, 3 judges voted for

a fine only; 23 judges voted for probation (some with a fine); 28

judges voted for prison terms ranging from less than 1 year to 5

years (some with a fine). In a bank robbery case the sentences

ranged from probation to prison terms of from 5 to 20 years."

7Newman, p. 212.

8Dominick Vetri, "Guilty Pleas Bargaining: Compromises by

Prosecutors to Secure Guilty Pleas," University of Pennsylvania Law

Review 112 (1964): 865-68. Two hundred five chief prosecuting offi-

cers in the most populous counties of 43 states were questioned by

Vetri as to reasons for plea bargaining. The responses of 53 prose-

cutors answering this question are tabulated below:

Number of Prosecutors

Reporting Factor as In-

 

Factor fluencing Plea Bargaining

a. Particular crime charged

b. Defendant's prior record 43

c. Court's ability to adequately cope

with negotiated charge 45

d. Work load 22

e. Penalties of law too harsh 18

See also: Albert W. Alschuler, "The Prosecutor's Role in Plea Bar-

gaining," University of Chicago Law Review 36,50 (1968): 54.

91bid., pp. 52-53.

10William Landes, "An Economic Analysis of the Courts,"

Journal of Law and Economics 14 (April 1971):~61-108.‘ Landes was the

first to theoretically analyze the prosecutor's behavior using this

role of the prosecutor as the basis for his model.

HGeorge F. Cole, The American System of Criminal Justice

(North Scituate: Duxbury Press, 1975). See p. 229 for roles of the

prosecutor.

lelschuler, pp. 97-98. Alschuler points out that prose-

cutors commonly maintain that a reduction in the level of a charge

seldom affects the defendant's sentence. Alschuler goes on to quote

a particular Detroit prosecutor who is primarily responsible for all

negotiations within Degroit: "By reducing a charge, everyone seems

to be happy. The defendant and his attorney feel that they have
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accomplished something by being able to plead to an offense less

severe than that for which there was actual guilt. . . , society is

happy because the defendant, if sentenced, is put away for the same

amount of time as if he had pleaded to the original charge."

131bid.. pp. 85-90.

14Ibid., pp. 98-99. "The psychological effect of overcharg-

ing may be even more significant than its economic effect, for a trial

commonly begins with a reading of the accusations to the jury. 'A

long inditement enhances a weak case,’ observes Boston defense

attorney Paul T. Smith. 'The jurors may simply be overwhelmed by

the magnitude of the prosecutor's allegations.‘ Los Angeles attor-

ney A1 Matthews adds, 'When a jury hears an endless list of charges,

they tend to think: The District Attorney could be wrong once, but

no one could be wrong this often.'"

15"In plea bargaining, the minimum is the thing. In this

respect, their observations were identical to those of their counter-

parts in every other city I had visited--save only a few cities in

which the minimum and maximum terms of imprisonment are not deter-

mined by the trial courts. Given the crowded conditions of most

penitentiaries and the customary practices of most parole boards, the

attorneys report that the minimum term is usually the critical factor

in determining the date of an offender's release. In the vast

majority of cases, the maximum term is simply irrelevant. Attorneys

in some jurisdictions estimate that eighty percent of the defendants

sentenced to the penitentiary are paroled after their first appear-

ance before the parole board. It is, of course, the minimum term

that determines the date of this initial appearance. When I repeated

this analysis to the prosecutor, he replied that I had simply had

made his point for him. Defendants care about when they will hit the

streets, and the State's Attorney cares about a sentence that looks

severe. The low-minimum, high maximum sentence thus satisfies the

interests of both sides. If a paroled offender commits a serious

offense after his release, the prosecutor notes, his premature release

cannot become the State's Attorney's political problem. The plea

agreement that the prosecutor secured gave the parole board authority

to hold the defendant for an adequate period and if the board did

not choose to exercise that power--if only to free the offender's

bed for an incoming prisoner--the political responsibility is theirs."

From Alschuler, pp. 108-109. The opposing viewpoint can be found in

Newman, pp. 184-85: "Where the realistic sentencing issue is not a

choice of incarceration or probation but only a question of the length

of time to be served in prison, judges in Michigan routinely reduce

charges, pointing out the actual time served will probably be the

same on the lesser as on the greater charge. Michigan judges must

impose the statutory maximum but have indiscretion as to the minimum.

The primary concern of a defendant in Michigan is to avoid a long

maximum, and judges are willing to comply since they can compensate
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for this apparent sentencing leniency by setting what they consider

an appropriate minimum. This type of reduction is common, virtually

routine, where the charge concession really does not cost anything.

As long as the sentencing judge can still give what he feels is an

appropriate sentence and as long as parole eligibility remains or

can be fixed at about the same time, the lesser charge brings all of

the benefits of the guilty plea without interfering with the sentence.

This is an interesting example of the dual perspective of judge and

defendant in plea negotiation. The defendant responds to the maximum;

he seeks to lessen the most that can happen to him. The prosecutor

and the court, however, attuned to the processing of hundreds of

cases and perhaps more knowledgeable of current parole practices,

negotiate from what might be called practice "norms" of sentencing."



CHAPTER II

CONTRIBUTIONS BY ECONOMISTS TO THE THEORY OF

COURTS AND PRETRIAL NEGOTIATIONS

The first significant effort to model that portion of the

court system involving the prosecutor was undertaken by William

Landes.1 Earlier efforts by economists included investigations of

the optimal level of resources devoted to the prevention of crime,2

the social optimization of the bail system,3 and participation in

illegitimate activities.4 Of these works, only the effort of Landes

has direct bearing upon the analysis of courts presented here. More

5 6 Forst and Brosi,7 and A9815teina
recently, work by Lachman, Rhodes,

has investigated the pattern of trial versus negotiated plea in the

court system.

To prOperly appreciate much of the pioneering and still rele-

vant work in plea bargaining, it is necessary to have a rudimentary

understanding of the Expected Utility Hypothesis.9 This chapter is

broken up into two sections. The first section is a statement of

the expected utility hypothesis and the formuation of a basic bar-

gaining model given uncertainty. The second part will show how much

of the work done on plea bargaining fits within the expected utility/

bargaining framework.

16
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2.1 Expected Utility1O
 

For a moment, assume that there are two possible states of

the world relevant to individual X. If state one occurs he receives

a bundle of goods or wealth W1. If state two occurs instead of state

one he receives bundle W2. W1 and W2 may consist of money, bundles

of goods, or even further possible states of the world with other

bundles of goods to be received. Let state one have the probabilityll

of occurring while state two can occur with probability (l-p). Indi-

vidual X therefore receives W1 with probability p and W2 with proba-

bility (l-p).

Before proceeding, it is necessary to make some assumptions

concerning the individual's preference for uncertain bundles. In the

following let I stand for "at least as preferred as." Let the set

D = { Wi/Wi is contained in the set of uncertain bundles I.

 

AssumptionsH

W1 1 Wj is a complete preordering over 9.12 (A.1)

W1 1 Wj => W1 1 aWi + (l - a)Wj for all a 6 [0,1]. (A.2)

01W.i + (1 - a)Wj l (1 - a)Wj + aWi and (A.3.1)

(1 - 0L)WJ- + aWi l aWi 4' (1 - on)WJ.

o(BWi + (l - a)wj) I aBWi + a(1 - a)wj and (A.3.2)

dew, + o(l - B)Wj 1 a(8W1 + (1 - e)wj)

Assumption A.2 states that if W1 is at least as preferred as Wj then

any chance at obtaining W1 is preferred to Wj with certainty.
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Assumption A.3.l states that the order of combinations is irrelevant

while A.3.2 states that the net probabilities of receiving an outcome

are important in its valuation and that this valuation is not affected

by the sequencing of separate probabilities.

Given these three assumptions it is possible to define a utility

function on D such that U(pWi + (l - p)Wj) = pU(Wi) + (l - p)U(Wj).13

This is the so-called Expected Utility Hypothesis.

2.2 The Individual in the World of Uncertainty
 

Suppose an individual derives utility from wealth W and that

utility increases with increases in W. Assume that the individual is

faced with the following choices: (1) to receive W2 with certainty or

(2) to receive W1 with probability p1 or W3 with probability (1 - p])

where W1 < W2 < W3. Using the Expected Utility Hypothesis the cer-

tainty option is preferred if U(W2) > p]U(W]) + (l - p])U(W3). Choice

two is preferred if the inequality is reversed and the individual is

indifferent between the choices if the inequality is replaced by an

equality. The expected value of choice two is plW1 + (1 - p1)W3. An

individual is said to be risk averse if he always prefers to obtain

the expected payoff of the risky choice to the risky choice itself;

i.e., if

11(pr1 + (l - p11w3) > p1u1w1) + (l - p1)U(w3) (1)

then the individual is risk averse. It can be shown that if U is

concave that the inequality in equation 1 will hold for any pie [0,1].
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X

’W 
Figure 1.--Examp1e of utility function of risk averter.

It follows from equation 1 that a risk averse individual is willing to

pay something in order to avoid risky situations. Thus when equation 1

holds it is possible to find values of W = Wk, such that Wk < plW1 +

(l - p1)W3 and U(Wk) > p]U(W]) + (1 - p])U(W3). Let WO be that W such

that U(WO) = (l - p])U(W3) + pU(W]). The individual is then willing

to pay up to WL = p1W1 + (l - p])W3 - Wo to avoid the risky choice in

the sense that for any W2 2 WL it holds that U(Wz) > p1U(W1) +

(1 - p1)U(w3).

Given that when faced with uncertainty an individual is willing to

give up something in order to eliminate that uncertainty opens up the

possibility, among other things, of bargaining. Thus for example two

individuals (assume prosecutor and defendant) when engaged in a con-

flict (trial) with an uncertain outcome both can gain by the elimina-

tion of uncertainty.

Assume that there are two states of the world 51 and 52 with

respective probabilities p and (l - p) and associated levels of wealth
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W] and W2. Given p the individual's expected utility will be a func-

tion of the wealth he will have in each of the two states. Thus

U(W],W2) = pU(W]) + (l - p)U(W2). This relationship may be related

to standard indifference curve analysis. The indifference curve 11'

for example in Figure 2 below represents all those combinations of

W1 and W2 where total expected utility does not change.

/1\

State 1 I

   II

  

I

I

I

. \
W? State 2

Figure 2.--Combinations of W1 and W2 where total expected

utility is a constant.

The indifference curve in Figure 2 was drawn upon the assumption that

u'(w) = dU/dW > o and u" = dZU/dWZ < o.14

ence curve 11' at W?, W2 is

The slope of the indiffer-

. 0

dW1/dW2 = ”(I ' p)” (”2)

pU'(w?)

 

This equation states how much W1 must be given up if W2 is to increase

by a small amount and the individual is to remain at the same level of

total expected utility. Two initial observations can be made about

dwl/dNZ' First if W? > W3 the price of W2 in terms of W1 is higher
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o
1.

ing marginal utility. Secondly since d(l - p)/dp < 0 the price of

than if W3 > W This follows directly from the assumption of decreas-

W2 in terms of W1 increases as p falls. Thus as state 1 becomes less

certain the individual is willing to give up more of W1 for a given

increase in the now more certain W2.

2.3 Bargaining

In Figure 3 below the possibility of trading between two indi-

viduals is analyzed. Starting at the point 01 and looking in a north-

east direction we see indifference curves for individual one.

Starting at point 02 and looking in a southwest direction we see the

indifference curves for individual two.

State 2

 

State 1 State 1

  
  State 2

Figure 3.--Bargaining space.
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Let the point labeled F represent the initial allocation of

resources between the two individuals. Individual one has wealth A

in state 2 and C in state 1 while individual 2 has W-A wealth in

state 2 and W-C wealth in state 1, where W is the total level of

wealth to be divided. It is easy to show that the initial allocation

of resources is not Pareto optimal.15 For example assume that the

wealth is redistributed through bargaining to that represented by

the point E. At this point individual one is on a higher indiffer-

ence curve than previously and thus better off while individual 2 has

not suffered by the trade since he is still at the old level of

utility. The only point where the two individuals cannot profit from

trade is at a point like E where the indifference curves of the two

individuals are tangent. At this point of tangency (and optimality)

it is true that

“(1 ' p])Ué(A') _ '(1 ’ p2)U6(W-A')

p1uglC‘l ‘ pzug(w-c'l . ‘21
  

where p1 is the first individual's assessment of the likelihood that

state 1 will occur. Likewise p2 is the estimate of individual 2 that

state one will occur. Ua is the utility function of individual 1

and Ub is the utility function of individual 2.

Let the wealth of individual one in state one be W} and in

state two be Wé, where w} < w;. Let individual one's assessment of

the likelihood of state one occurring be p]. Let the wealth of indi-

vidual two in state one by W? and in state two be W3 and his assess-

ment of state one occurring p2, where W? > W? and W} < w; and
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W} + W? = W; + WE = W. The conditions on W imply that what individual

one loses two wins and vice versa.

Individual one's expected utility function is therefore

p1u1(w}) + (l - p])U](W;) and that of individual two is

p2U2(W§) + (1 - p2)U2(W§). The necessary condition for Pareto opti-

mality is

(w}) -<l - pzluz'lwzl
1

= l . (3)

plu (wgl pzuz (vi)

 
 

If both individuals are risk averse the optimality condition in 3

can occur only if p1 > p2. That is, individual one's assessment of

winning must be greater than individual two's assessment of individual

one winning. To show this assume that p1 = p2 and notice that

1' 1
U (“1) l. l

-11-—1—-> 1 Since W < W ,

and

u2 (wZ)
l . 2 2

-21——2—-< 1 Since W1 > W2.

U (W )
p 2

The only way equality can be obtained is when p1 > p2 since as p1

increases (1 - p])/p1 decreases. Note that this means that if the

two individuals have the same assessment of the probabilities the only

way to obtain Pareto optimality is through side payments. In the case

of criminal proceedings through the prosecutor's office, this would

occur through negotiations. In this case where p.I = p2 a transfer of

wealth would occur (if the Pareto optimum is to be reached) where
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W} = w; and W? = W3. That is, each individual would hedge so that

his winnings in both states were equal.

2.4 Negotiated Plea Theory and the

Expected Utility Framework

The initial pioneering work on negotiated pleas is by Landes.16

In this work the defendant is seen as having two mutually exclusive

states. In state one the defendant goes to trial and is convicted.

In state two he goes to trial and wins. In the first state his

wealth is Wc = W - sS - rR and in the second state his wealth is

Wn W - rR where

W is initial wealth,

S is length of sentence received by the defendant if convicted,

s is the present value of the average cost of losses per unit of S,

R is the input of resources to the case by the defendant,

r is the average price of a unit of R.

If pd is the defendant's estimated probability of winning the case,

then the expected utility function that he wishes to maximize is

EU = (l - pd)U(W - sS - rR) + de(W - rR) = (1 - pd)U(Wc) + de(Wn).

The rate at which a unit of Wc can be obtained by giving up some Wn

and still maintain the same level of expected utility is

"‘|(.l ' pd)U.(wn) Ul N” 1 .

de/dWc - de'(Wc) where U Wc < Since Wn > Wc.
 

As the probability of acquittal falls, the absolute value of de/dWc

gets larger. Thus the individual is willing to give up more Wn for

a one unit increase in Wc (wealth given conviction) as the probability

of conviction rises.
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Figure 4.--pd < pa.

Figure 4 depicts the actions of the defendant given an increase in the

probability of conviction. Initial optimal allocation for the defend-

ant occurred at the point (W?,Wg) where his indifference curve Ipd is

just tangent to his resource trade-off curve H. An increase in the

probability of conviction (a decrease in pd) results in a new set of

indifference curves. For the new set the derivative de/dWc at the

point _(W?,W(2)) is more negative than the slope of H. Since indiffer-

ence curves from the family cannot cross, this implies that the new

equilibrium will occur at a point (W},W;) where WI > W? and W; < W3.

In other words, the defendant will spend less on "beating the rap."

The conceptualization of the prosecutor is of a simpler form.

He is seen as maximizing pxSx + poSo subject to a linear budget con-

straint. In this formulation px is the probability that the defendant

of interest above is convicted. S is the sentence the defendant will
x

receive upon conviction. po and So are composite variables defined
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like px and SX but for all other defendants. It is assumed that px

is a function of resources spent, evidence, etc.

An explicit theory of how the prosecutor develops the level of

concessions that he is willing to make is not developed except in the

most general intuitive fashion. Bargaining increases px to 1 and

allows a reallocation of resources to other cases. This would lead

to an increase in total utility if sx were to remain the same. The

maximum level of concessions As that the prosecutor is willing to

make with the defendant and still retain his initial level of total

utility defines a new reduced charge against defendant X labeled

Sp = Sx - AS. AS will increase as the savings from negotiation

increase. Finally, Landes notes that if bargaining is to occur both

parties must benefit from it. If SD is the minimum sentence that the

prosecutor offers the defendant and R < R is the transaction cost of

accepting this bargain then a sufficient condition for bargaining to

occur is sSp < r(R - R) since this guarantees that W - sSp - rR >

W - sSx.

Landes uses cross-section data from state and federal courts,

regression analysis, and a reduced form model that includes indepen-

dent variables adduced from the theoretical model as significant in

determining whether a case is decided by trial or negotiated plea to

derive the following results:

1. a. The more risk averse17 the defendant, the more likely a

settlement will be reached.
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b. The greater the probability of conviction at trial, as

viewed by the defendant, the more likely the defendant is

to negotiate.

2. Denial of bail increases the probability of settlement via

negotiated plea rather than trial.

3. As the cost differential between plea bargaining and trial

rises, the propensity to settle without trial increases.

The theory of Landes can be put into the general framework of

section one and the same type of conclusions will result. Assume

that the prosecutor has a p probability of getting defendant X con-

victed of a charge with sentence Z]. The case against defendant X

can be lost with probability (1 - p). The sentence defendant X then

receives is 22. Z2 is assumed to be zero or near zero. A nonzero

value for Z2 should be interpreted as the time defendant X spends in

jail prior to trial. The prosecutor is assumed to maximize his

expected utility which is a function of p, Z1 and 22. That is, the

prosecutor seeks to maximize U = pU(Z]) + (l - p)U(22) subject to a

budget constraint which is H(Z1,ZZ,R) = 0 where R is resources.

The defendant perceives that he can be convicted with probability

k. In this case his total freedom is T - 2,, where T > Z1 is the

length of the defendant's time horizon. The defendant believes that

he has a (l - k) chance of acquittal and in this case his freedom is

T - 22. The defendant is assumed to maximize U = kV(T - Z1) +

(l - k)V(T - Z2) subject to an appropriate budget constraint (which is

G(Z],ZZ,W) = 0 where W is wealth. As shown in section 2.3 of this
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chapter, if the prosecutor and defendant are to reach a settlement via

trial then it is necessary that

pU'(Z]) - kV'(T - 2])

U-pWNQl ‘(l-own-zg (“
  

Landes states, "If both parties agree on the probability of con-

18
viction by trial, a settlement will take place." This follows

from equation 4. Setting p = k leads to

U'(Z]) V'(T - 2])

l < l
U 22 V (T - 22)

 

since U'(Z]) < U'(Z and V'(T - 2]) > V'(T - Z2) since (T - Z1) <2)

(T - 22) or Z1 > 22.

Also Landes states, "Suppose the prosecutor and defendant differ.

in their estimates of the trial conviction probability, if p < k a

trial becomes an even less favorable gamble in comparison to p = k."19

This follows from equation 4 since for a given k the right hand side

decreases in value as p falls from p = k. Also note that equation 4

implies that if the case is to be settled in court via trial then a

necessary condition is that p > k. In other words, the prosecutor's

estimate of conviction must be greater than that of the defendant.

Finally, note that an increase in Z], the sentence received upon

conviction, decreases the probability of settlement via trial since

the inequality in equation 4 becomes more pronounced since T - 21

decreases in value. Thus the more the defendant has to lose, ceteris

paribus, upon conviction the less likely the case is to be resolved

via trial. Or viewed slightly differently, the higher Z1 the lower
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the defendant's estimate of conviction must be if the case is to be

resolved via trial. It does not appear that Landes made this last

observation from his theory and he seems not to have understood this

phenomenon since later in his path-breaking paper he worries over

the apparent anomaly this presents: The regression coefficients on

the sentence variable 5 (sic 2]) do not support the hypothesis that

the likelihood of trial is greater for defendants accused of crimes

carrying longer sentences. The above confusion stems from Landes'

missed guess on the direction of an inequality and his dismissing of

the data rather than his hypothesis. The theory within the main body

of this dissertation develops a rationalization for why an increase in

the severity of sentence, ceterisgparibus, need not lead to an increase
 

in the demand for trial and in fact can lead to the pressing of reduced

charges by the prosecutor.

Landes' work centered around detailed analysis of the individual

prosecutor and defendant. William Rhodes extended Landes' model so

that determination of the number of cases handled via plea negotia-

20 Rhodes' intent was totion vis-a-vis trial could be determined.

develop and extend Landes' model to clarify the relationship between

individual decision makers and the overall mechanics of the court.

Rhodes follows Landes and assumes that the prosecutor's proba-

bility of convicting defendant Xi at trial is a function of public

expenditures on the case, R1, defendant's expenditures on defense,

RI, and other measures of the defendant's convictability, Zi' Thus

Pi = Pi(Ri’Ri’Zi)’ It is assumed that there are only two levels of

expenditures possible on case Xi; ct is spent if the prosecutor pursues
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the trial Option while c is spent if the negotiation route is
5

selected. In other words, Pi can be viewed as exogenous since the

levelsofct and cS are not determined from within the model. The

probability thus of convicting defendant Xi via trial is Pi =

P(ct,R?,Zi) = P(Xi). It is further assumed that when sufficient

funds are not available for trial prosecution of all defendants that

they are prosecuted in the order of convictability. The defendants

are assumed ranked in order from 1 to N and that aP/BX < O; i.e., as

the prosecutor moves down the list of defendants the probability of

conviction falls. It is assumed, based upon the theoretical work of

Landes, that as the cost of trial to the defendant increases, the

number of defendants seeking resolution of their case by way of trial

will fall. It is also assumed that as the level of concessions for

plea bargaining is increased, the number of defendants seeking nego-

tiated pleas will increase. In functional form, the fraction of

defendants t going to trial can be written as:

t = t(A,B) where

A = measure of concessions given by the prosecutor in return for the

defendant entering a guilty plea,

B = defendant's overall cost of going to trial. From the above

assumptions about the effect of concessions and costs of trial on

the number of defendants seeking trial, at/aA < O, at/aB < 0. Further,

it is assumed that 32t/382 > O.

The prosecutor's gain from trial i521

t(A,B)/3P(X)de ,
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i.e., the prosecutor's gain from trial is the expected total sentence

of convicting all defendants by trial times the fraction of defendants

who are brought to trial. S is the average sentence to be received

by all defendants. The gain to the prosecutor from negotiation is

n - t(A.B))fn
0

from guilty pleas equals the sum of the expected plea bargaining

(P(X)S - A)dx, i.e., the prosecutor's expected gain

sentences for all defendants times the fraction of defendants who

plead guilty. The sum of the two partial gains gives the prosecutor's

total gains,

t(A,B) f8P(X)de +f3P(X)de - nA - t(A,B) f3P(X)de - ntA =

(5)
1'1

[0
(P(X)S - A)dx - nAt(A,B).

The prosecutor is assumed to behave as if he maximized equation 5

subject to the budget constraint,

R = t(A,B)nct + (l - t(A,B))ncS, (6)

where R is the total budget of the prosecutor.

Maximization of equation 5 subject to the budget constraint of

equation 6 results in the first order conditions necessary for an

interior maximum of

PS - (l - t)A - X(t(ct - cs) + cs) = O

-(l - t)n + (at/3A)nA - X(at/8A(ct - cs)n) = O,

R - tn(ct - cs) - ncS = 0,

where X is the Lagrangian multiplier.
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Rhodes shows that an/BR > O,

aA/BR < O,

an/BB > O.

The first inequality implies that as the resources available to the

prosecutor are increased the number of prosecutions will increase.

The second inequality implies that with an increase in resources the

prosecutor will offer fewer concessions in return for a guilty plea.

The last inequality states that as the cost of going to trial increases

for defendants the prosecutor will be able to handle more cases since

fewer defendants will be seeking resolution of their case via trial.

Thus the average cost per defendant falls, making it possible for the

prosecutor to handle more cases.

Rhodes backs up his theoretical work with statistical cross-

section analysis of the federal courts. At least two criticisms can

be leveled against the work of Rhodes. First, the theory implies

that defendants do not react to the actions of the prosecutor since

R? is assumed fixed throughout the analysis. Secondly, if ct is not

held constant the determinancy in equations a - c no longer holds.

For example, if ct = 6(t), i.e., the average amount of resources spent

per trial is a function of the number of defendants who will be tried,

it is not hard to show that most of the results of Rhodes do not fol-

low unambiguously. Rhodes is misleading when he remarks: “Strictly

Speaking the prosecutor's expenditures on trials should be treated as

endogenous to the model. However, it is difficult to solve the general

equilibrium solution analytically with an endogenous expenditure speci-

22
fication." It is unfortunate that Rhodes leaves the reader with the
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impression that with ct endogenous his results still necessarily

follow.

Rhodes in a later work23 develops some empirical estimates of the

effects of initial plea, final plea, bail involving money, bail not

involving money, age, sex, race, multiple charges, and judge on the

probability of receiving a prison sentence upon conviction. The

findings of this study (based upon the same data used in the prior

study but with different econometric specification) support the

earlier findings. The most important being that the percentage of

defendants pleading guilty increases as the level of concessions

granted for pleading guilty is increased, while the major determinant

of concessions is the size of the prosecutor's caseload.

Forst and Brosi attempt to extend Landes' single period analysis

to a multiperiod framework.24 They develop their model as follows.

th
Assume that in the t time period, nt cases are brought to the prose-

cutor for disposition. Let Pit be the probability of convicting via

th
trial the i defendant in time period t. Following Landes it is

assumed that apit/aRit > 0 where Rit is the amount of resources

expended by the prosecutor on case i in the tth time period. If St

is a measure of the seriousness of crimes committed in time period t

then the present value of crimes committed through time period

t + k, k > O, is

St
2 _.___._.._..

(l + d)t

where d is the prosecutor's discount rate. It is assumed that the

prosecutor is indifferent between all streams of crimes with the same
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th
present value. For the i defendant the prosecutor can envision a

stream of crimes which could be committed by the defendant if he is

not convicted of the current charge,

$11,512, . . . , Sit (7)

If the defendant is convicted of the current charge the prosecutor

envisions another different stream of crimes

CSC C

1], i2, . . . , s (8)
5 it

where the difference of the present value of the two streams is

t c

(Ski ' Ski) (9)
k 9

1 (1+d)

 

which represents the present value of crimes that are averted by the

conviction of defendant i. It is assumed that Di depends upon the

characteristics of the individual Xi and the severity of punishment

Ti for the current crime; thus Di = 01(H1,Ti) where aDi/aHi > 0 and

aDi/aTi > O. The only relevant variable in Hi is taken to be the

defendant's criminal history.25 30i/3H,i > 0 implies that as the

measure of criminal activity increases, a larger increase in the

present value of averted crimes will occur with incarceration of the

defendant since a defendant with a large Hi is more likely to commit

a crime if set free. Two models of the prosecutor's utility function

are presented. The first:

U = U(ZDi) + X(B - ZRi) (10)

which is explicitly stated as: A

max ZPiDi + X(B - 2R1) . (11)
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Equation 11 is consistent with equation 10 but does not necessarily

follow from it as the authors seem to imply.26 The authors reject

this model formulation a priori for being too limited in that it

excludes Ti’ the punishment variable. Thus the prosecutor is seen

not only as seeking to minimize the present value of future crime

but also to maximize the punishment for that crime. This brings about

the second model:

max U = U(£Ti, 20,) + X(B - ZRi) (12)

The authors say, "Under this specification, the prosecutor will maxi-

mize expected utility, subject to his budget constraint, as given by

27 This, if based upon equationE(U) = 2P1U(Ti,Di) + X(Bi - ZRi)’"

12, implies a violation of the linear transformation rule and includes

a myriad of zero restrictions on variable coefficients among other

things.

The authors use two stage least squares to estimate

R = a + b]P + sz + b3H, where

number of days the prosecutor carries the case,

probability in the case that the defendant will be convicted,

Sellin-Wolfgang index of crime seriousness, and

I
—
'
I

'
0

3
O

II

number of known prior arrests.

In the first stage of the estimation process, P is estimated by

regressing it on a full set of exogenous variables which include

evidence, age, type of crime, number of co-defendants, etc. They do

not state so, but it is implied that P is simply dichotomous, zero or

one, depending upon whether the defendant is set free or convicted.
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The theory developed implies that the appropriate P is that of the

prosecutor. The P is estimated via a reduced form structure. The

authors have no discussion of whether the P that is estimated reflects

the beliefs of the prosecutor or those of the defendant. The list of

exogenous variables used to estimate P would seem to imply that the

defendant's estimate of the probability of conviction is being esti-

mated since the exogenous variables would appear to be those that

would shift the prosecutor's estimate of the probability of convic-

tion and thus trace out the defendant's probability of conviction

curve. This may not be a serious error, since the prosecutor's

and defendant's estimates of the probability of conviction are most

likely highly correlated, but it might partially account for the

result discussed below. The authors have one unique result, namely,

that prosecutors are more sensitive to changes in evidence than to

changes in crime severity. The prosecutor is seen as pursuing the

cases he can win and not necessarily defendants who have committed

serious crimes.

All of the above authors have assumed that the prosecutor maxi-

mizes the sum of expected sentences and are thus partially outside a

general theory of expected utility maximization. Only Landes develops

a theory of both the prosecutor and defendant.

Richard Adelstein has addressed himself partially to these

objections.28 In his theory he assumes that the prosecutor in each

case faces an expected utility function of the form U = PU(S) where

S is the expected sentence the defendant will receive if convicted
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and P is the probability of conviction. P is assumed a function of

time (t) and resources spent (R) on the case where

2 2

(a) BP/BR > 0, a P/aR < O and

(b) aP/at < 0 and aZP/at2 > O.

The conditions in (a) assert that as the prosecutor increases the

level of resources devoted to the case the probability of conviction

increases but at a decreasing rate. The conditions in (b) imply that

the passage of time hurts the prosecutor's chances of getting a con-

viction and also that the case deteriorates more quickly in the early

stages of prosecution because of the passage of time than it does in

later stages of adjudication. Other authors have given notice to the

influence of time but have not explicitly incorporated it into P.29

Landes, among others, however, has assumed that P is a function in

part not only of resources devoted to the case by the prosecutor but

also by the defendant.30

The prosecutor's problem is to allocate the agency's budget so

as to maximize the sum of the expected utilities over the anticipated

caseload. This highlights the first weakness of this theory, as with

the rest of the previous works, that total utility is simply the sum

of the utilities over the individual cases. This assumption is not an

application of the expected utility hypothesis discussed previously.

Adelstein gives what can be considered the most explicit state-

ment of prosecutorial costs in any published work.31 He breaks the

costs of pursuing a case into two types. First, there are the outlays

in preparing the case for trial. These outlays are used in an effort
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to increase P, the probability of conviction. The second category of

costs are expenditures on pretrial detention of defendants not

released on bail. He notes that typically these costs are not

directly subtracted from the prosecutor's budget but are subtracted

from the budget of the corrections department. This department com-

petes with the prosecutor for operating revenue from a limited gov-

ernmental allocation for preconviction criminal justice services. In

either case, the more spent on pretrial detention the less that remains

in the total governmental budget for trial preparation. The detention

cost is formalized as D =.f80(Z)dZ where D(.) is a function yielding

detention costs per day. If Bj is the total expenditure on the jth

case and 28,i = B is the total prosecutorial budget, then the optimi-

zation problem of the prosecutor consists in finding 28; = B such that

total expected utility is maximized. Each 8?, i = 1, . . . , m

represents the Optimal allocations over the caseload given that each

case is resolved by way of trial. If the prosecutor initiates plea

bargaining in case 1, then there is a savings of w]. The prosecutor

then maximizes V‘(P,w]) subject to the constraint 81 + w1 S 8?.

V1 is a utility function of the form V(PU(S), wl). If w1 > O in the

optimal solution, then the prosecutor will seek resolution of the

case via bargaining. Only when w1 = 0 will the prosecutor seek

settlement by way of trial. This optimization process is done sequen-

tially for each case until a maximum is reached. Adelstein does not

anticipate that the prosecutor reaches the maximum since he most

likely goes through the process described only once. However, he

does believe that it captures the essence of the process used by the
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prosecutor.32 A criticism can be raised concerning the present for-

mulation. Adelstein argues that in the second round the prosecutor

maximizes V(PU(S),w]) subject to 81 + w1 < 8?. However, given plea

bargaining, P = 1. Thus in searching for a plea bargaining solution

the search is not over w and thus P = P(w) but rather over S. The

prosecutor seeks that ‘s’ such that U('s’) = PU(S*). 5* is the optimal

S in the initial problem. This S'is the smallest S that the prose-

cutor is willing to offer during plea negotiations. Following the

procedure set down by Adelstein, the prosecutor would then maximize

ZPiU(Si) subject to £8? = B - T} where a} is the cost associated with

plea bargaining in case 1. This then produces a new set of budget

allocations for resolution via trial in the m - 1 remaining cases.

The prosecutor then determines SE if it exists and then the process

starts all over and continues until an expected utility maximum is

reached. It is not necessary that such a simple search technique

produce the maximum. Adelstein further assumes that the defendant

wishes to minimize a loss function

min L = _P_L(S) subject to 8(t) = x - cb +f3E(Z)dZ

where E_is the defendant's estimate of the probability of conviction,

X is the initial wealth of the defendant, cb is the cost of bail,

cb = 0 if bail is denied, and.ng(Z)dZ is the earnings of the defend-

ant after arrest but prior to trial. .r8E(Z)dZ is assumed zero if

bail is denied. As in the case of the prosecutor 3.: P(B,t), aP/aB

< O, SSE/382 > O and BE/at < O and azfijatz > O. A boundary solution

with t = 1*, T* the trial date implies that the defendant seeks
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resolution of the case via trial. For any t < T* the defendant

maximizes utility by negotiating with the prosecutor. Denote the

solution to this optimization problem as (P*,t*). Let Smin be

that punishment associated with full investment of the defendant's

resources in sentence reduction via trial. Then for every t* < T,

the convexity of the loss function ensures the existence of a subset

of feasible points (S,t) such that L(S*,t) < L(S,t) < L(S 0).
min’

This subset of punishment/pretrial time pairs defines the limits of

the defendant's bargaining set. It would seem that this is not an

adequate formulation unless S = 0 since the defendant is always
mln

willing to settle for no punishment.

In the development of the bargaining theory the above theory has_

two functions. First, it acts as an existence theorem and rationale

for bargaining. Second, it establishes the importance of time and

time-dependent optimality solutions.

In specifying the bargaining process, Adelstein develops a

variant of the Cross bargaining model.33 Let Pp(t) be the utility-

maximizing punishment of the prosecutor for defendant X. Then the

value of a given plea agreement to the prosecutor may be written as

U(Pp,v) = U(P ) -130(t)dt
P

where v is the prosecutor's estimate of the time to settlement. D(t)

should be expressed in utility units if consistency is to be main-

tained, but the author repeatedly attributes a dollar cost to D(t).

Specifying D(t) as representing a utility measure of cost rather than
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a monetary measure does not change the specification of the model at

this level of abstraction. Let

t)

rd(t1

 

where Pd(t) is the defendant's utility-maximizing level of punishment

and rd(t) is the rate of concession of the defendant as perceived by

the prosecutor. If D(t) = Dv, D a constant, then the prosecutor's

optimal initial offer is the solution to the following equation, which

 

is maximized with respect to Pp(t).

U(Pp,0) = U(Pp) - D PE(O) - Pd(0) (13)

rd(0)

Maximization of equation 1 results in aU/BP = D'/rd. The model

P

of the defendant is symmetric and will not be discussed here. Rules

are specified for adjustment to the rd and rp functions. A bargain

occurs at time t* when Pp(t*) = Pd(t) if t* T* the date of trial.

Adelstein notes that direct estimation would be difficult since

utility functions and learning parameters would have to be estimated.34

No testing of the model or of secondary hypothesis is performed. This

model offers little that is new on a conceptual basis to the theory

of plea bargaining. Nor does the author suggest a way for overcoming

the direct estimation problems of his model.35

This dissertation benefits greatly from the previous unpublished

work of J. Lachman.36 Analysis of her work aided in the develOpment

of a model specification which was tractable to empirical investiga-

tion. In her work Lachman developed a Pareto bargaining set in which
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a bargained plea must be contained. The device used to construct

37 The use of thisthis set was labeled the switch function by her.

device and the perspective gained by her analysis of shifting oppor-

tunity sets aided in the development of this dissertation more

directly than the work of any other author. Rather than present a

superficial analysis of her work here, reference to her study is

made in Chapters III and IV.
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CHAPTER III

THE PROSECUTOR AND BARGAINING

In this chapter a model of the prosecutor's behavior is developed.

The primary focus is on the influence of variations in the minimum

sentence on the charging and bargaining posture of the prosecutor.

No specific theory of bargaining is developed. Rather, shifts in the

bargaining space because of variations in the minimum sentence are

explored.1 A complete analysis must be postponed until theend of

Chapter IV, where a theory of the defendant's behavior, given changes

in the minimum sentence, is developed.

3.1 A Model of Prosecutor Behavior
 

The decision to pursue case X vigorously implies that the other

cases on the prosecutor's docket will receive less attention, since in

most jurisdictions the resources of the prosecutor's office are fully

employed. Additional resources can be assigned to case X only by

removing resources from other cases.

Let Yo representyears in prison received by defendants other

than defendant X. Let Yx represent years spent in prison by defendant

X. Let 0 S c S 1 represent an index of crime severity where the more

serious the crime the higher the value of c2. The prosecuting attorney

does not know with certainty the exact Yx that defendant X will receive

if convicted of a crime associated with c = c , but it is assumed that
x

46
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the prosecutor is sufficiently experienced to make an estimate of the

value of Yx. It follows then that Yx can be viewed as a random vari-

able with cumulative distribution F and probability density f. For

each value of ci€:[0,l] there exists an F1 and fi. It is further

assumed that for each cie [0,1] an ECi(Yx) =.fodFi(Yx) exists and is

3
greater than or equal to zero. Eci(YX) is the expected length of

imprisonment upon conviction for crime c It is also assumed thati'

F(O-) = O and that F(O+) can be greater than zero. F(O-) is the left

hand limit of F(Yx) at Yx = O and F(O+) is the right hand limit at

Yx = O. In particular, if F(O+) = 1 it is assumed that the prosecutor

declines to prosecute and that all criminal action against the defendant

is terminated. The above condition will be assumed sufficient but not

necessary for denial of prosecution by the prosecuting attorney in the

case against defendant X.

In general, the shape of F depends upon the crime the prosecutor

charges. It will be assumed for sake of simplicity that the shape of

F is not dependent upon the charge levied by the prosecutor. If this

is reasonable, it is necessary that the range of charges be limited.

The superscript from F and f will be drOpped and discussion will cen-

ter around F(Yx) independent of c.

The prosecutor is assumed to maximize an expected utility function

dependent upon Yx, p, and c subject to a budget constraint to be

developed below. In the above maximization problem, p is a measure

of action taken against defendants other than X. In keeping with

traditional economics, the expected utility function of the prosecutor

will be represented by
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f:U(c,p,Yx)dF(Yx),

where if A = {a1/ P(Yx < a1) 0} and B = {bi/ P(Yx > bi) = 0}

then a = supremum {ail and b infimum {bi}° Thus a and b set lower

and upper bounds, respectively, on the possible length of the prison

sentence given the defendant in case X.

It is assumed that the expected utility function U is of the

Von Neumann-Morgenstern type4 and that U is increasing and concave in

Yx, c, and p and three times differentiable.5 The prosecutor is seen

as maximizing the above expected utility function by selection of the

appropriate c and p while not exceeding the limit of resources made

available to him.

Since the prosecutor's resources are limited, it is not possible

for him to charge and actively prosecute each defendant for the most

serious crime that the defendant is believed to have committed. The

case against X can be pursued only by a reduction in resources allo-

cated to other cases. Therefore, any action against X must be analyzed

by the prosecutor for its effect upon p.

 Let-$- = RP + Mex) , where

1 T2

5% = total variable resources available to the prosecutor, T1 defined

below.

RP = value of resources used in prosecution of cases other than X, and

R

-¥é§52-= value of resources used in prosecution of defendant x for

charge cx, T2 defined below.
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Let T2 be a measure of the prosecutor's strength in case X. At

the extremes when T2 = l and the prosecutor charges defendant X with

crime = cX then the cost of doing so is RX(CX). At the other extreme

when T2 = O the prosecutor is incapable of pursuing case X and any

attempt to convict defendant)(would cost an infinite amount. A reduc-

tion in T2 can be viewed as representing an increase in bargaining

concessions made by the prosecutor to the defendant. Let T2 be con-

structed in such a manner that total resources consumed by case X is

RX(Cx) . If cx is obtained via negotiation, its cost is RX(cx)
 

 

 

T2
T

as opposed to the cost of resolution via trial which is

RX c RX c RX c . .

g X) where T0 > T]. Note that ( x) > (0x) . This 15 so
T2 2 2 T; T2

since the cost of convicting defendant X of a crime c with severity

cx should increase as his ability to pursue the case decreases because

of such things as deterioration or lack of evidence, promises not to

pursue certain charges, etc.

As mentioned above, bargaining results in savings to the prose-

cutor. The resources saved in case X can be used in other cases.

This can be viewed as an increase in R. Let this increase in R be

represented by #1 where a reduction in T1 occurs as a result of bar-

gaining. The new "effective" level of resources than is R + AR where

= -RAT]

(Tl )2

to one prior to bargaining.

AR T1 is greater than zero and less than one and is equal
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a" b' a' 6'

Figure 5.--Changes in the resource constraint curve

resulting from bargaining.

In Figure 5 above, the line aa' represents the initial possibili-

ties facing the prosecutor. If only the case against defendant X is

pursued then cx = a' can be obtained via trial. As the charge against

defendant X is reduced toward zero (still via trial) the composite

charge that can be obtained against other defendants approaches a.

Upon the adoption of a bargaining posture the trade-off curve shifts

to bb'. This shift can be decomposed into two components. The first

is the shift of aa' to aa". This shift stems from the increased cost

of achieving a particular conviction given the reduced ability of the

prosecutor to vigorously pursue the case against defendant X. The

curve bb' is derived by a movement from aa" to bb'. This shift

results from the increase in free resources stemming from the bargain-

ing option. This freeing of resources derives not from the actual

bargaining with defendant X but rather from the decision to not acquire
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a conviction by way of jury trial. Thus these freed resources could

be used in case X or other cases; thus b' 2 a". There are two trade-

off curves of interest to the prosecutor, namely aa' and bb'. Given

b > a if b' were greater than a' it would imply that the prosecutor

did not reduce his feasible set by bargaining which is counter to the

thinking on bargaining.6 It would also imply that the utility maxi-

mizing prosecutor would always pursue the bargaining option and if c

is a normal good actually charge defendant X with a more severe crime

under bargaining than via trial. This follows since indifference

curve tangent to aa' would by necessity intersect bb' implying that a

higher level of total utility could be obtained by moving to bb' which

is accomplished by bargaining. The rationale underlying the shifting

trade-off constraint has been discussed by most researchers analyzing

bargaining in the prosecutor's office. The discussion, however, has

never been fully developed except by Lachman.7 The shifting of the

trade-off curve will be more fully developed later in this chapter.

It is further assumed that the cost of prosecution does not

decrease with the seriousness of the charge levied against defendant X.

That 15, T2 - T2 /dcx - O.

The amount of action that can be taken against defendants other

than X is dependent upon the level of resources available for their

prosecution, which is RP = %- - 3513l2.. The level of prosecution

l T2

that can be obtained against defendants other than X given RP is

P = D(RP) = “(i1 - Rigel) = H(c,R,T1,T2) where
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D' = dD/dRP > O, and (14)

dP/dc = (dP/dRP)(dRP/dRX)(dBX/dc) = O'(-l)Rx;_= dH/dc = Hc < O, (15)

T2 T2 T2

D'RX'

d(dp/dc)/dT2 = -e7——-= H > 0. (l6)

2
CT2

Condition 14 states that the amount of action the prosecutor can take

against defendants other than X increases as the amount of resources

for this purpose increases. Condition 15 states that if the level of

resources available to the prosecutor is fixed, then increases in the

Charge against X necessitate a reduction in action taken in other

cases. (It is assumed that the prosecutor fully utilizes available

resources.) It should also be noted that -dp/dc is the marginal

rate of technical substitution.8 It measures the rate at which p can

be substituted for c given a fixed level of resources. Condition 16

states that as T2 (the prosecutor's ability to pursue case X) increases

the absolute value of dp/dc falls. That is, the price of c relative

to the price of p falls.

The expected utility maximization problem of the prosecutor may

be written as: Max .f:U(c,p,Yx)Fy subject to

c,p

b R RX(c ) _ b _

fa(p - D(T1 - Tz—l—Fy — fa(p - H(C,R,T1,T2))Fy - o, where

Fy = dF(Yx) = f(Yx)dYx.

9 will be used for solution ofThe method of Lagrange multipliers

the maximization problem. This results in a new function L to be

maximized.
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~

L~

max .be(c,p,Yx)Fy -.be(p-H(c,R,T ,T )Fy.
c p a a l 2

The first order conditions sufficient for an interior maximum are:1O

_ b b

dL/dc —faUcFy +.faXHcFy = O, (17)

b b

dL/dp =.faUpr -.faXFy = O, (18)

dL/dX =:f:(p-H(C,R,T],T2))Fy = 0. (19)

The first order condition in equation 18 states that X is equal

to the expected change in total utility because of a small change in P.

The first order condition in equation 17 states that at equilibrium

the expected change in total utility because of a small change in c

must be equal to the expected change in total utility because of a

small change in P; a change in P induced by the change in c required

if the budget constraint is to be satisfied. The first order condi-

tion in equation 19 requires that the utility maximizing prosecutor

fully utilize resources made available to him in development of cases

against all defendants. The second order condition sufficient to

guarantee that equations 17 through 19 represent a maximum and not

a minimum is:

bechy + beHchy bechy fbHcFy
a a a a

(20)

b b b
faUchy faUppr -faFy > 0.

   
b b

fchFy 'faFy 0
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The double bars around 20 indicate that the determinant of 20 should

be computed and evaluated using the solutions for c,p and X derived

in 17 through 19.

Changes in the minimum sentence, a, can be viewed as a reduction

in the level of risk as explained in Appendix A section A.11. In

the simplest case risk r = 8(a) where e' = dr/da < 0. When the minimum

sentence a is increased the cumulative distribution F(Yx,a,b,z) =

F(szr1) shifts to F(szrz). (a,b, and z are parameters determining

the shape of the distribution F.) For small changes in the level of

risk Fr = dF(Yx:r)/dr is a measure of the change in the cumulative

distribution associated with the random variable Yx induced by a

change in the minimum sentence a. This notation is explained in

Appendix A section A.12. In like fashion Fyr = d(f(Yx))/dr. Fyr is

a measure of how the probability density shifts because of a change in

the level of risk.

In order to determine the shift in c resulting from a change in

total resources, R, or minimum sentence, a, or the measure of rela-

tive strength, T2, 1.1 through 1.3 are totally differentiated. This

results in:

JP — — —

 

bechy + beHchy bechy fbHcFy dc
a a a a

b b b =
faUchy faUppr -faFy dP

ngcFy 421w 0 d}.

_ A 1- J   
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-' (—

1—_ b b _ b _ b b 1
faUcFyr-fchUprr faUpHcRFy faUpHCT1 faUpHcT2 df

b b

-faUprr-+faUprr O O 0 dR (21)

b b b
O faHRFy faHTle faHTZFy d11

de  
Using Cramer's rule11 and solving for dc/dr leads to:

  
 

-f:(Uc + XHc)Fyr ngchy ngcFy

_ b b
dc/dr - O faUPPFy faFy

b
O -faFy O

D

where D is the determinant in equation 2.

Solving for dc/dr =

f:(Uc + AHC)Fyr(-f:Fy x-fgfy) 72(Up - A)Fyr( IEFyIEHcFy)
+

D D

 
 

b b b
fa(p-H(c.R.T].T2))Fyr( faUchy - faUpprngcFy)

D

 +

_ f:(Uc + UpHc)Fyr

D

 

since ngFy = IEUpr and ngy = 1 and f:(p-H(C,R,T],T2))Fyr = O.12
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If it is assumed that Up and Uc are concave in Y then the sign

of dc/dr is apriori indeterminate since IEUpHcFry > O and ngcFry < 0.

But it is possible to develop a set of conditions under which

dc/dr < O or dc/dr > O.

3.2 Decomposition of dc/dr
 

As shown above, dc/dr = f:(Uc + HcUp)Fry where Hc =

D

-f:UcFy/f:Upr at equilibrium. That Hc = -f:UcFy/f:Upr can be shown

 

by direct substitution into the first order condition equations 17

and 18. Making the substitution for Hc in the equation for dc/dr

results in:

b b b
faUcFry - faUcFyfaUp Fyr

 

dc/dr = IEUpr

D (22)

b b b
= faUcFy faUcFry _ faUprr

b b
faUcFy faUpr

 

D

Investigation of the Marginal Rate of Substitution will aid in

the interpretation of equation 22. The Marginal Rate of Substitution

(MRS) measures the slope of the indifference curve at a given level of

total utility. It is a measure of how p can be traded for c or c

for p and still maintain the given level of total utility. The MRS

is measured under the restriction that all other variables, except

the two under consideration, are held constant. Mathematically the

MRS can be expressed as
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becFy

b
faUpr

-dp/dc = MRS.
 

Of interest is how the MRS varies with changes in the level of risk.

For example, if the MRS decreases when the level of risk falls, i.e.,

dMRS/dr > 0, then changes in c are compensated for by smaller changes

in p (than prior to the reduction in the level of risk). Thus it is

easier to compensate for a reduction in c in the sense that a smaller

increase in p is now needed if the prosecutor is to remain at the same

level of total utility.

The change in the MRS because of a change in the level of risk

holding c and p constant is

 

  

 

dp=O -T;———- dr = (23)

dc=O faUpr

f2Upr(f:UcFry) - f2UcFy(f:UpFry) IEUcFry -f:UcFy IEUpFry

B = F _

(faUpr)2 f2Upr IEUpr faUpr

becFy becFry bepFry becFry bepFr D dd

a __a___ - __a__ = MRS _a____ - 9—... - b dc

faBUpr IEUcFy IEUpr f2UcFy I‘a’Opr faUpr "

Figure 6, page 58, can aid in the understanding of equation 23.

Assume aa' represents the highest level of utility that can be

achieved which is consistent with the linear budget constraint ee'.

The utility maximization combination of p and c is obtained at the

point f. This is the point where aa' is tangent to ee'. bb' and dd'

are two possible indifference curves, after the change in the level
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Figure 6.--Determination of the sign of dc/dr.

of risk, which go through f. Since ee' is tangent to aa' at f the

lepe of ee' is equal to the -MRS of aa' at f. The slope of bb' at f

is larger than the slope of ee'. Thus for a reduction in the level

of risk dMRS/dr > 0 since the MRS has fallen (i.e., the negative of the

slope of bb' measured at the point f has become smaller.) Likewise

for dd' the MRS of dd' at f is greater than the MRS of aa' at f.

Thus, for a reduction in the level of risk d(MRS)/dr < 0 when measured

along dd' at f.

Assume that the relevant indifference curve after the reduction

in the level of risk is bb'. Since indifference curves from the same

expected utility function cannot cross, it follows that the indiffer-

ence curve which is just tangent to ee' and is a member of the same

family of indifference curves as bb' will generate an optimal solution

(f") where oc" < oc' and op" > op'. If dd' were the relevant
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indifference curve rather than bb' then it is easy to show that the

new optimal solution would have oc" > oc' and Op" < op'.

Although a linear budget constraint has been used it can be shown

that the results hold for nonlinear concave budget constraints except

that in this case the inequalities from above (> , <) should be

expanded to (Z , S). The easiest way to show this is to assume that

the budget constraint is kinked at f. Let the new budget constraint

be p'fe' which is still concave. The optimal solution given a reduc-

tion in the level of risk and indifference curve bb' is still f and

thus oc" = oc' and op" = op'.

3.3 Two Cases where dc/dr > 013

At the end of section 3.1 it was mentioned that there existed

conditions under which apriori dc/dr could be signed. In this section

two sets of assumptions are presented which assert that dc/dr > 0.

Case 2 presented below, it should be noted, is really a special case

of Case 1. These examples are presented as a further aid in develop-

ing an intuitive feeling for the condition developed in 3.2 for the

signing of dc/dr.

C§§e_l. In the model formulation the utility function of the

prosecutor has, as arguments, two attributes of the case against

defendant X. They are c and Yx. If c and Yx are viewed by the prose-

cutor as substitutes, in the classical meaning of the term, then

Uch < O, i.e., the increase in total utility because of a small

increase in c decreases as Yx increases. If we assume that UcYx

decreases at a decreasing rate then UCYxYx > O. This is symmetrical
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with the assumption in standard utility theory that marginal utility

is positive but decreasing

 

UcY /\

+

O >va

\/ 
Figure 7.--c and Yx substitutes.

Figure 7 above gives a graphical representation of Ych under

these assumptions. The assumption that c and Yx are substitutes does

not imply that the prosecutor is risk loving in either c or y.

If Uc > 0 then [EUcFyr > 0, since ngcFyr = UcFr 2 - ngcYXFr
YxYx

= -f:UchFr = ngc T(Y) for all YEIa.b] (see Appendix A.12)
YxYx .

is greater than zero as long as UCYxYx in uniformly signed positive.

Thus if c and Yx are substitutes in the classical sense and Up

is concave in Yx, i.e., p and Yx are seen as "complements," then

dc/dr > 0.

§g§e_2. This case is a slight modification of Case 1. If

UprYx = O and UCYxYx > 0 then dc/dr > 0. The interpretation of UCYxYx

was discussed above. UprYx = 0 means that the marginal utility of p

can be affected by Yx but this effect does not vary with the level
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of Yx. If this is true then IEUpFry = O and dc/dr = ngcFyr/D > O.

This Case 2 is the stochastic analog of the example in footnote 13.

3.4 dc/dr in Elasticity Form

The numerator of dc/dr can be written in terms of elasticities.

 

r(dc/dr) = f2Upr(MRS) x rdngcFy dr rdngpr dr 0
"‘B"“' - "’TT“"

faUcFy faUpr

r(dc/dr) = MR5(Ecr - Epr)

D

where E = rdbeCFy and E = rdbepr
cr a pr a

dr dr

faUcFy faUPFY

Thus the sign of dc/dr depends upon which marginal utility experiences

the greatest percentage change because of the change in the level of

risk. If (E >(Epr1 then dc/dr < 0, otherwise dc/dr > 0.
crl

3.5 Sign of dgldR and dp/dR

Using results of the equation in (6) and Cramer's rule then

dc/dR, which is the change in charge sought by the prosecutor given a

change in resources, may be determined. It is typical for dc/dR > 0;14

in this case c is called a normal good. When dc/dR < O, c is called

an inferior good.
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bepHcRFy bechy fbHcFy
a a a

dc/dR = o fgupppy -ngy (24)

b b

faHRFy -faFy O

D

b b b

faUpHcRFy + HR(faUchy + fchUppr) ( )

= 25
D

Given that Ucp 0 and HcR 0 then dc/dR O. Ucp greater than zero

implies that increases in p "enhance" the possession of c. Thus in

the traditional sense p and c are viewed as complements.15 Hc is

equal to dp/dc and is a measure of the price of c in terms of p.

Thus the absolute value of Hc indicates how much p must be relinquished

because of a one unit increase in c. HcR Z 0 means that the presence

of additional resources does not raise the price of c.

If the utility function is separable then Ucp = O. From inspec-

16
tion of equation 25 it follows that dc/dR is still greater than zero.

The income effect of R on p can be determined in like fashion,

[2(Ucc + UpHcc)Fy IEUpHcRFy ngcFy

dp/dR = [EUchy O -l

  b b
fchFy -faHRFy O

D
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bepHcRFy ngcFy - ngRFy(f:Ucc + ngpHcc)Fy + IchUchy
= a

D

 

which is greater than zero unambiguously when HcR Z O and Upc Z O.

3.6 Integration of Rotations in H and Changes

in the Level of Riskll

 

 

3.7 Bargaining Without Changes in the Level of Risk
 

The prosecutor, as developed in this chapter, carries out his

function in accordance with the implied rules of constrained utility

maximization. The equilibrium levels of c and p are by definition

those levels which maximize his utility function given the budget

constraint. The budget constraint with which the prosecutor is faced

represents the perceived objective trade-off curve between p and c.

The trade-off curve is assumed to be a functionlyfsuch'thingsas relative

evidence, cost of prosecution against defendant X, nature of the

defendant (number of prior arrests, work history of the defendant,

etc.), and resources of prosecutor and defendant. When the prose-

cutor bargains he relinquishes or mitigates the use of several vari-

ables at his disposal for prosecution of defendant X. Thus if the

prosecutor, as a result of bargaining, relinquishes the right to use

all evidence at his disposal against the defendant the transformation

curve will rotate clockwise (see Figure 8). The Clockwise rotation

implies that after dropping the evidence against the defendant it is

more difficult to trade p for c. This would imply that in bargaining

the prosecutor really gives up something otherwise the curve would not
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have rotated. It also implies that he got something since bb' inter-

sects the p axis at a higher level than does aa'.

P P (after drOpping of evidence)

 
 

\
/ 

Figure 8.--Two trade-off curves of the prosecutor.

As discussed earlier, the rotation can be separated into two

separate effects. They are in fact a price and income effect. Since

the prosecutor will, given bargaining, be giving up leverage against

the defendant, as described above, the price of c in terms of p rises.

Also since bargaining reduces the amount of time needed to handle case

X there is a savings in resources which shifts the whole trade-off

curve up and to the right (Figures 9 and 10).

Under the trial constraint the prosecutor will select that level

of p and c which maximizes his utility. That level of c and p is

found at the point where an indifference curve is tangent to the

trade-off curve. This represents the highest level of utility that
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Figure 9.--Shift from aa' to aa" representing

the price effect.

all bl\

/ 
Figure lO.--Shift from aa" to bb' representing

the income effect.
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can be obtained consistent with the prosecutor's trade-off curve

(Figure 11).

 \

c c“;7 
Figure ll.--Level of c and p sought by prosecutor

under trial constraint.

As mentioned when the prosecutor considers plea bargaining the

cost of prosecuting defendant X is altered. The time needed to search

out evidence, prepare briefs, and argue the case are all reduced.

This savings will shift the trade-off curve from aa' to dd'(Figure12).

   
Figure 12.--Preference of trial.
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As depicted in Figure 12, it does not always follow that the

monetary savings from entering into plea negotiations rather than

trial necessarily results in the prosecutor seeking the alternative

of plea bargaining. As depicted in Figure 12, entering into plea

negotiations by the prosecutor would result in a loss of utility.

Thus in this particular instance the prosecutor would seek resolu-

tion via trial.

The lepe of Unatrade-off curve is a measure of the prosecutor's

ability to trade p for c. As described above, this is a function of

the prosecutor's level of evidence against X, etc., and the level of

evidence, etc., that the defendant has acquired in his defense. Thus

a pledge by the defendant not to use all resources at his disposal

will result in a counter clockwise rotation of dd'. If there exists

some level of relative resource such that dd' is tangent to ID than plea

bargaining by the prosecutor is consistent with utility maximization

as in Figure 13. Thus it is possible through interaction with the

defendant to transform a situation like that in Figure 12 to that

depicted in Figure 13.

   
Figure l3.--Prosecutor indifferent between

trial and plea negotiating
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The initial decision by the prosecutor to bargain rotates the

opportunity trade-Off curve clockWise from aa' to aa". If this were

the only effect of bargaining, the prosecutor would not negotiate

since it would leave him on a lower indifference curve as depicted in

Figure 14 below.

   
Figure l4.--Shift in c due to increase in the

cost of c relative to cost of p.

However, bargaining results in savings to the prosecutor. These

savings have the effect of shifting aa" to the right. As the level

of savings is increased, aa" shifts further to the right. That aa"

which is just tangent to aa' (labeled bb' in Figure 15) represents

the minimum savings required from bargaining and minimum charge

that the prosecutor will accept if he is to be indifferent between

bargaining and trial.
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Figure 15.--Separation of shift.

It should be noted that a point like 8" in Figure 15 will never

occur since the trade-off curve aa" does not exist since the increase

in the price of c relative to p and the freeing of resources occur

simultaneously. The prosecutor moves directly to a trade-off curve

like dd' in Figure 12 or to one like bb' in Figure 15 from aa'.

Introduction of aa", however, allows the measurement of the minimum

saving needed if the prosecutor is to bargain. In the following sec-

tion it will be made clear that the substitution effect is a measure

of the maximum reduction in c that the prosecutor is willing to

consider in exchange for bargaining; and that the Income Effect is a

measure of the minimum savings in resources required if the prose-

cutor is to bargain and not experience a reduction in total utility.
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3.8 Mathematical Formulation of Shift

in Trade-Off Curve

 

 

Assume that the act of bargaining raises the cost of c in terms

of p to the prosecutor from (-l/T2)Hc to (-l/T;)Hc where 0 < T; <

T3 < 1. This causes the trade-off curve in Figure 15 to rotate from

aa' to aa". This exact movement from ca in Figure 15 to cb could be

found by total differentiation of the first order conditions with

respect to c and 12. This movement can be broken into two parts.

The first part ca to c is the own substitution effect and will always
m

be negative. The other part cm to cb is the income effect. It can

produce either a positive or negative change in c. The own substitu-

tion effect is a measure of the maximum reduction in c, from ca in

Figure 15, that the prosecutor can consider and remain indifferent

between trial and bargaining. The income effect is a measure-of the

minimum required savings necessary for the prosecutor to consider

bargaining. These effects can be expressed mathematically by solving

the system of equations 1.4 for dc/de.

  
 

b b b
-fa UpHcTsz faUchy fchFy

dc/dT = O beppr -1
2 a

-b -faHT2 1 O

D

b b b b
faUpHcTZFy + faH12(faUchy + HcfaUppr)

D
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The income effect is simply dc/dR which was derived earlier.

This is multipled by dR/dT2 = - HT /HR which results in:

2

C
3
0
1
0
"

12 {IEUpHcRFy + HRU Uchy + ngcUppr)}

 

= 12 IEUpHcRFY - H12 IEUchy + ngcUppr

D = (dc/dR)(dR/dT2)

The substitution effect is simply dc/dTZ + (dc/dR)(dR/dT2) =

b H b

faUpHcTsz - _Ig.faUpHcRFy.

HR

It appears at first glance that the sign of the substitution term is

indeterminate since HCT2 > 0, HT > 0, HR > 0 and HcR > 0 but the

2

substitution term can be rearranged into f:Upr(HCT2HR - H

H

TZHCR)

R

= HRIEUpr(d(HT2/HR)/dc) > 0 since d(HTZ/HT)/dc > O. This follows

. _ .3. RX(c) = . _ -RX c

Slnce H(c,R,T],T2) - D(T] - T2 ) where HT2 D ( 1)(-;é719

2

eW > 0. Also HR = D'(l/T]) > 0 so that

T2

d D'RX(c)T1

{ 2 ___ RX'(c)T1
TZD'

"'7?""

dc T

> O.

2

Thus the substitution term is unambiguously negative as required by

the theory. It should be recalled that when T2 is increased the price

of c in terms of p falls; thus -dc/dT2 = dc/dHc < 0.
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The two parts of the move from ca to cd then are:

H b
- _:;TaUpHcRFy

HR

0

_ b
Ca to cm - faUpHcT2

 

-H b b b

and from cm to cb = T2 (faUpHcRFy + HR(faUCpr + fchUppr))

HR
 

3.9 Changes in the Level of Risk and Bargaining
 

It will be shown that given dc/dr > O that a decrease in the level

of risk results in a reduction in cm.18 (cm being the minimum accept-

able plea bargain charge that the prosecutor will accept.)

\

BI

bl al

c c C"

m a

I

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I A'

I I

I I

I I

I l 
Figure l6.--Shifts in cm and the level of risk.
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In Figure 16 is the trade-off curve given the trial constraint;

and the prosecutor's equilibrium position, conditional upon a trial,

would be at E. bb' is the trade-off curve given bargaining. With

the change in the level of risk the relevant indifference curve is

88'. Since 88' intersect bb' it implies that for a bargain to be

preferred to a trial, a smaller savings in resources will be required

than would have been required without the change in risk. As long as

c is a normal good pulling bb' back toward the origin so that tan-

gency with BB' is possible will result in a reduction of cm.

3.10 Initial Position of Prosecutor and Bargaining

Upon the evaluation of the case against defendant X, the prose-

cutor determines the trade-off possibilities curve. The stronger his

case against the defendant the higher will be T2. It will be

recalled that the higher T2 the lower the price of c. Let T? be the

initial assessment picked by the prosecutor of the strength of his

case against X. It is assumed that T? equals 1. Letting T? = 1

implies that charging defendant X with c = 0 does not affect the

maximum p regardless of who defendant X happens to be. As T3

increases, Cm increases. This can be seen by inspection of Figure 17,

on the following page.

One assumption is made concerning the relative position of dd'

relative to bb', namely that the slope of dd' exceeds (in absolute

terms) that of bb' for any given c. This means that as the prose-

cutor's trial case against defendant X deteriorates, the cost of c

relative to p in bargaining increases. This is identical to the
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pre-trial case; in the pre-trial case aa' is less negatively sloped

than aa". Thus the price of c on aa" exceeds the price of c on aa'

for a given c. Also, the price of c as measured by dd' exceeds the

price of c as measured by bb' for a given c.

   
Figure 17.--Shifts in cm.

In Figure 17, ch is the minimum acceptable plea given the

initial bargaining trade-off curve aa', while ch. is the minimum

acceptable plea given the initial trade-off curve bb'. It follows

from the assumption on the bargaining trade-off curves above that

ch. > ch. That this follows can be seen from simple inspection of

Figure 17. Assume that bb' and dd' intersect the vertical axis at

the same point. Then dd' can be tangent to AA' only by being more

steeply sloped than bb'. It follows from the Law of Demand that

ch. > ch. If dd' intersects the vertical axis higher up than does

bb', then the same argument holds. If dd' intersects the vertical
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axis below bb' then one of two things (or both) can happen. Assume

that the slopes of bb' and dd' are the same. Then as dd' is slid

toward the origin to find its point of tangency with AA' the optimal

ch must fall below ch., if c is a normal good. If dd' becomes (at

the same or by itself) more steeply sloped then the income effect is

reinforced by the own-substitution effect.

3.ll Development of the Switch Function

19
For each T3 there exists a unique cm. This relationship can be

expressed as cm = 6(Tg). The above argument suggests that dcm/dTg

= 6' > O; that is, when the prosecutor has a stronger pre-bargain

case, the minimum c that he will accept in a bargain is larger.

This tuple (T3, cm) is designated as the switch point since (lg, cm) ‘

marks the spot where the prosecutor switches from preferring trial

to bargaining20 (see Figure 18).

0/‘\

T2

  

a
n
k
/

Figure 18.--Switch function.
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3.12 The Switch Function and Shifts in the Level of Risk

A decrease in the level of risk, given that dc/dr > 0, results

in a smaller cm associated with a particular tgto fall. Examination

of the following figure will help clarify this point.

 

\
/  

Figure 19.--Shift in the switch function.

In Figure 19 bb' is the trade-off curve given bargaining, while

aa' is the trade-off curve corresponding to trial. cm is the charge

when AA' is tangent to bb'. A decrease in the level of risk shifts

the indifference curve from AA' to 88'. For bb' to be tangent to

88' requires that the c intercept of bb' move back toward the origin

from its position prior to the change in risk. With bb' rotated in

this direction the optimal Cm is reduced. Thus a lower cm is asso-

ciated with each Tg than in the prior case of a higher level of risk.

Thus the bargaining space of the prosecutor is increased by a reduc-

tion in the level of risk since for any given T? he is willing to

accept a lower cm (see Figure 20)-
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Before decrease in

level of risk

  \

(m

Figure 20.--Shift in the switch function resulting

from a decrease in the level of risk.

3.13. Two Examples of Expected Utility

Maximization by the Prosecutor

 

 

Example 1. U = fgln(l + c)YxFy + f21n(l + p)YxFy

b 3 3 3

Example 2. U - a0 + fa(§ai]nxi +~§€ §Bij1n(xi)1"(xj))Fy

where X1 = c, X2 = p and X3 = Yx.

Example one is presented because it satisfies all conditions set

forth in the theory and is simple enough to allow for explicit solu-

tion of the optimal c, dc/da, etc., when using a linear budget con-

straint. Example two is a form of the translog utility function.21

The sign of dc/dr will be solved for using the translog utility func-

tion above and the budget constraint H(c,p,R) = 0.

3.13.1 Example 1

The prosecutor maximizes f21n(l + c)Yng + [:1n(1 + p)YEFy

subject to M = wlc + w2p. The Lagrange formulation of the problem is
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Max L = f21n(l + c)Yng + [:1n(l + p)YRFy - X(M - W1C - wzp).

The first order conditions are:

E.1.1 Isl/(l + c)Yng = -Xw1

b c _

E.1.2 fal/(l + p)YxFy - -Xw2

E.1.3 M - wlc - wzp = 0.

Solving for c and p using E.1.l-E.l.3 above

b b c b 6 _

fa(l + p)/(l + c)fanFy/fanFy - wl/w2

b b 6

(1 + p)/(l + c) = w1/w2 faYRFy/fanFy

(l + (M - w1c)/w2)/(l + c) (w1/w2)f:Y§Fy/f:Y§Fy =

O b b 6

(wz + M) ngxFy - wlfaYRFy = cw1fa(YxFy + YRFy)

b 6 b b 6

c = ((w2 + M)fanFy - w1faY§Fy)/w](fanFy + ngRFy)

For computational ease, assume that the prosecutor believes that

all sentences occur equally between a and b. This assumption of

ignorance on the part of the prosecutor as to sentence received by

the defendant, except for knowledge of mandated legislative extremes,

is not without merit given the nature of actual sentencing practice,

which is not under his control.22

The cumulative distribution associated with Yx may be written as

F(Yx) = (Yx - a)/(b - a) and the probability density f(Yx) = l/(b - a).

What happens under reduction in risk may be analyzed by movement in a

(which can be interpreted as the minimum sentence the prosecutor
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expects the defendant to receive). As illustrated in Figure 21

below, an increase in a represents a reduction in risk. This new

distribution F stochastically dominates G.

\
/  U
P
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

Figure 21.--Cumulative distributions F and G.

This type of shift in a occurred because of the passage of the gun law,

which excludes the possibility of sentences under two years in length.

Since the law did not affect maximum sentences, it is realistic to not

adjust b. It should be noted that if, in fact, the gun law did shift

b to b' where b' > b, then F would still dominate G. If b were

reduced to b" < b, then in many cases by visual inspection F could be

analyzed for nth order dominance of G, n = 2, 3, . . . Or the analy-

sis could be carried out by more sophisticated methods if necessary.

For example, second order dominance requires that f:((z - a)/b" - a) -

(z - a)/(b - a))Fz > 0 for all z€(a,b). This condition states that

the area where G is above F must, at all times, be greater than the

area where F is above G (see Figure 22).
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>

Yx

  
Figure 22.--Case where visual inspection is sufficient

to guarantee f§S(x)dx > O for all z€(a,b).

Using then the uniform distribution and substituting in for

ngxFy and ngxFy results in

(w, +M)(b5+] -a5*'l/((o +1)(b-a))-w1(b€+1-a€+])/((b-a)(e+1)
C =

w1 {(b5"-a5")((s-+1>(b-a))-+(b€*'-a€*')/((e-+ll(b-al) }

 

(w2 + M)(b5*' - a5+')(e + 1) - w](b€+] - a€+1)(o + l)

w111b5*' - a5*')(e + 1) + (bfl' - a€")(a + 1))

 

as explained previously dc/dr > 0 when dc/da < 0. In order to deter-

mine when dc/dr > 0 it is necessary to solve for dc/da first.
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O
dc/da = (-a (6-+l)(c-+l)(w2-+M)-+w](€'+1)(5“*1)a€)W1((b6+1'-36+1)

(c+1 +(b€+] —a€*')(o+1)) +w]((c+l)(6+l)a6+(6+l)(c+l)a€)

((w -+M)(b6+]-a5+])(c-+l) - w
2 1<b€+‘--a€”)(o+l>)

W?((b5+] _ a5+1) + (b€+1 _ a€+]))2

dc/da < 0 when

+ +o l _ as l)(
(w2 + M)(b c + 1) - w1(b€+] — a€*‘)(o + 1)

w]<((e + 1)(b5*' - a5*'> + (a + l>(b€*' - a€*'>

 < (26)

O

a (w2 + M) - w1a

6 c or

w](a + a )

E

 

6 c

 

w](a6 + as)

To facilitate later work re-write (26) by adding 1 to both sides and

obtaining common denominator results in

(27)

(b6+1 — a5*')(e + 1) a6

"1(12 + l)(b5*' - aél‘) + (bfl' - a€*'>(o + 1)) < wi(a5+ a8)

 

dc/da < 0 then when equation 26 or 27 holds.

It was shown that dc/dr > 0 when dMRS/dr > O (or dMRS/da < O).

In this example MRS = ((1 + p)/(l + c))(f:Y§Fy/f:Y§Fy).

The sgn(dMRS/da) = sgn-{d(f:Y§Fy/f:Y§Fy'} thus dMRS/da < 0 when

I§Y§Fyd ngng/da - fgvfiFdeEFy/da < 0 =
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+1 +1 + . +

(be ( ‘+a:)Ja6 + 126(6- af)])a€ < 0 or
e +

5+1 e+l)aO

(b - a /(c + 1) > (b5*' - a5+])a€/(a + 1)

Rearranging and adding 1 to both sides, multiplying by w1 and finding

a common denominator results in

 

(b5*' - a5")(e + 1>1w111e + 1>1b6*' - a5*') + (o + 1)<b€*' - a€+]))

< a6

w](a6 + as)

which is the same as E.1.6.

3.13.2 Numerical Example
 

Let w1 = 50, w2 = l, a = l, b = 5, 6 = .4, c = .6, M = 100;

then using the formula for U and E.1.4 c .3445, p = 82.775 and

U = 8.85. Assume bargaining raises the price of c from 50 to 60 and

ignoring the saving in M results in the new optimal solution

c = .1946, p = 88.326 and U = 8.7878.

To find cm it is necessary to find that M such that utility maximi-

zation given w] = 60 and M = 100 + AM results in U = 8.85. By sub-

stitution it follows that when M 3 then c = .2168, p = 89.99 and

U = 8.85.

3.13.3 Decrease in the Level of Risk

Assume that a is now 3 (the original one plus the additional two

year mandatory sentence) then given b = 5, w1 = 50, w2 = l, M = 100

6 = .4 and c = .6 then c = .302, p = 84.9 and U = 10.66.
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Assume as before that bargaining raises the price of c from 50 to 60

and ignoring the saving in M results in the new optimal solution

c = .157, p = 90.587 and U = 10.6051.

To find Cm it is necessary to find that AM such that utility maxi-

mization given w] = 60 and M = 100 + AM results in U = 10.66.

By substitution it follows that when AM = 2 then c = .1727, p = 91.84

and U = 10.66. Note that after the decrease in the level of risk

both AM and cm have fallen as described in the main body of the

chapter.

3.13.4 Example 2

3 3 3
. . b

The prosecutor max1mlzes a0 + fa(§ lnX,i +25% §Bijlnxilnxj)Fy

subject to H(X],X2,R) = 0, where XI = c, X2 = p and X3 = Yx.

In this example the MRS equals

b

 
EFT

xl(°2 l B22"”‘2 l 821]"x1 l (a323‘"X3FY)

 

dMRS/dr' = X2 b b 3

XT 813falnX3Fyr(a2 + fa§32i1nxiFy) -

(B fblnX F r( +fb I lnX F ))
23 a 3 y 91 a 1 Bij j y

3
b 2

(a2 + fa f BZilnXiFy)

Now dMRS/dr > 0 if
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3 3
b b b .

[38131nX3Fyr(a2 + f2 f BZilnXiFy) > 823falnX3Fyr(a1 + fé.§ Bij(lanFy)

or

b 3

(oz +fa z OgilnxiFy) B

1 < _§§_ since fblnX Fyr < O B < 0 since
3 813 a 3 ° 13

b

<:€[O,l]. Adding one to both sides and finding a common denominator

 

leads to

B H X

-——;];-3—- < 1 where H. = BH/dX..
B 3 3 1 l
23 13 2H X

If H(c,p,R) is homogeneous of degree k then using Euler's theorem23

leads to a restatement of the condition for dc/dr > O which is

8'3 H ( ( >————-————- -———' = dR dX X X /R = 1 "X ,R

823 + 513 / 1 1 1 / l

where JrX1,R is the income elasticity of X].
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Footnotes--Chepter III
 

1This bargaining space has been referred to as the "contract

zone." See Richard P. Adelstein, "The Plea Bargain in Theory: A

Behavioral Model of the Negotiated Plea," Southern Economic Journal 6

(January 1978): 488-503.

2 . . . .
Several measures of crlme severity have been developed by crlml-

nologists. One such measure is the Sellin and Wolgang measure of

crime severity. This measure is discussed in Robert H. Figlio, "The

Seriousness of Offenses: An Evaluation by Offenders and Nonoffenders,"

The Journal of Criminal Law and Criminology 66 (1975): 189-200. This

is not the first work in plea bargaining to use a measure of crime

severity. See, for example, Brian Forst and Kathleen Brosi, "A

Theoretical and Empirical Analysis of the Prosecutor," The Journal of

Legal Studies 6 (January 1977): 186.

3 . . . . . . .
The 11m1ts of integration refer to the maleum and minimum

sentences that defendant X can receive. The minimum sentence is a

and the maximum sentence is b. A more precise definition is given

below.

4John V. Neumann and Oskar Morgenstern, Theory of Games and

Edonomic Behavior (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 19441] p. 641.

Special attention should be paid to chapter one, section three, "The

Notion of Utility.“ A significant implication of their theory for

this study is that utility functions can be subjected only to linear

transformations. This feature will preserve the sign of cross partials

of the utility function.

 

 

 

5This assumption is generally regarded as necessary for the

type of analysis that will follow. For example, see G. A. Whitemore

and M. Findley, eds., Stochastic Dominance (Lexington Books, 1978).

Of special interest is the article by J. Hadar and W. R. Russell,

"Applications in Economic Theory and Analysis," pp. 293-334.

6See, for example, J. Lachman, "An Economic Model of Plea Bargain-

ing in the Criminal Court System" (Ph.D. dissertation, Michigan State

University, 1975), p. 40.

7Ibid., p. 33.

8J. Henderson and Richard E. Quandt, Microeconomic Theory: A

Mathematical Approach, 2nd ed. (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co.,

1971), P. 59.

9Kevin Lancaster, Mathematical Economics (New York: Macmillan

Co., 1968), p. 46.
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10For an explanation of the mathematical details underlying the

first and second order condition which are sufficient for an interior

maximum see Taro Yamane, Mathematics for Economists, 2nd ed. (Engle-

wood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1968), "Maxima and Minima of

Functions," chapter 5, pp. 171-230, esp. p. 194. For rules on the

correct signing of bordered Hessians in constrained maximization

problems see J. Hadar, Mathematical Theory of Economic Behavior

(Reading, Pa.: Addison-Wesley, 1971). p. 346.

1lBlaine Roberts and David Schultz, Modern Mathematics and

Economic Analysis (New York: W. W. Norton and Co. , 1973), pp. 98-99.

12

 

 

This follows since using integration by parts on fabH(C,R)Fry

results in f: H(c, R)Fr/6y= 0 since 6H(c, R)/ay - 0.

Proof: To integrate fbH(c, R)Fry use integration by parts where

u = H(c,R) - Fr

du = 6H(c,R)/6y df Fry

Then Igudv = H(c,R)Fr ta) - f3 6H(c,R(Fr/6y, but

Fr(a) = Fr(b) = O and H(c,R)/dy = 0 thus f:H(c,R)Fyr = 0.

13It is possible to construct a less general model in which

apriori dc/dr > 0. Consider the following non-stochastic utility

function for the prosecutor. Let U = U(c,p,Yx) where Yx = 6(c) and

6' > O (6' = dYx/dc). 6' greater than zero means that an increase

in c leads to an increase in the sentence that defendant X will

receive. The prosecutor's optimal choice for c and p is derived by

solution of maxU = U(c,p,6(c)) subject to p = H(c,R). The Lagrange

formulation of the problem is maxL = U(c,p,6(c)) - X(p - H(c,R)).

The first order conditions for an interior maximum are

1. Uc + UYXOl + AHC = 0

2. Up — = O

3. p - H(c,R) = O

Rearranging 1. and 2. produces Uc + nye' = Hc. This equation says

UP

that the prosecutor will achieve his utility maximum when the rate at

which he can substitute p for c and still maintain the same level of

total utility ((Uc + ny6' )/Up) is e ual to the rate at which p can

be technologically substituted for C?HC). Let (c*, p*) be that com-

bination of c and p which satisfies the above equation and hence

maximizes the prosecutor's total utility. What is the effect of the

mandatory sentence on (c*,p*)? The mandatory sentence has the effect

of reducing dYx/dc = 9'. This is so since the mandatory sentence

"compresses" the range that Yx can take on. It is consistent with

the empirical data that 6(c*) be the same locally both before and

after the change in the law.

Prior to the mandatory sentence it was true that

UC(C*.p*.O(C*)) + vae' _ * , .

UpTC*,p*,6(C*)) - Hc(c .R). After introductlon of the
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mandatory sentence

4. UC(C*.p*.e(C*)) + UyX(c*.p*._e_(C*))e'(C*)

*

(Up(c*,p*.§(c*)) < Hc(c ’R)’

where 6] < 6'. This says that changes in c now produce smaller changes

in Yx. Equation 4. expresses the fact that given e] the prosecutor is

no longer in equilibrium at (c*,p*) since the Marginal Rate of Sub-

stitution < Hc(c*,R).

 

/\

   

  

After change in law

p-k ....... b'

Before change in law

 
Figure 23.-~Shift in c.

The indifference curve bb' is consistent with equation 4. since it

goes through (c*,p*) yet has a MRS < Hc(c*,R) at (c*,p*). Since

indifference curves from the same family cannot cross it necessarily

follows that the new gf < c*. Thus the mandatory sentence results

in a reduced charge being sought by the prosecutor. The primary dif-

ference between this and the more generalized theory of the text is

that in this non-stochastic theory a change in the minimum sentence

does not affect Up(c*,p*,6(c*)) where in the stochastic theory both

dU/dc and dU/dp are influenced by the change in risk. The differ-

ence is not that in the main body of the dissertation that F(Yx) and

Yx are viewed as independent of c. To let F(Yx) = F(Yx,c) and Yx =

Yx(c) would greatly complicate the mathematics but would not remove

the apriori indeterminancy. It might be enlightening if the reader

rather than viewing the mandatory sentence law as a reduction in the

level of risk viewed it as an increase in the level of risk that a

given change in c would result in the historical change in Yx.

Finally the reader should note the similarity between Figure 23 in

this footnote and Figure 6 of Chapter 3 for the condition when

dc/dr > 0.

14William Vickrey, Microstatics (New York: Harcourt, Brace and

World, Inc., 1964), p. 58.

15Ragnar Frisch, Theory of Production (Chicago: Rand McNally

and Co., 1965), p. 60.
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16If HcR and cp= O>then it also follows that dc/dR > 0 since

now dc/dR= HRHC faUppr>- 0 since Hc < O, Upp < O and HR > 0. It

should be noted that HcR= O is not the same thing as saying that

the production function is homothetic. Homotheticity implies that

d(dp/dc)/dR = O = Hcc(dc/dR) + HcR. Homotheticity does not neces-

sarily imply HcR= 0. It is possible tofderive a sufficient condition

for dc/dR > 0 if one notes that dc/dR= de/dp (dp/dc)/dRFy +

fP(dp/dR(dUp/dc)Fy thus dc/dr > 0 if fab(dfip/dc))Fy > 0. If an increase

in c otherwords increases the marginal autility of p this is sufficient

to produce dc/dR > 0. (It is assumed that HcR > O for the reason

noted in the main body of the text.

17In this dissertation and the work of Lachman, "An Economic

Model of Plea Bargaining in the Criminal Court System" (Ph.D. dis-

sertation, Michigan State University, 1975), it has been assumed

that a reduction in the relative strength of the defendant's case to

that of the prosecutor results in a counter clockwise rotation of

the trade-off curve aa' to bb' in Figure 8. If this rotation is suf-

ficient it could result in the prosecutor opting for plea negotiations

rather than trial. This part of the theory is not very controversial

and seems plausible.

It is further argued that the level of C sought under bargain-

ing will be less than under trial. This appears reasonable since

the analysis is investigating the substitution term of the demand

for C. The own substitution is always negative; K. C. Kogiku,

Microeconomics Models (New York: Harper and Row, 1971), pp. 20-25.

However, the substitution term being negative relies heavily upon

the trade-off (budget) constraint being linear; H. W. Folk and

J. N. Wolfe, "The Ambiguity of the Substitution Term," Economica

31 (August 1964): 288-93, demonstrate that the substitution term need

not be negative when the budget constraint is nonlinear. Their

reasoning will be outlined below (see Figure 24, p. 89).

Assume that the trade-off curve dd' shifts to de, where de

is assumed to be a straight line for sake of exposition. The price

of C is the amount of P given up to obtain a particular amount of C

divided by the number of units of C. Thus the price of a quantity

0a of C given the initial trade-off curve dd' is dg/oa. To evaluate

the effect of shifting from dd' to de on the price of C they look at

the relative price of C. Thus,

price of C with constraint de _ dhloa_ dh'

price of C with constraint dd' dg/oa

where dh' _dg + gh = 1 +‘gh

dg dg dg

This result means that the shift to de implies an unambiguous increase

in the price of C. This occurs because de lies entirely below dd'.

To obtain the substitution effect of the increase in price of

C the budget line de must be shifted out parallel to itself until

tangent to the indifference curve tangent to dd'.
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Figure 24.--Possible solutions of utility maximization

resulting in ambiguously signed substitu-

tion term.

If originally the equilibrium whereat J1, given NN', the sub-

stitution effect is positive. If originally equilibrium occurred at

Kz, given TT', the substitution effect is negative. Thus the sub-

stitution term is, a priori, indeterminant.

This result has been contested by R. G. 0. Allen and E. J. Mishan,

"Is the Substitution Term Ambiguous?" Economica 32 (May 1965): 214-22.

Their criticism centers on the definition of price and change in

price as used by Folk and Wolf. Folk and Wolfe, they argue, used a

concept of average price and average price changes when the substi-

tution term in fact concerns marginal price and marginal price

changeseu-a point obscured by the fact that given a linear budget

constraint the average price and marginal price concepts are iden-

tica .

In Figure 25 below, the average price of purchasing OL' units

of C is AK/Kl or the slope of AL (sign ignored). The marginal price

' is measured by the slope of the tangent at L. As can be seen in

Figure 26, an increase in the average prices does not always imply an

increase in marginal price. They go on to show that the substitution
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Figure 25.--Transformation curve.

P/r\

Pa

Pa = average price

Pm = mar inal ricePm \ 9 P

/

  
Figure 26.-~Influence on average and marginal price.

term is negative when marginal price variations are used. Thus it is

possible for the average price to rise but for the marginal price to

have falled (when measured at the new equilibrium). Thus to quote

Allen and Mishan,

When a non-linear budget constraint shifts, the analysis is

complicated by the fact that the two resultant price changes

--in average and in marginal price at the equilibrium position--

may be in the same or opposite directions. It is generally not
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possible to say what changes occur in average and marginal

price without knowing where the equilibrium positions be

on the shifting budget constraints.

18A sufficient condition for this to held when dc/dr > O is that

dMRS

dr dp=0 > O. This condition assures that the indifference curve
 

associated with the lower level of risk will be less convex than the

indifference curves associated with the higher level of risk. This

will assure that a situation like that in Figure 27 cannot happen.

If 12 does not intersect I] to the left of c' then the reduction in

risk will result in an increase in the bargaining space.

   
Figure 27.--Case where reduction in the level of

risk need not increase the bargaining

space.

The indifference curve labeled I] represents the utility maximization

level of c and p before the decrease in the level of risk; 12 repre-

sents the same situation after the decrease in the level of risk. It

is possible that a rotation of F would result in a lower bargained c'

in the state associated with I] rather than with 12. But if

ggéé'dp=0 > O for all feasible C and p to the left of c' in Figure 1

then the slope of the indifference curve 12 is less than that of I]

to the left of c'. Working out the math for dMRS we get

Hr dp=O

dMRS _ ngchy _ ngcFyngchy . dc + 1 f§UcFyr =
 

r dp=0 faEUpr fEUprngpr 3F faUpr

b b

faUcFyfaUprr = dMRS

IQUpr dc

dc dMRS
dp=0 3? + THE—(dc=dp=0° In the case where

dr=O
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dc/dr > 0 then dMRS > 0. Then the increase in the MRS because

dr dp=O

of the decrease in c is less in absolute value than the decrease in

the MRS because of the reduction in risk.

19Lachman, p. 46.

20

210. W. Christensen and L. J. Lau, "Transcendental Logarithmic

Utility Functions," American Economic Review 65 (June 1975): 367-83.

The direct translog utility function is quadratic in the logarithms

of the quantities consumed. It is a local second order approxima-

tion to any utility function. It allows expenditure shares to vary

with the level of total expenditure and permits a greater variety

of substitution patterns among commodities than do utility functions

that are homothetic and/or additive.

Ibid., p. 47.

 

22See Chapter I for a discussion of sentencing practices.

23R. G. 0. Allen, Macro-Economic Theory; A Mathematical Treat-

ment (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1968), p. 43.

 



CHAPTER IV

THE DEFENDANT AND BARGAINING

4.1 The Defendant
 

The defendant is faced with a basic economic choice between

consumption and time in prison or some other disagreeable restric-

tion imposed by the court. The defendant may choose not to negotiate,

accept the charge pressed by the prosecuting attorney, and conserve

his wealth to be spent by himself or others. Or the defendant may

choose to fight the charge and exhaust his entire accumulated wealth

attempting to reduce the severity of conviction. Between these two

extremes there will be a trade-off between reductions in consumption

and decreases in sentence. In the following analysis it is assumed

that the defendant possesses some subjective feelings about the exact

nature of the trade-off between consumption and sentence reduction.

4.2 The Defendant's Utility Function

It is assumed that the defendant has sufficient subjective knowl-

edge about the trade-offs between consumption, conviction for crime C,

and the associated imprisonment Y that it is reasonable to represent

his preferences over these in a utility function. It is not at all

certain that first-time offenders have sufficient understanding and

knowledge of the judicial system to make such evaluations with any

degree of stability. It will be assumed that between capture and

93
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conviction sufficient time will have passed for the defendant to have

developed a stable preference relationship. This is one of the func-

tions of defense counsel. Counsel may help the defendant develop a

relationship based upon accurate information or upon information

that could bias the results. As discussed in Chapter II, lawyers

are assigned to indigent defendants by the courts. Many of these

lawyers are known for settling out of court. Decisions reached by

defendants who have such counsel could be different than those reached

be defendants with privately retained defense counsel, given that

both defendants have the same resources and the same ambiguous prefer-

ence structure at the time of arrest. Initially, no consideration

will be given to such differences between lawyers. Sufficient

information exists within the empirical data, so that this distinc-

tion may be tested in later versions of the model.

It is assumed that the defendant maximizes expected utility

a) f§U(V,K,Z)dG(Z)

subject to b) K = H(V,W) where W = wealth,1

Z = Y - Y, V = 1 - c, g_= Y - b and E'= I - a.2

Thus the defendant is assumed capable of making precise estimates

of the trade-off between V and W. At the same time Z is seen as

having a degree of unpredictability.3 When the defendant enters

into a plea bargain for a charge of cx, a charge to be given with

certainty, he is still not certain of the actual sentence to be

received even when promises have been made by the prosecutor as to

the terms of the sentence.4 This is so since in most jurisdictions,
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including Michigan's, the prosecutor's Office is not officially

involved in setting sentences.

4.3 Utility Function Concave in V and K

It will be assumed that both V and K are desirable goods and

that the defendant's total utility increases with increases in K

or V but that it increases at a decreasing rate. Thus

6U/6V > O, 6U/8V2 < O and (28)

6U/6K > O, 6U/6K2 < 0. (29)

Equation 28, which states that total utility increases at a decreas-

ing rate as a result of increases in V, implies that total utility

decreases because of increases in C at an increasing rate. This is

so since

3U/8C=§V§E=§V = —3—V- <0 and

2 2

azu = E—g-('1) < O

From Figures 28 and 29 it can be seen that a risk averse behavior of

the defendant in V implies a risk averse behavior in terms of c.5

The same type of symmetry is true of utility functions exhibiting a

risk-loving behavior.

4.4 The Relationship Between the

Tuples (V,Z) andTTK,Z)

It is assumed that total utility increases with increases in

freedom (2) and that each unit increase in 2 results in successively

smaller increases in total utility. Thus 6U/6Z > O and 62U/BZ2 < O.



 
Figure 28.--Change in total utility and V.

 0
v

Figure 29.--Change in total utility and c.

These conditions can be seen to be the same as forlland K in equa-

tions 4.3.1 and 4.3.2. It can be argued that Z and V should be

viewed as substitutes for each other.6 If this is so then as Z
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decreases the contribution of a small increase in V (sentence reduc-

tion) to increases in utility decreases. As the punishment asso-

ciated with a given V declines, increases in total utility from

increases in V fall since in a sense increases in V (reductions in c)

are "buying" less. However, K and 2 should be viewed as complements;

i.e., as freedom is increased the increment to total utility from a

small increase in consumption increases. This seems reasonable if

consumption increases in value (in a utility sense) if done at the

discretion of the defendant. The likelihood of this happening

increases with increased freedom.7 If the above assumptions about

substitutability andcomplementarity hold, then

U < O and (30)
V2

U > O. (31)
KZ

If it is further assumed that the changes occur at decreasing

rates

UVZZ > O and (32)

U < 0. (33)
KZZ

Graphically these two relationships can be depicted as shown in

Figures 30 and 31. Of course it is not necessary that these condi-

tions hold. The general results will not depend upon these assump-

tions concerning complements and substitutes. However, if they do

hold, then, given the theory, it will be shown that dV/dr can be

signed a priori.8
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  Z)

Figure 30.--Effect of Z on the marginal

utility of V--"substitute case."

\

z/ 
Figure 31.--Effect of Z on the marginal

utility of K--"comp1ement case."
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4.5 The Budget Constraint K = H(V,W,L1,L )
 

The manner in which the defendant can trade wealth and consump-

tion for charge reduction is embodied in K = H(V,W,L],L2). It is

assumed that dK/dV < 0 and dZK/dV2 E 0. In other words, increases

in charge reduction reduce other forms of consumption and that as

efforts are pursued to obtain additional amounts of charge reduction

increasing amounts of other consumption must be foregone; i.e., beyond

some point charge reduction becomes more difficult to obtain and,

if pursued, requires ever accelerating expenditures by the defendant.

The trade-off curve then between consumption and charge reduction has

the following shape:

 
Figure 32.--The defendant's trade-off curve.

L1 and L2 play the same role for the defendant that T1 and T2 did

for the prosecutor. Of primary interest is the interpretation of
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L2, the measure of the strength of the defendant's case. L2 is

constructed and incorporated into H(-) such that dHV/dL2 > 0; i.e.,

as the strength of the defendant's case increases, the price of

charge reduction in terms of consumption falls. Figure 33 depicts

two trade-off curves that differ in terms of initial strength (physi-

cal evidence, witnesses, prior arrest record, etc.) where L; < Lg.

   
Figure 33.-~Effect of variations in L2 on the

defendant's trade-off curve.

When the defendant bargains he foregoes the development of a

complete defense. In the bargaining process he chooses to not use the

entire strength of his case. This is equivalent to L2 falling from

L3 to say L;. If this were the only change that resulted from bar-

gaining the defendant would not engage in it since the bargaining

curve lies totally under the trial trade-off curve. But bargaining

is cost efficient. The savings stemming from bargaining increase

the consumption intercept.
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1<1,L]<L0)
(L 22
 

 

_ O
(1.1-1 9L2)

aI

\

v7 
Figure 34.--Total change in trade-off curve.

Thus bargaining results in the trade-off curve shifting aa" to bb'.

Reductions in defense effort or strength through bargaining result

in a clockwise rotation of aa” while bargaining also results in a

shifting out of the trade-off curve from aa" to bb'.

The above leads to the signing of several derivatives in

K = H(V,W,L],L2), namely

a) HL < 0, L1 is a term measuring the effectiveness of W,

1

> O,

2

b) HL

> O.

2

c) HVL

Condition a states that as L1 falls,consumption increases. Condi-

tion b states that as the defendant's defense strength falls, con-

sumption falls, given that he attempts to acquire conviction for the

same crime. Condition c states that as the defense strength falls,

the price of charge reduction in terms of consumption loss increases.
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4.6 The Defendant's Maximization Problem
 

The defendant desires to maximize expected utility subject to a

budget constraint. Mathematically, this is

ca: f:U(V,K,Z)dG(Z) subject to

K = H(V,W,L1, 2).

As in the case of the prosecutor and maximization problem can be

rewritten as9

max I

V,K {59(VsKelldG(Z) - f X(K - H(V.W,L],L2))dG(Z)
N

N
]

where X is the Lagrangean multiplier.

The first order conditions for an interior maximum are:

2 E- =
fZUVGZ + [EXHVGZ O,

E- 3. _

Z ..

fz(—K + H(v,w,L],L2))GZ - 0.

The first order condition in equation 38 states that the

(36)

Lagrange scalar, X, at equilibrium is equal to the expected change in

total utility because of a small change in consumption, K. The first

order condition in equation 37 states that at equilibrium the expected

change in total utility because of a small change in charge reduc-

tion, V, must be equal to the expected change in K; this small change

in K is equal to the change in K necessitated by the change in V if
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the budget constraint, equation 35, is to be satisfied. The first

order condition in equation 38 states that the defendant at his

utility maximum will consume all wealth, W, in obtaining K and V.

These conditions, it should be noted, are similar to the first order

conditions developed for the prosecutor in section 3.1. The second

order condition sufficient to guarantee that 4.5.4-4.5.6 represents

an interior maximum and not a minimum is

fo G + fiXHV fZU c fZH
;_vv 2 g_VK z 2 v

flu a flu G -1 >0 (40)
t_KV Z 5_KK Z ‘

3:
fZHV -1 o  

The double bars around the expressions in 40 indicate that the deter-

minant should be computed and evaluated at V*, K* the optimal V and K

as determined in 37-39.10

In order to determine the shift in V resulting from a change in

total wealth W, minimum sentence a, or the measure of relative strength

L2, 37-39 are totally differentiated. This results in:

Z I Z Z Z

fzuvvez + {gAHVV (EOVKGZ IEHV dV (4])

E .2- _
IEOKVGZ IEOKKGZ -1 dK -

TEA -1 o dX

1_.5-V _J L. ._    
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z E z z “ ’ ‘1
-fZ(UVGZr-+HVGZr) -f£UKvaGZ -IEUKL]GZ -fEUKHVLZGZ dr

dW

O O O O

__ __ -_ dL]

2 Z Z

O -x H e -; H G - H a
,_ ng 5L12 tLZZ J *(flZA   
Using Cramer's rule8 and solving for dV/dr results in:

  
 

'E 2' ‘2
I£(UV + UKHVmZr IEOVKCZ IZHVCZ

2'
O IZUKKGZ -1

O -l O

D

where D is the value of the determinant in equation 40. Solving for

dV/dr results in dV/dr =

E.

{giuv + UKHV)GZr

D
 

If uVZZ > O for all z and UKZZ < O for all 2, then (:pVGZF > O and

2U 11

Hsz KGZr <
O and dV/dr > O and dc/dr < 0 since -dV/dr = dc/dr.

4.7 The Gun Law and the Level of Risk
 

It was shown that the passage of the gun law represents a reduc-

tion in the level of risk to the prosecutor. It will be shown below

that passage of the gun law represents an increase in the level of

risk to the defendant. An example is the easiest way to demonstrate
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this result. Assume that initially the defendant is charged with a

crime with severity C and expects the actual sentence received to be

uniformly distributed between a and b (a < b).

 
Figure 35.--Cumulative distribution of Y

before passage of gun law.

If the variable‘Yis transformed into sentence reduction Z by letting

Z = Y - Y where Y is the maximum sentence the defendant expects to

receive then Z, like Y, is uniformly distributed but over the interval

(Y - b, T - a)12 (see Figure 36). The passage of the gun law

increases the minimum sentence that the defendant can receive. It

is no longer possible to receive probation or a sentence of less than

two years if a gun was used during the commission of the felony.

This, in effect, increases the value of a to a' = a + 2, where a

is the minimum sentence that the defendant could receive before

passage of the gun law.
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Figure 36.--Cumulative distribution of Z

prior to passage of gun law.

As can be seen in Figure 37, the passage of the gun law has

13 Thus given assump-resulted in an increase in the level of risk.

tions 32 and 38 the passage of the mandatory gun law results in the

defendant seeking a reduction in the charge which he would seek via

trial. Of course, as in the case of the prosecutor, a generalized

condition can be developed for the signing of dV/dr.

/\
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. sentence
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Figure 37.--Cumulative distribution of Z before

and after passage of gun law.
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4.8 The Sign of dV/dr in the General Case

 

The Marginal Rate of Substitution14 is

E

- _ (gpvez H

dV ' 3' ' ' V'
IEUKGZ

The change in the MRS given the optimal V and K because of a change

in the level of risk is

 

 

 

2' z 3' '7

{dfluvez} f_z_UKGZ ‘ {dfguKGZ}ngVGZ (42)

dMRS _ dr 3? =

dr ' 2' 2

(foKGZ)

(fZU G ) Izu a (flu a ) Izu G

 

  

 

 

t_V Zr 5.K Z ' g.K Zr g_V Z

ff 2 - (43)
(.ng62)

E' 5' '2
(zPVGZr _ IEOKCZr Iéuvez - (44)

2' 2' 2' '
IEUKGZ IguKeZ IEUKGZ

2’ '5

foVG r +foKGZrHV .

" " l.e., (45)

2'
IEOKCZ

dMRS = l [in-dv J

dr dK=dV=O '2 ’ dr '
IEOKGZ

dMRS
Thus the sign of dV/dr is the same as the sign of THE—'dK=dV=O.
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As in the case of the prosecutor, this condition for the signing

of dV/dr is readily amenable to graphical representation:

   
Figure 38.--The signing of dV/dr.

In Figure 38, aa' = H(V,W) is the trade-off curve for V given

the trial constraint. I'I' is the indifference curve which is tangent

to aa' giving the optimal solution V*,K* derived from equations 37-39.

I"I" and I"'I"' are two possible indifference curves given the manda-

tory minimum sentence law that go through the point V*,K*. If I"I"

is the relevant indifference curve and not I"'I"', given the increase

in the level of risk, then dMRS/dr > 0, since the increase in the

level of risk has resulted in a higher MRS at the point V*,K*. This

higher MRS implies that dc/dr < O or dV/dr > 0. Exactly the opposite

is true if I"'I"' is the relevant indifference curve after the change

in risk.
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4.9 Components of dVZDLO

As in the case of the prosecutor, it is possible to disaggregate

dV/dr into income and substitution terms. The income effect is

  
 

, _. ._ __

Z Z Z

‘foKH Gz foVKGZ szV

dV _ '2 2' _
EW” 0 IEUKKGZ I592 - (46)

E
IZHNGZ -1 O

O

z 2' 2' 3' '5
[ZUKHWGZ + IZHWGZ (f U G + f UKKGZIEHV)

 

_ 2VKZ 2

D

The substitution effect is g%- + %%-g%- where gg- is 'HLZ .15

2 2 2 -———-
H
W

Thus determination of dV/dL2 will allow the evaluation of the substi-

 

tution term.

-(fo H e + fZH e ) Tzu G fZH G
;_K VL2 z g_VL2 z g_VK Z z.V Z (47)

o E
%%_ g IEUKKGZ -1 =

2

2'

ngW62 -1 . 0  
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z E" 2' E" 2' 2'
IEUKHVLZGZ + IEHVLZGZ + IZHLZOZ( EUVKGZ + IZHVGZIEUKKGZ)

D

The substitution term is therefore:

2' 2' 2' 2' 2' 2'
IZUKHVLZGZ + IZHVLZCZ + fEHLZGZ(f£UVKHZ + IEHVGZIZUKKGZ) (48)

D

_ z 2' _ 2' 5' 3' 3'
f H GZ(IZUKHVNGZ) IEHLZGZ(IEUVKGZ + IZUKKGZIEHVGZ)

 

2 __

“_w_
d V

dV . d H
Thus 3E dU=0 > O Slnce { L2}> O.

H 2

The above result depends upon d{HL2 d{-%% }> O. This states

w 'TEF

d

that as the level of charge reduction sought is increased say from

V1 to V2 (V2 > V1), it is more difficult to maintain the same level

of utility for a given fall in defense strength. It is more diffi-

cult in the sense that a larger increase in W (used for the defense)

is required to maintain the given level of utility given a fall in
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L2 than is required to maintain the level of utility given V1 and

the same fall in L2. The movement from Va to Vm is the substitution

term. Vm = (l - cm) represents the maximum charge that the defendant

will accept given plea bargaining. The movement from Vm to Vb is the

income effect (see Figure 39).

  \
/ 

Figure 39.--Shifts in V given a decrease in L2.

4.10 Bargainigg and Changes in the Level of Risk

Assume that prior to a change in the level of risk that the

situation of the defendant is as pictured in Figure 40, on the

following page. As depicted in the figure, bargaining would result

in the defendant's acceptance of a higher charge than would have been

accepted if resolution of the case were via trial.
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Figure 40.--Defendant indifferent between

trial and bargaining.

With the introduction of a change in the level of risk Vm is no

longer the optimal minimum plea bargained V. Rather V$ is the

minimum V that is acceptable via plea bargaining. v; is greater

than V$ if dV/dr > 0 given G' in Figure 41 and V is a normal good.

I I

I I \

I II /

Vm Vm V 
Figure 41.--Vm and shifts in the level of risk.
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4.11 The Switch Function and Shifts in

the Level of Risk
 

As in the case of the prosecutor, for each Lg there exists a

unique vm. This relationship can be expressed as vm = p(Lg). As

in the case of the prosecutor, p' > O; i.e., as the initial pre-

bargaining strength of the defendant increases so does the level of

vm sought. The tuple (Vm,Lg) will be as before labeled the switch

point.

 
  < <

\
/

Figure 42.--The defendant's switch function.

For initial strength L; in Figure 42 v; represents the minimum Vm

that the defendant will accept via bargaining.

The demonstration that p' > O is similar to that used in the

case of the prosecutor to show that 6' > O. In Figure 43 aa' rep-

resents the initial pre-trial trade-off curve for the defendant,

where E is the defendant's equilibrium given aa'. Given bargaining,
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. O

Flgure 43.--L2 and Vm.

the trade-off curve which is just tangent to II, and thus leaves the

defendant indifferent between bargaining and trial is bb'. The

equilibrium point E' implies a lower V since the generation of E' is

equivalent to the own-substitution term. Assume that the strength

of the defendant's pre-trial case increases. This is represented in

Figure 43 by aa' shifting to aa". The equilibrium is now E"; E"

implies a higher V than does E or E'. This follows since the shift

in aa' to aa" is equivalent to a decrease in the price of V (this

assumes V is not a Giffen good). The basic arguments developed in

Section 3.10 in the case of the prosecutor can be used to demon-

strate that the V associated with the equilibrium D"' is greater than

the V associated with E'. In the case of the defendant, the argu-

ments of Section 3.10 result in dd' being less steeply sloped than

bb' for any given c. This is identical to the assumption made con-

cerning the prosecutor and bargaining. Briefly, that assumption
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stated that since aa" is less steeply sloped than aa' then dd' is

less steeply sloped than bb'. In Section 3.10 this assumption is

explained more completely.

In Figure 44 below, G is the trade-off curve of the defendant;

it is based upon an initial level of power Lg. An increase in risk,

given dV/dr > 0 results in a higher level of Vm being sought by the

defendant. The implication of this is that an increase in the level

of risk results in the defendant's switch function shifting out and

to the right.

 

    

Switch function

before increase

in level

of risk
    

 

Switch function

after increase in

level of risk

  >

v11

Figure 44.--The switch function and changes

in the level of risk.

Thus an increase in the level of risk results in a reduction in the

bargaining space of the defendant since it is the L2,V space to the

right of the switch curve which represents the feasible bargaining

combinations of defense strength and V.
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4.12 The Likelihood of Bargaining

4.13 The Bargaining Framework

It will be shown below that the passage of the gun law, given

dc/dr > O and dV/dr > 0 reduces the probability that the agreed-upon

charge cpd is greater than or equal to Q, some fixed number between

zero and one. The complement to this is that the passage of the gun

law in bargained cases increases the probability that cpd is less than

0. Thus the passage of the gun law increases the likelihood of

observing less severe charges being pressed by the prosecutor, to

which the defendant will plead guilty, ceteris paribus. In the
 

Edgeworth box below the switch functionscrfboth the prosecutor and

defendant have been drawn.

 O (defendant)

 

  

  

T2 Prosecutor's fig: T- L2

function pait"

Defendant's

-wg; _,., . switch

T] L - _ ,ey_ ; *v‘ _¥_ function

  
 

I

I

l

I

I

l

.i(Prosecutor) 0

cm

Figure 45.--Switch functions of prosecutor and defendant.
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The simplifying assumption has been made that T2 = 1 - L2, i.e., that

both parties agree that an increase in the strength of the other's

case diminishes the strength of their own case and that what one case

loses the other gains. The shaded area in Figure 45 is all those

combinations of c and initial strength which can result in a bargain.

It is assumed that if the prosecutor and defendant find themselves

at points within the shaded area that they will reach a bargain.

4.14 The Probability of Bargaining

Since 0 s vm s 1, 0 s cm s 1, O 5 L3 5 1, o 5 T3 f 1, the area

of the Edgeworth box is one. The probability of reaching a bargain

is the area of the shaded region in Figure 45 divided by the area of

the whole box or in this case simply the area of the shaded area.

(The following discussion is from the vantage point of the prosecutor

and thus all references to Figure 45 are made looking from the south-

west corner of the box.) The probability of bargaining given 1; =

P(B/T;) = i - h. Given T; the case against the defendant will come

to some conclusion and if all cm are considered equally likely then

the probability of bargaining is simply the width of the shaded area

at 1;, i.e., how much of the unit line segment represents bargains.

This segment of the unit line segment is i-- h. The probability that

cpd > 0 given bargaining and T; is P((cpd > Q)/B,T;) = P((cpd > O),

B,T;)/P(B,T;) = g—f—g-if Q < i otherwise zero. Thus, as expected,

the higher 0 is, the smaller the probability that the negotiated plea

lies above it. (Conversely, the higher 0 is, the greater the likeli-

hood that the negotiated plea lies below it.)
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4.15 The Bargaining Space and Shifts in

' the Level of Risk
 

Given dc/dr > O, dV/dr > 0 it was shown in Chapters III and IV

that both the prosecutor's and defendant's switch functions shift to

the left, in the context of Figure 45, given the introduction of the

mandatory sentence law.

v

m -0 (Defendant) 

Jr

Defendant's switch //'\

function after //

passage of /

gun law //

   

   
  

  

N
O

Defe dant's switch

func ion before

uass ge of gun law

Prosecutor's twitch /

function afte

passage of gut law ,

l 1

Prosecutor's switch

function before

pastage of gun law

   

I

- - - -'_ - - 0

T2 ‘. T2

\I

\

I\ ’1

.‘\:' I

(Prosecutor) O " l

h' h 0 i' 1 cm

Figure 46.-~Changes in the level of risk and shifts

of the switch functions.

p(cpd > Q/B, gun law, T;) = gé—f—gT-< %—§—%-. This probability falls

for two reasons. First, the maximum c that the defendant will plead

guilty to (i') has fallen. This directly reduces the above proba-

bility. Second, the minimum c that the prosecutor will accept given

1
T2 has fallen. This reduction in the minimum c (h') increases the

denominator of the above probability, causing it to fall. Thus
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passage of the gun law results in a reduction in the probability that

the agreed-upon charge will be greater than 0. The implication is

that there should be a general reduction in the severity of plea

bargained charges since passage of the gun law.

4.16 The Other Cases
 

The change in the mandatory gun law can result in four possible

changes in the bargaining space of the prosecutor and defendant, one

of which, the one felt to be most likely, is depicted in Figure 46

of Section 4.15. The four cases can be categorized by the signing

of dc/dr and dV/dr.

Case 1 dc/dr > O dV/dr > 0,

Case 2 dc/dr > O dV/dr < 0,

Case 3 dc/dr < O dV/dr > 0,

Case 4 dc/dr < O dV/dr < 0.

Case 1, dc/dr > O, dV/dr > 0

Case 1 describes the conditions that are generally discussed

within the dissertation. In this case it will be remembered the

introduction of the gun law resulted in the bargaining space shifting

to the left. Two results that can be drawn from Figure 47 are:

i) P(bargaining/gun law) E P(bargaining/no gun law),

.. O 0

ll) P(cpd 2 Q/TZ’ gun law) < P(cpd 2 Q/TZ’ no gun law).
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m
s,, 0 (Defendant)

,z"T .

/’

/'

/ Defendant

/ (before)

I

l

\ Prosecutod

"‘,” (before)

(Prosecutor) 0

cm

Figure 47.--Case 1.

Case 2, dc/dr > O, dV/dr < O

In case 2 the prosecutor is as before; the defendant, however,

instead of resisting the increase in the level of risk to himself

by attempting to acquire a higher Vm is willing to settle for a lower

16
Vm as a result of the passage of the gun law. dV/dr will be

unambiguously negative if UVZZ < O for all Z and UKZZ > O for all

17
Z This would occur as V and Z are "complements" and K and Z are

18 In case 2 where dc/dr > O and dV/dr < 0 it follows"substitutes."

that:

i) P(bargaining/gun law) > P(bargaining/no gun law),

d 2 Q/Tg, gun law) 3 P(c > Q/Tg, no gun law) = 3.ii) P = P(c pd _

P

Since the area between the dashed curves is greater than the area

between the solid curves, the likelihood of bargaining also increases.

It is impossible to a priori sign (P'- 3) since the defendant is now
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willing to accept a higher charge than prior to passage of the gun

law while at the same time the prosecutor is willing to accept a

lower charge. The sign of (P'- P) depends upon which switch function

shifts most because of the change in the level of risk.

 

  

 

  

 
 

m

.. ,\ 0 (Defendant)

Prosecutor 1

(after) /

/ Defendant

/ (after)

I

1

\

(Prosecutor) O c

m

Figure 48.--Case 2.

Case 3, dc/dr < 0, dV/dr > O
 

In this case dV/dr takes the typically assumed sign. The

prosecutor now responds to the reduction in the level of risk by

seeking an increase in c. This would occur unambiguously if c and Y

are viewed by the prosecutor as "complements" (rather than substi-

tutes) and p and Y are viewed as "substitutes" (rather than comple-

19
ments). In this case it follows that:

i) P(bargaining/gun law) < P(bargaining/no gun law),

ii) P'= P(cpd 2 Q/Tg, gun law)

A
I
V 0

P > T _- P
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Figure 49.--Case 3.

The ambiguity of the sign of (P'- P) can be shown as follows. The

probability P(de > Q/Tg, no gun law) = %—f—%~as seen in Figure 49,

while P(cpd > Q/Tg, gun law) = TT‘3‘%7'= l ’ At ' Q = 

 

 

 

 

 

l-Q-Ai _l:_'_% TA? .3- A1

i - h - A. - A ' ' ' ' ‘ i - h
(7% 1 l h 1 - (A, + Ah) 1 _ IAi + Ah1

1 - h i - h

A1 = i - i' > O and Ah = h - h > 0.

Now sgn(dP) = dAi 1 - (Al + Ah) + (dAi + dAh) .£_- Ai .

‘"T‘?‘h“ i - h

__ __ dAi

It follows that dP < 0 when P Big—TTOU;;'

Note that if the defendant is insensitive to the change in the level

of risk and dc/dr < 0 then the condition is never met and E_< PI
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Conversely, if the prosecutor is insensitive to changes in the level

of risk, i.e., dAh = O and dV/dr > O, thendP'is always negative,

. 0 0
l.e., P(Cpd 2 Q/Tz, gun law) < P(cpd 2 Q/Tz, no gun law).

Case 4, dc/dr < O, dV/dr < O

This case is the exact opposite of case 1 in that both switch func-

tions shift to the right rather than the left because of the change

in the level of risk.

 0 (Defendant)

 

   

Prosecutor

(before)

/ Defendant

(after)

  
 (Prosecutor) 0

Figure 50.--Case 4.

In this case it follows that:

i) P(bargaining/no gun law) 3 P(bargaining/gun law),

ii) P(cpd 2 Q/Tg, no gun law) < P(cpd 3 Q/Tg, gun law).
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4.17 Separation of Cases

To uniquely determine which of the four cases above holds, it is

necessary to determine three conditions (this is assuming that dc/dr

and dV/dr are not pgtn_directly determined). They are:

l. The direction of change in the probability of bargaining;

2. Whether the probability that cpd > 0, given T3, has risen or

fallen given the change in the level of risk;

3. The sign of either dc/dr or dV/dr. This evaluation must be

performed only if P(B/GL) # P(B/NGL).

These are sufficient since each condition excludes at least one of

the four cases from being relevant. Thus a situation is never

reached where it is impossible to distinguish between two or more

cases because of a lack of uniquely identifying characteristics.

4.18 Example of Defendant's Maximization Problem

Assume that the defendant's behavior is represented by the fol-

lowing utility function:

U = )3an + V)Z°‘GZ + )3an + K)Z€G then
Z

du/dV = f:(_1—l—\—I) ZGGZ > O

2 2_ f a

"(1+ V)2

_ 2' 1 c
dU/dK- I£WZGZ>O
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_' c

dZU/dKz = (Zfz Gz < 0

(1+62

2 —' a-1

gfi. 1:92 62 (“some

“Tl-37V)

d3U = IEO(a - 1)Za .26 >

dde2 5- Z 0

(1 + V)

dZU [Eels-AG >0” 0
deZ 5_ Z '> E >

1 + K

d3U 3. 8-2
m: fzg(g-l)Z GZ <0=>e<1 thu50<e<1.

K _

 

(1 + K)

Let a = -.4, c = .1 then v and z are "substitutes" and K and z

are "complements.' Assume that the defendant has a total budget (M)

of $100 with the average price of a unit of V(Pv) being $50 and the

average price of a unit of consumption (PK) being $1. The linear

approximation to the defendant's budget constraint is

100 = 50V + 1K or M = PVV + PKK.

Assume that the defendant knows that V will be between Y - b

and T - a and believes that all values between these two extremes are

equally likely. The uniform distribution is in this case an adequate

representation of the random variable Z. Under this assumption then

FOFI =1-g =Pu<lh.l521s§
l

E.
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and FZ = l/(E - g) = l/(b - a).

In keeping with prosecutors' maximization problem let T = b = 5 and

a = 1. Thus the initial maximization problem is

3a: f,ln(1 + V)_Z.'4 + f:1n(l

’ 5: 15 - 1) - (5

  

subject to

100 - 50V - 1K = 0. Or it may be written as

  

f:1n(l + V)z'°4 + €an + 191' - moo - 50v - 1K).

_ 4 _ 4

The first order conditions will be written and solved using the

symbolic values a, 8, PV’ PK, M in order to facilitate the determina-

tion of alternate values of V and K given different prices and levels

of risk. The first order conditions for a maximum are:

f2— 20' + XP =0 (49)
g_ l + V V ’

— E

fi1EK + )PK=O, (50)

M - va - PKK = O. (51)

Solving 50 for X and substituting into 49

Afr—72a -:V—/-Z_1——72€ = O (52)
g_ l + V PK 5_ l + K ’

Solving 51 for K, substituting into 4.12.4 and performing the indi-

cated integration results in

4 -e+1- 8+1
1 £2a+l _ Zatl) Pv(z - z )

(1+ v). (1 far ' PK(1+ Ion—+3 ‘ 0'
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Solving for V results in

_(e+um+1M?”- M”h-P(?”- _“hm+l>

PV((8 + l)(Eall- _“*') + (a + 1)(2€+'- zi")l

 

In our example then where a = -.4, e = .1, PV = $50, PK = $1, M = $100,

a = l, b = 5 and T = 5 then

w=(LUUmM46-m-5N411M6)

50((1.1)(4'6)++(. H)(4 ))

2.55.24 - 137.84

50(2.52 + 2.76) = '44
v* = 

It follows that the optimal K, K* = 77.78. The level of total utility

given the optimal V and K is 4.91.

Given the mandatory sentence law (derived by letting a = 3), the

optimal solution is

_(l. l)(101112:)- 50(2'')1 6)- 70 .

50((1. l)(2 6) + .6(2))

It follows that the optimal K, K* is 64.76 and total utility given the

optimal V and K is 4.75.

The above solutions were developed under the assumption that

resolution would be via trial. The following two solutions are

developed given bargaining in the pre and post gun law cases. In the

pre-gun law case assume that bargaining raises the price of an average

unit of V from $50 to $75. All other variables remain at the levels

in the pre-gun law example above. Then
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v* = (1.1)(101)(4°6) - 75(4‘°‘)(.6) = .12

75((1.u(4'6)+ (.6)(4‘°‘))

It follows that the optimal K, K* = 90.77 and that total utility

given the optimal V and K is 4.83.

If the change in price were the only effect of bargaining, the

defendant in this case would not bargain since total utility is higher

in the trial case (4.91 vs. 4.83). It was argued in the main body of

the text that bargaining also results in an increase in the maximum

level of consumption that the defendant can obtain. In the model

this effect is represented by an increase in M. If bargaining results

in the effective M increasing by at least 8 then the defendant will

find bargaining desirable. Letting M increase from 100 to 108 and

keeping PV = 75, ceteris paribus results in

v* = Q1.1)1(109)(4é6) - 75(4];])(.6) = .17

75((1.l)(4’ )+ (.6)(4 ° 1)

In this case the optimal K, K* is 94.93 and the total level of utility

given the optimal level of K and V (and the new level of M) is 4.91.

This is the same level of utility as in the trial version of the

problem. In this particular case the defendant is indifferent between

trial and bargaining. If the price of V were to fall below 75 or the

increase in M were greater than $8, then the defendant would prefer to

bargain rather than to go to trial.

In the post-gun law example it is again assumed that bargaining

raises the average price of V to $75 (in this case a = 3). All other

variables take on the values they had in the post-gun law trial

problem. The Optimal V then is
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V. g (1.1)I101)(2’6) - 76Igl°‘>(.6) - 43
.51 1.1 ' ‘

76((1.1)<2 ) + (.6)<2 ))

In this case it follows that the optimal K, K* is 85.54 and the level

of total utility given K* and V* is 4.57. If the change in the

average price of PV were the only change then the defendant in this

case would not bargain since the total utility in the trial model

(given the gun law) exceeds the total utility of bargaining (4.75 vs.

4.57). In this case the increase in M necessary to make the defendant

indifferent between bargaining and trial is $14. If M = $114 instead

of $100 then

V._ ( )(116)(2 :)- 75(2‘:1(.61- .43

75((1 l)(2 6)+ ( 61(2 )1

In this case the optimal K, K* is 81.74 and the level of utility

given K* and V* is 4.75. If the price of V were to fall below $75

or the increase in M to exceed $14, then the defendant would prefer

bargaining to trial.
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v=$75& PV=$75&

AM=$8 ‘ AM=$14

'- After passage of

\ mandatory sentence

4 Before passage of

' mandatory sentence

' Initial trade-off curve

L \

. 7 .43 .44 .70 v / 
Figure 51.--The various cases.
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Footnotes--Chapter IV

1Wealth in fact is not a constant since from time of arrest to

trial can be a considerable time. The amount of wealth available

for preparation of a defense depends heavily upon the availability

of bail. Appropriately, if wealth effects were to be a major area of

concern N should be modeled as:
T

Ew = w] - Cb + f0 (Z)dZ where

No is the wealthlevel at time of arrest; Cb is the cost of bail; E(Z)

is a daily earnings function and (0,T) is the total time from arrest

to conviction. See Richard P. Adelstein, "The Plea Bargain in Theory:

A Behavioral Model of the Negotiated Guilty Plea," The Southern

Economic Journal 6 (January 1978): 495. See also William M. Landes,

"An Economic Analysis of the Courts," The Journal of Law and Economics

14 (April 1971): 61-108.

 

2Y is the estimated maximum sentence that the defendant believes

he can receive. As in the chapter on the prosecutor, a is the minimum

sentence and b is the maximum sentenge that the defendant can receive.

It is assumed, for simplicity, that Y - b is zero. Z is a measure of

how far the actual sentence is from the maximum sentence. It is

assumed that larger values of Z are preferred to smaller values.

3I.e., V and K are not stochastic while Z is.

4The most current example appears in the State Journal (Lansing,

Michigan), January 5, 1979, sec. 1. In this account the judge refused

to accept an agreed-upon (by the prosecutor and defendant) maximum

sentence of 10 years.

5This is not exact since the original definition of risk aversion

is for a utility function with one commodity. For an extension of

the definition of a utility function with several commodities, see

R. Kihlstrom and Leonard Mirman, "Risk Aversion with Many Commodities,

Journal of Economic Theory 8,3 (1974): 361-88. In this particular

case the defendant is risk averse if

UKK U

UVK U

KK

KV

UK

KV

VV 

 

U

U

6This classification is correct in the Edgeworth-Pareto sense.

For an application of this approach see R. G. Lipsey and Kelvin

Lancaster, "The General Theory of the Second Best," Review of Economic

Studies 24 (July 1956-57): ll-32, esp. p. 29.
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7Kelvin Lancaster, Consumer Demand, A New Approach (New York:

Columbia University Press, 1971).

8r is the level of risk and is explained in Appendix A.11 and

A.12. The derivation of dV/dr is in Section 4.6.

9 For an explanation of the Lagrange Multiplier see Alpha C.

Chiang, Fundamental Methods of Mathematical Economics (New York:

McGraw-Hill, 1967), pp. 350-54.

1OTaro Yamane, Mathematics for Economists, 2nd ed. (Englewood

Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1968), pp. 475-80.

11 —- -

Z _ Z -

 

 

From Appendix A.1l and A.12ffier 2 0 =rwife, 3’ thus SgnfiquZr ‘
sgnUVZZ.

leor a discussion of transformations of variables and that Z is

closed under convolution see 0. A. S. Fraser, Probability and Statis-

tics (North Scituate: Duxbury Press, 1976), p. 115.

13This is a direct application of Stochastic Dominance. See

Appendix A.l through A.7.

14Josef Hadar, Mathematical Theory of Economic Behavior (Reading,

Mass.: Addison-Wesley, 1971), p. 179.

15

 

Ibid., p. 191.

16This could be viewed as the "handwriting on the wall" case.

17See Section 4.5.

18In general dV/dr < 0 if dMRS/dr < 0 (see Section 4.7). The

Marginal Rate of Substitution =

”sz/fzUKG2 dK/dv

and is a measure of howlKZand V can be substituted for each other while

leaving the defendant at the same level of Utility. The MRS falling

states that a small increase in V must cost less in terms of con-

sumption than before the increase in the level of risk, if it is to

leave the defendant at the same level of utility. This could happen

if the defendant saw his case as "hopeless" since his’is to receive a

two-year mandatory sentence over a wide range of V. Thus he is less

willing to give up consumption in return for an increase in V.
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1gm general for dc/dr < o it is required that dMRS/dr < o

where MRS is the marginal rate of substitution = dp/dc. This could

occur if the reduction in the level of risk increased the utility of

c (at the margin relative to p). Thus a small reduction in c now

requires a larger compensating increase in p (relative to before the

change in the law) if the prosecutor is to maintain the same level

of utility. '



CHAPTER V

DATA EVALUATION

5.1 Purpose and Background
 

On January l, 1977, Michigan House Bill No. 5073 became effec-

tive. It mandates at least two years in prison for any person con-

victed of a felony while in possession of a firearm. House Bill

No. 5073 is also referred to as the gun law. Although the law

addresses particular types of crime, it may also be considered a

limited experiment in mandatory sentencing. The purpose of this study

is to provide an evaluation of the gun law.

5.2 Gun Law Study Data Source
 

All probation officers in the state of Michigan were required to

send the basic information sheet, the case summary, and the investi—

gator's version and/or police officer's arrest report for persons

1 The timesentenced on a felony during the sample time periods.

periods consisted of one two-week period in l976 (before the gun law

was in effect) and one two-week time period in late l977 (after the

gun law). The information obtained from these sheets includes origi-

nal charge, the charge on which conviction was obtained, min/max

sentence, sentencing judge, retained or appointed lawyer, age, race,

sex, level of education, employment history, previous criminal record,

134
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marital status, number of children, and history of drug, alcohol, or

sex abuses. Also obtained was a short description of the crime.

5.3 Sample Characteristics
 

Tables 1 and 2 compare the samples on selected crime and sen-

tencing variables. The samples are similar on most variables. Within

offense type, small differences occur in robbery, property, and drug

offenses. Robbery and drug offenses, as a percentage of total per-

sons sentenced in the time periods, were higher in 1976. On the other

hand, property crimes increased in l977, as a proportion of total

offenses committed. As Table l indicates, firearms were involved in

more offenses during l977 than l976. The major differences in dispo-

sitions are that more pe0ple received jail sentences in l977 and less

probation. For the majority of both samples, the length of sentence

is almost identical. The minimum prison sentence in both 1977 and

1976 was approximately 2-l/2 years.

5.4 General Findings

Since the gun law excludes those persons convicted of carrying

a concealed weapon (CCW, Michigan Criminal Law No. 227), they are

included in the non-firearm offense category.

Table 3 compares the possession of firearms during the commis-

sion of a non-CCW felony for the l976 and l977 samples. The results

indicate no significant differences between time periods in the use

of a firearm. Finding no difference suggests that the gun law does

not have an impact on the use of a firearm during the commission of

a non-CCN felony.
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Table l.--Samp1e characteristics: frequency and percentage distribu-

tion of crime data for 1976 and 1977.

 

  

 

 

Item 1976 1977

N (683) % N (540) %

Offense Type

Homicide 20 2.9 11 2.0

Robbery 70 10.3 36 6.7

CSC 15 2.2 18 3.3

Assault 36 5.3 28 5.2

Children & sex 7 1.0 0 0.0

Property 383 56.0 341 63.0

Drugs 88 12.9 54 10.0

Weapons 53 7.8 43 8.0

Other _3 __1_-2 .2 _1-_7_
Total 681 100.0 540 100.0

Weapon

None 512 75.2 399 74.0

Firearm* 117 17.2 106 19.7

Knife 30 4.4 18 3.3

Other 33 __3_-a i __3-_0

Total 681 100.0 539 100.0

 

*Does not include accomplices.
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Table 2.--Samp1e characteristics: frequency and

for 1976 and 1977.

length of sentence

 

 

 

 

Disposition 1976 1977

Prison Min/Max

Number 229 179

% of total 33.5 33.1

Median 2 yr. 6 m.-7 yr. 2 yr. 6 m.-5 yr. 2 m.

Probation

Number 416 315

% of total 60.9 58.3

Median 24 m. 25 m.

Jail

Number 33 42

% of total 4.8 7.8

Median 11 yr. 5-1/2 m. 11 yr. 5 m.

Other

Number 5 4

% of total 0.7 0.7

 

Table 3.--Comparison of 1976 and 1977, the possession of firearms in

non-CCW felonies as a percentage of all persons sentenced.

 

  

 

1976 1977

N % N %

Non-firearm offenses 595 87.4 472 87.6

Firearm offenses 86 12.6 _67. 12.4

Total 681 100.0 539 100.0
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Although the gun law does not appear to have an impact on the

use of firearms, a related issue concerns the law's possible effect

on non-firearm weapons. It appears that a possible outcome of the

gun law would be an increase in other types of weapons used during

commission of felonies. The samples do not support such a hypothe-

sis. Tables 4 and 5 below clarify this point.

Table 4.--The use of non-firearm weapons during the commission of a

non-CCW offense by year.

 

  

 

1976 1977

N % N %

Non-firearm weapon offenses 44 6.5 32 5.9

All other offenses 637 93.5 507 94.1

Total 681 100.0 539 100.0

 

Table 5.--Summary of weapon involvement and firearm felony convictions

for 1976 and 1977.

 

  

 

1976 1977

N % N %

Total number sentenced 681 539

Involved in a firearm offense* 86 12.6 67 12.4

Had other weapon in possession* 44 6.5 32 5.9

% with firearm in possession

who were convicted under the n/a 19 28.4

gun law

 

*These categories exclude CCW offenses only.
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The contention of this dissertation is that passage of the gun

law would result in reduced sentences for those convicted of using a

gun during the commission of a felony. If the charge is reduced in

those cases involving a gun, then the minimum sentence should fall.

This is borne out by Table 6.

Table 6.--Comparison of median prison sentence for persons involved

in a firearm offense (non-CCW) in 1976 and 1977 with those

persons convicted of the gun law in 1977 (not including

the two-year add-on).

 

 
 

 

Prison 1976 1977

(Minimum Firearm Firearm Involvement Convicted of

Sentence) Involvement No Gun Law Conviction the Gun Law

' Number 59 19

Median 5 yrs., 1 m. 5 yrs., 0 m. 3 yrs., 2 m.

 

The results show the median prison sentence given for those per-

sons convicted of the gun law is almost two years less than those

3 With the two-year add-onconvicted of a firearm offense in 1976.

considered (all persons sentenced on the gun law in this sample

received the two-year add-on), the only extension in time served is

primarily a function of good-time loss.4 This finding supports the

conclusion that the gun law does not have an impact on the length of

sentence. The most interesting observation in Table 7 is the longer

median prison sentence received for those not convicted of the gun

law but involved in violent firearm offenses during 1977.
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Table 7.--Comparison of median prison sentences for non-CCW firearm

involvement in violent and non-violent offenses in l976

 

  

 

and 1977.

Prison 1976 1977

(Minimum Firearm Firearm Involvement Convicted of

Sentence) Involvement No Gun Law Conviction the Gun Law

Violent

Number 55 13 19

Median 5 yrs., 1 m. 6 yrs., 6 m. 3 yrs., 2 m.

Non-violent

Number 4 8 0

Median 3 yrs., 2 m. 3 yrs., 0 m. -

 

 

A final issue concerning the general impact of the gun law con-

cerns sentencing patterns. The type of sentence received for offenses

involving a weapon is shown in Table 8. Of those persons sentenced

for crimes involving firearms during 1977, 59.7% were given prison

terms. By comparison, 69.4% of those persons sentenced during 1976

for firearm offenses received prison. Therefore, fewer people

involved in firearm crimes received prison during 1977 than in 1976.

This is consistent with the results of Table 6, which indicated the

general reduction in sentences during 1977 relative to 1976 for

crimes involving a gun. Table 7 indicates that increased use of pro-

bation occurred also for crimes that included the use of a weapon

other than a gun.
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5.5 Summary of Gun Law Findings

1. There is no observable impact on the proportion of felonies

in which a weapon is used, or the type of weapon (Tables 3, 4, and 5).

2. The results indicate the median sentence given for those per-

sons convicted of the gun law is almost two years less than those

convicted of a firearm offense in 1976. (The two-year add-on is not

calculated in the above figures.) With the two-year add-on considered,

the impact of the length of sentence is negligible (Table 6).

3. The above conclusion continues to be supported when the

offenses are aggregated into violent/non-violent categories (Table 7).

4. A related finding is the longer median sentence received for

those persons convicted of a firearm offense during 1977 but not

receiving the gun law add-on (Table 7).

5. Dispositions given for firearm offenses during 1977 and 1976

have been examined. Of those persons sentenced for crimes involving

firearms during 1977, 59.7% were given prison terms. By comparison,

69.5% of those persons sentenced during 1976 for firearm offenses

received prison terms (gun law convictions are included in these fig-

ures). Fewer pe0ple involved in firearm crimes received prison terms

during 1977 than in 1976. The same observation can be made with

respect to other types of weapons (Table 8) but not to sentences in

general (Table 2).
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Footnotes-~Chapter V
 

1These data were sent to the Michigan Department of Corrections,

Program Bureau, Lansing, Michigan. The Program Bureau is responsible

for the collection and tabulation of data in this chapter.

2Time chart for minimum prison terms, Michigan Department of

Corrections, Program Bureau, March 2, 1977:

TIME TO BE SERVED

With Good Time Allowances
 

 

Minimum

Terms Regular Special

Yrs. Mos. Yrs. Mos. Days Yrs. Mos. Days

- 6 - 5 - - 4 15

l - - 10 0 0 9 -

l 6 l 3 - l l 15

2 - l 8 - l 6 -

2 6 2 - 24 l 10 6

3 - 2 5 18 2 2 12

3 6 2 10 12 2 6 18

4 - 3 3 6 2 10 24

4 6 3 7 24 3 2 21

5 - 4 - 12 3 6 18

5 6 4 5 - 3 10 15

6 - 4 9 18 4 2 12

6 6 5 l 24 4 5 21

7 - 5 6 - 4 9 -

7 6 5 10 6 5 - 9

8 - 6 2 12 5 3 18

8 6 6 6 18 5 6 27

9 - 6 10 24 5 10 6

9 6 7 2 24 6 l 6

10 - 7 6 24 6 4 6

ll - 8 2 24 6 10 6

ll 6 8 6 24 7 l 6

12 - 8 10 24 7 4 6

12 6 9 2 24 7 7 6

13 - 9 6 24 7 10 6

l4 - 10 2 24 8 4 6

15 - 10 10 0 8 9 -

16 - 11 5 6 9 1 24

17 - 12 - 12 9 6 18

18 - 12 7 18 9 11 12

19 - 13 2 24 10 4 6

20 - 13 _ 8 24 10 7 6

22 6 14 11 24 ll 2 21

25 - l6 2 24 ll 10 6

30 - 18 8 24 13 1 6

35 - 21 2 24 14 4 6
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The time to be served with regular or special good time allowance is

the absolute minimum time before eligibility for release on parole.

3It is readily admitted that in the crowded prison conditions

that exist today, the length of time actually spent in jail is a

function of the minimum sentence rather than the maximum sentence

received. Toward this end the Michigan Department of Corrections has

developed a "good-time" sheet used, among other things, to determine

probable release dates of convicts. This chart is prepared using

information on minimum sentence only; that is, maximum sentence is

not a factor in determining release date.

4The two-year mandatory sentence imposed by the gun law must be

served prior to serving time for other convictions; that is, gun time

is not served consecutively with other time. Using the time and cost

chart below, it can be calculated that a person receiving a 5-year

minimum should expect to serve approximately 4 years and 12 days in

jail. If convicted of the gun law the minimum sentence implies a

jail term of 2 years and 5 months. To this must be added the two-year

mandatory sentence for using a gun. This results in a total prison

time of 4 years and 5 months. If the convict receives good time, this

sentence is reduced to 4 years and 2 months. This would tend to sup-

port the contention that the mean of Y has remained the same if only

slightly increased.



CHAPTER VI

EMPIRICAL TESTING AND RESULTS

The empirical/statistical verification of the model requires up

to three tests in order to uniquely identify the behavior of the

1 In thisprosecutor and defendant to changes in the level of risk.

chapter the tests to be performed are outlined, the econometric

specifications given and results interpreted.

6.1 Test for Effect of Change in the Level of Risk

on the Probability of Bargaining

 

 

It was shown in Chapter IV that three tests, at most, are neces-

sary to discriminate between the four cases as outlined in Section

4.16. The four cases can be summarized as follows:

Case 1: dc/dr > 0, dV/dr > 0,

Case 2: dc/dr > 0, dV/dr < 0,

Case 3: dc/dr < 0, dV/dr > 0,

Case 4: dc/dr < 0, dV/dr < 0.

The first test to be performed is to estimate the effect of the gun

law on the probability of bargaining. In this test

P3 = P(Bargaining) = f(CiCGiGeA,EsR:L’M:C2’CZG’ D’ED’RE’ (55)

DEL,P,DRG,S,MEN,AL)

c is the Sellin-Wolfgang measure of crime severity.2

G is equal to one if the crime was committed before passage of the

mandatory gun law and zero otherwise.
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A is one if the defendant is 17 or younger and zero otherwise.

E is one if the defendant was employed at the time of arrest and

zero otherwise.

R is one if the defendant is non-Caucasian and zero otherwise.

L is one if defense council is appointed and zero otherwise.

M is one if the defendant is married and zero otherwise.

0 is equal to one if the defendant was tried within the Detroit SMSA

and zero otherwise

ED is equal to the number of formal years of education completed by

the defendant

RE is equal to one if the victim is an acquaintance of the defendant

and zero otherwise

DEL is the number of days between the date of offense and trial.

P is equal to one if the defendant has been previously convicted of

one or more felonies and zero otherwise.

DRG is equal to one if the defendant is known to have illegally used

controlled substances and zero otherwise.

S is equal to one if the defendant has been convicted of a sex offense

and zero otherwise.

MEN is equal to one if the defendant has ever been retained in an

institution for the mentally ill and zero otherwise.

AL is equal to one if the defendant is a known abuser of alcohol

and zero otherwise.

Since the dependent variable is constrained to lie between zero

and one, the logit function is used to estimate the parameters in

equation 55.3

P _
ln{ 8 }- b0 + b1ci + bZCiG + b3G + b4R + bSA + b6E 4' b7L (56)

l - P
B

+ b8M + bgD + b1OED + b11RE + blzDEL + b13P

2 2
+ b14DRG + b 55 + b MEN + b17AL + e + blaci + b19ciG .

1 16
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Before presenting the results obtained from estimation of equa-

tion 56, results of related work by other authors will be briefly

outlined.

6.2 Existing Empirical Work on the

Probability of Bargaining

 

 

The results of three authors, William Rhodes,4 Landes,5 and

Forst,6 are presented as an aid in the interpretation and evaluation

of the results of this study.7

William Rhodes used data for all criminal cases involving

burglary, narcotics, larceny, and forgery during 1970 in Ramsey and

Hennepin Counties, Minnesota. There were approximately 125 observa-

tions per category per county. 0LS,8, Log-Reciprocal,9 and Probit

Analysis10 were used to analyze the data. In general, OLS and Probit

estimated coefficients agreed in sign and magnitude while often Log-

Reciprocal estimates differed substantially in magnitude and often in

sign to the estimates of OLS and Probit Analysis. This divergence

of results possibly stems from the manner in which zero values were

handled in the Log-Reciprocal model. In this model ln(zero) was set

to -9 x 10"6 for estimation purposes.11 In his study bail was found

to reduce the probability of bargaining in a limited number of

cases.12 However, if the defendant was released on personal recog-

nizance the probability of bargaining fell for all types of crime.

In all cases the probability of bargaining increased with age. Being

a male or non-white also increased the probability of bargaining.

Rhodes found no connection between the probability of bargaining and

the judge who presided at trial.
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In another study Landes used the data from an American Bar

Study of over 11,000 defendants to estimate the probability of con-

viction. In this study the OLS estimation technique was used.

Landes found the following variables to increase the probability of

bargaining:

1. not receiving bail,

2. living in a metropolitan area,

3. being white,

4. low income,

5. expensive bail.

The only non-intuitive result is that being a white defendant increases

the probability of bargaining. Landes dismisses this result since the

coefficient with this variable is statistically insignificant.

Using 6,000 observations from the Washington, D.C.~, based computer

information system PROMIS (Prosecutor's Management Information System)

and OLS as the estimation technique, Forst and Brosi concluded that

the following factors increase the probability of bargaining:

l. non-police witnesses,

being young,

existence of physical evidence,

committing a serious crime,

prior arrests,

robbing a business rather than a private residence,

unknown victim,

short time between offense date and trial,

L
o
o
o
u
m
m
n
w
m

few co-defendants.
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6.3 Test for Direction of Shift in

the Bargaining Space

If b2 = b3 = b19 = 0 or Eb2 + b3 + 52b19 = 0 in equation 56,

 

 

i.e., the gun law has no effect upon the probability of bargaining,

then the second test described below is the last test that must be

conducted in order to determine which case holds. If b2 = b3 =

b19 = 0 or Ebz + b3 + Ezb19 = 0 then only cases 1 or 4 can hold

since in these two cases the probability of bargaining is not changed

by imposition of the gun law. If one of the constraints on the

parameters is satisfied and the bargained c falls as a result of the

passage of the gun law, then case 1 must hold. This is the case

generally described in Chapters III and IV. If the bargained c

rises as a result of the passage of the gun law, then case 4 holds.

If neither constraint on the parameters is satisfied, then a third

test must be carried out. This test is outlined in Section 6.4 and

in Chart T1 of that section.

The test (the second test referred to above) to determine the

influence of the passage of the gun law on the bargained charge is

carried out by estimation of a second logit function,

m{1 fig} = a0 + a]G + aZB + a3S + a4A + a5E + a6R + a7L (57)

+ a8M + agcf + a1OMEN + allDEL + a12 P + a13ED

 

1

+ a14DRG + alSAL + a16D + a17RE .

cf is the Selling-Wolfgang measure of crime severity corresponding

to the crime to which the defendant is ultimately convicted.

c1 is the Selling-Wolfgang measure of crime severity corresponding

to the crime to which the defendant is initially charged.
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B is equal to 1 if the defendant bargains and 0 otherwise.

All other variables are as previously defined.

If a1 < 0 then passage of the gun law has reduced cf, ceteris paribus,
 

and case 1 holds; otherwise case 4 holds (given b2 = b3 = 0).

6.4 b =b =b19 and cb2+b +c2b Do Not Hold
2 3 3 19

If the probability of bargaining changes as a result of the

passage of the gun law, it is necessary to determine if the new bar-

gaining space is contained in, to the left or to the right of the

pre-gun law bargaining space. If the restrictions on the b's des-

cribed in Section 6.3 do not hold, then three rather than two tests

must be performed to determine which case holds. This is so since

when the probability of bargaining does not change as a result of

14 However,passage of the gun law two possible cases are excluded.

when the probability of bargaining changes only one case is excluded

by the first test. Case 3 is excluded if the probability of bargain-

ing increases, while case 2 is excluded if the probability of bar-

gaining falls as a result of the passage of the gun law.

The signing of coefficients in equation 2 is sufficient to

exclude one more case. If c falls as a result of the passage of the

gun law, then case 4 is excluded; however, if c rises case 1 is

excluded.

Chart 1 is a schematic of the tests and their sequence of per-

formance in order to determine which case holds. Also in the fol-

lowing chart cGL is the level of c after passage of the gun law and

cNGL is the level of c, arrived at by bargain or trial, prior to
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passage of the gun law. P(B/GL) is the probability of bargaining

given the gun law and P(B/NGL) is the probability of bargaining prior

to passage of the gun law. IBG is the prediction interval of c before

passage of the gun law and IBL is the prediction interval of c after

the passage of the gun law.15’16

6.5 Results
 

Equation 56, the probability of bargaining, was estimated

initially including all explanatory variables as outlined in Section

17
6.1. As documented in Table 9, most explanatory variables were

insignificant.

Table 9.--Results of initial estimation.

 

 

Variable Value . t

Gun 1.158 .464

Age .015 .417

Race - .575 -2.788

Location .466 .628

Lawyer - .708 - .937

Education - .084 - .374

Married -l.890 —2.349

Employed .422 .546

Related .142 .167

Delay - .002 - .889

Previous record _ .874 .133

Drug -l.020 —l.490

Sex crime - .565 - .421

Mental - .683 - .706

Alcohol .525 .459

Charge*change -l4.l30 - .900

Charge*gun 26.380 .967

Charge*charge*gun 6.460 .289

Charge -25.248 - .700

Constant 3.960 1.261
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The two explanatory variables which were statistically signifi-

cant (t's greater than 1.96) tended, given their presence, to reduce

the probability of bargaining. Being non-Caucasian or married thus

reduces the probability of bargaining. Table 10 compares the results

presented in Table 9 with the work of the authors described in

Section 6.2.

Table 10.--Comparison of results--full specification.

 

 

 

Variable Rhodes Landes Forst

Age + na na

Race na + na

Location na + na

Related na na -

Delay na na +

Previous record na na +

Charge na na +

same sign = + opposite sign = 1 na = not applicable

A second logit estimation was performed which excluded all sta-

tistically non-significant variables except the measure for severity

of charge. A Maximum Likelihood Ratio Test was carried out on the

hypothesis that all statistically insignificant variables in the first

regression were simultaneously equal to zero.18 The X15 of this test

was 34.678. A value of this magnitude does not allow acceptance of

the null hypothesis even at the 99.7 significance level. A third

regression was performed which included the independent variables in

equation 2 and two gun variables: the simple gun variable and the
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interaction term of charge and gun. In Table 11 the results of this

regression are detailed.

Table ll.--Resu1ts of final estimation.

 

 

Variable Value t

Gun 2.468 2.47

Race - .731 -l.32

Married -1.523 -2.50

Drug -1.370 -2.18

Charge 1.328 .56

Charge*gun -7.566 -2.20

Constant 1.458 2.04

 

Now both variables which include a gun term have statistically

significant parameters. The total effect of the gun law on the

probability of bargaining is 2.478*gun - 7.566*gun*charge. The

appropriate statistical test was conducted with charge evaluated at

its mean on the null hypothesis that 2.4668*gun - 7.566*gunfcharge

= 0.19 At the 95 percent confidence interval it is impossible to

reject the null hypothesis.20 It appears then that the gun law has

not significantly affected the probability of bargaining. The

results of this test, however, do not strongly support the null

hypothesis.

The second equation estimated was to measure the impact of the

gun law on the level of concessions obtained by the defendant.21

Two regressions were run. The first specification was that of the

complete model as outlined in Section 6.3. The results of this for-

mulation are presented in Table 12. The model then was re-estimated
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including only those variables which were statistically significant

in the first model specification. The results of this regression are

presented in Table 13. Of special interest is that the gun coeffi-

cient is negative in both regressions. The null hypothesis that the

gun law reduced the level of charge to which the defendant pleads

guilty, ceteris paribus, cannot be rejected.
 

The data therefore do not reject the contention that Case 1 is

the appropriate plea bargaining model.

Table 13.--Resu1ts of final estimation.

 

  

 

 

Variable B Std. Error B F Beta

Significance Elasticity

Charge 5.6203403 .38088327 217.74161 .8822914

0 -. 36

Gun -.27918697 .11478978 5.9153964 -.l364252

.017 .05864

Bargain -.33657771 .12061395 7.7870976 -.1543240

.007 .10603

Related -.29844l72 .13195535 5.1152288 -.1368383

.026 .04454

Constant -2.8742458 .13315780 465.92347

0

Multiple R .87296

R Square .76206

Adjusted R Square .75001

Std. Deviation .51233

6.6 Linear Probabilitnyodels

The simplest form of such a model22 is:

1) Yi = b0 + b1X1. +61.
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where Y1 = 1 if the event of interest occurs and zero otherwise.

Xi is a non-stochastic explanatory variable.

61. is an independently distributed random variable with zero mean.

If the expected value of equation 1 is taken then

EY. = b + b1 0 Xi = Plxl + (l-Pi)x0 = Pi where Pi = P(Y. = 1). Thus
1 l

the expression in equation 1 may be interpreted as the probability

that Y1 occurs. It is easy to show that the error terms in equation

1 are heteroskedastic.23 The estimated parameters in equation 1 are

neither biased nor inconsistent because of the presence of hetero-

24
skedasticity. The estimates, however, are inefficient in that they

have larger sampling variances than those obtainable if the hetero-

skedasticity were removed. What is not normally mentioned is that

the estimated covariance matrix is usually biased so that the stan-

dard tests of statistical significance are inappropriate. The bias

. . . . 25

in the covariance matrix 1S

I '1 I l '1

o2(x'X)'1x'(1 - V)x(x'X)‘1 + oztr“x X) x(£1_-k¥)X)(x X)

26
where 02V = E(€€'). Theil shows that heteroskedasticity need not

lead to biasing of the variances. Theil shows this by using the

simple model

2
2) b is the

2 . 2

Yi = b0 + olxi + . where o. = E(€i = y(E(Yi)) and o
1 1

true variance of the slope coefficient and sb2 is the estimated

variance of the slope coefficient. Then

2) o 2 = s 2 l + 2rcu3 + rzc2 U4 '

b b —————- ---

(u >3/2 u
2 2
 

l + r2c2
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where r is the correlation coefficient, c is the coefficient of

variation, and ”i is the ith moment of X around its mean. The bias

then depends upon the skewness and kurtosis of X, the correlation

coefficient, and the coefficient of variation of Y.

Another point not stressed is that a linear specification of the

27 When the functionmodel is a form of functional misspecification.

to be fitted is misspecified, e.g., linear when in fact it is non-

linear, the parameter estimators are biased and inconsistent. Under

certain conditions it can be shown that the slope parameters are not

biased or inconsistent. However, the variances are still biased. It

should be noted that use of linear restrictions does not remove the

problem of misspecification28 (unless the dependent variable is uni-

formly distributed).

The model can be viewed as being misspecified from another point.

It was pointed out above that the error terms of equation 1 were

heteroskedastic and thus the least squares estimators were ineffi-

cient. It is well known that the error terms in equation 1 have a

discrete distribution;29 in particular this implies that the error

terms are not distributed normally. It is also well known that 0LS

is equivalent to MLE under the assumption that the error terms are

normally distributed. Thus use of the specification in equation 1

as a probability model results in a form of model misspecification.

This, as before, results in the estimators being biased and incon-

sistent.

Finally, it should be pointed out that R2 is difficult to

30
interpret in models that have binary dependent values. It is
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possible for R2 to be low yet for the model to be a perfect predictor.

For example, consider the following problem:

independent dependent . .

variable X variable Y probability

0 0 .l

l 0 .4

2 0 .4

3 0 .1

In this example Y can be predicted perfectly using the OLS estimate

Y = -.l + 4X and the criteria Y = 1 when Y== é; otherwise Y = 0.

Yet in this example R2 = .75. Alternate measures of goodness of fit

suggested are the correlation ratio, mean error probability, and

average conditional entropy. None of these measures is without draw-

backs. Some work has been done on estimating the upper bound to R2

in problems with binary dependent variables. It has been shown that

if Y is distributed, Beta (a,b) where the mean of the distribution

0 a o - a'b O

15 3—;—E-and the variance 1S (a + b + l)(a + b)‘ then the upper

31

 

bound on R2 is 5777117771 When a = b = l the Beta takes on the

Uniform distribution. In this case the maximum R2 is .33. The Beta

distribution takes on the familiar Bell shape of the Normal distribu-

tion for a = b 2. This would imply a maximum R2 of approximately .2.

6.7 The Logit Model

The logit model32 is based upon the cumulative logistic proba-

bility function,

i l + exp(a + in) ' l + Z

 

3) P

where Pi is the probability that the event of interest will occur

33
and Xi is a non-stochastic variable which explains the occurrence
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(non-occurrence) of the event. An immediate problem is specification

of the error term in equation 3. Pi =-T€}7f4-€i is inappropriate if

51 ” N(0,oz) since this allows Pi to fall outside the range of (0,1).

 

P . keeps pie (0,1); however, P. is now not distributed
i = 1 + z + l

N(0,oz). Also there is no simple transformation which makes the model

linear. However,

1

4) Pi = l + Zexp(éi)
 

l - P.

1n 1

allows the model to be transformed to { P1. }= Z + 61.. In this

model ln{l ' Pi}“ N(0,oz). Note, however, that P1. is not dis-

P.1

tributed normally.

6.8 Derivations of the Logistic Distribution

Several authors34 have given theoretical justification for use

of the logistic function. Let Y = 1 if E occurs and 0 otherwise.

Also let X be a p vector with continuous density h(X/E) ~ N(e1,21).

h(X/E) ~ N(62,£2). Then by Bayes theorem

P(E)h(X/E,91) _ 1

”5”” = P(E)h(X/E.e]) + PTE')h(X/Efez) ' 1 +
 

 

- -1
X-O '2 X-Oh(X/E,O]) -__.__ 1) 1 ( 1))

l

A

N :
1

V

2
5
N

M
A

1

P(E/X) -1 -T
l + exp(-§(X-62)'22 (x-ez) + §(x-e])'21 (x-e1)

Thus at worst P(E/X) is of the form K-exp(X'AX + B'X + C) where

A is a matrix, B is a row vector, and C is a constant. If 2;] = 2;]
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1
then P(E/X) = l/exp(-§(2(Bé-6')Z- x + (92-61)'z'1(eZ-e]) or P(E/X)

l

is of the form l/exp(X'b) as stated above.

In a purely statistical manner the logistic distribution is the

limiting distribution of the mid-range (average of the largest and

35 th
smallest values of a random sample of size n). Let mY,Ym be the m

observation in increasing and decreasing value. The mid-range is then

lY + Yl . It has been shown that the distribution of the mth

2

range tends toward normality for increasing m. The logistic distri-

mid-

bution is also the limiting distribution of the extremal quotient

(Y1/1Y).36 Finally, it has also been shown that if Y is distributed

logistically then the distribution of On’ the nth order statistic, is

Weibull.37 This result has been used by McFadden38 to develop the

logistic function from a set of axioms on consumer behavior.

6.9 The Relationship of the Logistic Distribution

to the Normal DTstribution

Because the logistic function takes on the general shape of the

normal, the logistic has often been used in place of the normal

because of its relative simplicity. Let the standard normal cumu-

lative be denoted by G] and the standard logistic function be repre-

sented by G2; then Gz-G1 varies as shown in Figure 52 on the follow-

ing page.39 The maximum value of 02-6] is.0228 and is attained at

X = .7. The maximum .0228 may be reduced to less than .01 by trans-

forming X in G1 to (l6/15)X. The new difference Gz-G]((16/15)X) is

represented by the dashed curve in Figure 52.
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Figure 52.--Difference of logistic and normal

distributions.

The kurtosis of the logistic is 4.2 and that of the normal is 3.

This difference results from the relatively long tails of the logistic

distribution. However, Plackett40 using the maximum likelihood esti-

mation of the parameters of the logistic distribution obtained results

quite similar to those of the BLUE4] of the normal distribution, even

for samples of size no greater than 10.

6.10 Estimation of the Logit

Transforming equation 3 to

5) 1n{1"131}=a+bX1.+€.

P. 11

cannot be directly estimated if either Pi = 0 or 1 since then the

 

right hand size of 5 is undefined. If there are sufficient
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observations the data may be grouped where group i has n1 observations

with r1 having the desired trait. Thus an estimate of Pi = Pi = ri/ni

is obtained. Instead of estimating equation 5 above, the following

is estimated:

6) 1" ni“'i =a+in+e1..

"i

For small samples the rhs of equation 6 is not normally distributed.42

Thus OLS will produce consistent estimators only when the sample size

is large since the distribution of the rhs of 6 is normally dis-

tributed. Also since equation 6 involves grouped data, efficiency

can be improved by correcting for heteroskedasticity.

Direct estimation of equation 3 using MLE results in an esti-

mator which is consistent,43 asymptotically efficient, and asymptptic-

ally normally distributed.

6.11 Data Summary

Summary statistics for all variables used in this study are pre-

sented in this section. These statistics include for each variable:

mean, variance, standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis, minimum,

maximum, sum, percentage coefficient of variation, and the 95 percent

confidence interval.



Variable:

Mean

Variance

Minimum

Variable:

Mean

Variance

Minimum

Variable:

Mean

Variance

Minimum

Variable:

Mean

Variance

Minimum

Variable:

Mean

Variance

Minimum

Variable:

Mean

Variance

Minimum

Variable:

Mean

Variance

Minimum

Variable:

Mean

Variance

Minimum
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Previous Convictions

.607 Std. err

.241 Kurtosis

0 Maximum

Drugs

.286 Std. err.

.207 Kurtosis

0 Maximum

Sex Offender

.060 Std. err.

.057 Kurtosis

0 Maximum

Mental Patient

.131 Std. err.

.115 Kurtosis

0 Maximum

Alcohol Abuse

.119 Std. err.

.106 Kurtosis

0 Maximum

Offense

.225 Std. err.

.028 Kurtosis

.040 Maximum

Lawyer

.702 Std. err.

.212 Kurtosis

0 Maximum

Education Level

10.298 Std. err.

2.597 Kurtosis

3.000 Maximum

-1
1

—
l

d

14

.054

.845

.000

.050

.093

.000

.026

.676

.000

.037

.035

.000

.036

.830

.000

.018

.542

.600

.050

.217

.000

.176

.080

.000

Std. dev.

Skewness

Sum

Std. dev.

Skewness

Sum

Std. dev.

Skewness

Sum

Std. dev.

Skewness

Sum

Std. dev.

Skewness

Sum

Std. dev.

Skewness

Sum

Std. dev.

Skewness

Sum

Std. dev.

Skewness

Sum

.491

-.447

24

.000

.454

.966

.000

.238

.791

.000

.339

.228

.000

:326

.396

.000

.167

.393

.860

.460

.901

.000

.612

.925

.000



Variable:

Mean

Variance

Minimum

Variable:

Mean

Variance

Minimum

Variable:

Mean

Variance

Minimum

Variable:

Mean

Variance

Minimum

Variable:

Mean

Variance

Minimum

Variable:

Mean

Variance

Minimum

Variable:

Mean

Variance

Minimum

Variable:

Mean

Variance

Minimum

Married

.238

.184

0

Employed

.250

.190

0

Related

.321

.221

0

Delay

161.179

18582.703

20.000

Gun

.452

.251

O

Bargain

.679

.221

0

Age

27.726

134.442

17.000

Race

.536

.252
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Std. err.

Kurtosis

Maximum

Std. err.

Kurtosis

Maximum

Std. err.

Kurtosis

Maximum

Std. err.

Kurtosis

Maximum

Std. err.

Kurtosis

Maximum

Std. err.

Kurtosis

Maximum

Std. err.

Kurtosis

Maximum

Std. err.

Kurtosis

Maximum

.047

—.443

.000

.048

-.633

14.

.765

.000

9

897

.000

.051

.428

.000

874

.055

.010

.000

.051

.428

.000

.265

.427

.000

.055

.028

.000

Std. dev.

Skewness

Sum

Std. dev.

Skewness

Sum

Std. dev.

Skewness

Sum

Std. dev.

Skewness

Sum

Std. dev.

Skewness

Sum

Std. dev.

Skewness

Sum

Std. dev.

Skewness

Sum

Std. dev.

Skewness

Sum

.428

1.252

20.000

.436

1.176

21.000

.470

.779

27.000

136.318

2.443

13539.000

.501

.195

38.000

.470

572000

11.595

2329:000

5.02

-.146

45.000



Variable:

Mean

Variance

Minimum

Variable:

Mean

Variance

Minimum

Variable:

Mean

Variance

Minimum

Variable:

Mean

Variance

Minimum

Gender

1.000

0

1.000

Location

.298

.212

0

Charge

.208

.026

.040

Conviction

.142

.021

.020
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Std. err.

Kurtosis

Maximum

Std. err.

Kurtosis

Maximum

Std. err.

Kurtosis

Maximum

Std. err.

Kurtosis

Maximum

.000

.050

.217

.000

.018

.013

.600

.016

.383

.600

Std. dev.

Skewness

Sum

Std. dev.

Skewness

Sum

Std. dev.

Skewness

Sum

Std. dev.

Skewness

Sum

84 .000

.460

.901

25. 000

.161

.533

.500

.144

.001

.940
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Footnotes--Chapter VI
 

1See Chapter IV, Sections 11.4 and 11.5.

2The measure of crime severity was constructed using the pro-

cedure detailed in Sellin Thorsten and Marvin E. Wolfgang, The

Measurement of Delinquency (New York: John Wiley and Sons,—T964).

In particular, see Chapter 17, "Deriving Scores," pp. 274-91.

3See Section 6.6 for details of logit specification.

 

4William Rhodes, "A Study of Sentencing in the Hennepin County

and Ramsey County District Courts," The Journal of Legal Studies 5

(June l976):333-453.

Swi11iam Landes, “An Economic Analysis of the Courts," Journal

of Law and Economics 14 (April 1971): 61-108.

 

 

6Brian Forst and Kathleen B. Brosi, "A Theoretical and Empirical

Analysis of the Prosecutor," The Journal of Legal Studies 6 (January

1977): 177-91.

 

7A measure of relative strength of defendant to prosecutor has

been developed from information obtained from the Detroit Recorders

Court by J. A. Lachman, "An Economic Model of Plea Bargaining in the

Criminal Court System" (Ph.D. dissertation, Michigan State University,

1975). It is based upon the prosecutor's estimate of the probability

of getting defendant X convicted. Its exact form is:

1n 1:5- ‘= 1.13 - 1.2 Jail - .55 Race + 1.05 Race - Jail

r (3.55) (-l.98) (2.63)

+ .002 Total Time - .35 Pend Chg + .3 Know Wit

.(l.07) (-l.94) (1.16)

Where Jail equals 1 if the defendant is in custody (no bail) and 0

otherwise,

Race equals 1 if the defendant is non-Caucasian and 0 otherwise,

Race-Jail equals 1 if the defendant is non-Caucasian and in

jail and 0 otherwise,

Total Time is the number of days between the offense and trial,

Pend Chg is 1 if the defendant has other cases pending and 0

otherwise,

Know Wit is 1 if the defendant and the complainant are friends

or relatives and 0 otherwise.

Lachman was not the first to construct such a measure, but her use of

the measure was original. For an example of an earlier construction

of such a measure see William M. Landes, "An Economic Analysis of the

Courts," Journal of Law and Economics 14 (April 1971): 61-108. More

recently, Brian Forst and Kathleen Brosi, "A Theoretical and Empirical
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Analysis of the Prosecutor," The Journal of Legal Studies 6 (January

1977): 177-92 have constructed an index similar to that of Lachman

using OLS. The magnitude of the coefficients differs from those in

Lachman's study but the signs are the same in general. This work of

Lachman is not presented in the main body of this dissertation since

it is not clear how to interpret the signs of the coefficients pre-

sented above. Lachman interprets the coefficients as if the dependent

variable were written ln(r/(l-r)) but she writes the equation as

ln((l-r)/r). If the latter form was used in estimation, then the

signs on the coefficients should be changed before interpretation.

Since not all signs were as expected, it is impossible to tell which

form of the logit specification was actually estimated.

8For a discussion of Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) see Jan Kmenta,

Elements of Econometrics (New York: The Macmillan Co., 1971),

pp. l97-306.

 

9J. Johnston, Econometric Methods, 2nd ed. (New York: McGraw-

Hill Book Co., 1972), pp. 52-53.

10D. J. Finney, Probit Analysis, erd ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge

University Press, 1971).

HRhodes, p. 339.

 

 

12In this as the other cases cited, the probability of bargaining

was not directly analyzed. Rhodes and others examined the proba-

bility of receiving a prison sentence. From these results inferences

are drawn based upon the theory presented in 2.1.3.

13This second logit fUnction need not be estimated by MLS since

values of Cf exist. Thus equation 2 can be estimated via OLS since

1n I'Cf is always well defined.

Cf

14Cases 2 and 3 are excluded.

15Let A be a 9x1 column vector of the estimated parameters in

equation 2. Let C* be a value of c not necessarily used in estimation

of A. Let X*, a row vector, be those values of the explanatory values

which product C*. Then the

P[X* A' - tat/2 - Sl/l-i-a' (x'x)-1A .<. C*

 

 

SXA' +t0t/ZSV1 +41 (x'xr‘AJ =1 -a.

This interval is different from a confidence interval in the follow-

ing way. In a confidence interval bounds are found for a fixed

parameter. In a prediction interval, not only are the bounds random
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but also the parameter (C*) for which bounds are sought. See Henri

Thai], Principles of Economics (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1971),

134-35.

16For a complete discussion of decision trees and their applica-

tions see Howard Raiffa, Decision Analysis (Reading, Pa.: Addison-

Wesley, 1976).

17The probability of bargaining is equal to 1 if a bargain was

struck and 0 otherwise.

18Alexander M. Mood, Franklin A. Graybill, and Duane C. Boes,

Introduction to the Theory of Statistics, 3rd ed. (New York: McGraw-

HTll, 1974), p. 440.

19

 

 

 

Ibid., p. 435 (a composite t test).

20The null hypothesis is that 2.46686un - 7.566Gun*charge = 0.

21This time the logit estimation did not require the use of a

Maximum Likelihood estimation technique since c1 is not a binary

variable. This fact allows the use of Ordinary Least Squares.

22Kmenta, pp. 425-28.

23Ibid., p. 426.

24Ibid., 00. 250-52.

25Stephen Goldfeld and Richard Quandt, Nonlinear Methods in

.Econometrics (New Holland: North Holland Publishing Co., 1972),

p. 81.

26H. Theil, "Estimates and Their Sampling Variance of Parameters

of Certain Heteroskedastic Distribution," Review de L'Institut Inter-

national de Statistique 19 (1951): 141-47.

27Kmenta, Chapter 12, section 4, pp. 392-402.

 

 

28R. s. Pindyck and 0. L. Rubinfeld, Econometric Models and

Economic Forecasts (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1976), pp. 242-43.

29

 

Ibid., p. 240.

30The following example is taken from John Neter and E. S. Maynes,

"On the Appropriateness of the Correlation Coefficient with a 0,1

Dependent Variable," Journal of the American Statistical Association

65 (June 1970): 501-509.
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310. Morrison, "Upper Bounds for Correlations Between Binary

Outcomes and Probabilistic Predictions," Journal of the American

Statistical Association 67 (March 1972): 68-70.

32N. Johnson and Samuel Kotz, Distributions in Statistics, Con-

tinuous Univariate Distributions, Vol. 2 (New York: Houghton Mifflin

C01, 1972), Chapter 22.

33It is not necessary for X1 to be nonstochastic but then certain

other conditions must be satisfied. See Kmenta, pp. 297-304.

34Stanley Warner, "Multivariate Regression of Dummy Variates

Under Normality Assumptions," Journal of the American Statistical

Association 58 (December 1973): 1054-63.

35E. J. Gumbel, "Ranges and MidRanges," Annals of Mathematical

Statistics 15 (1944): 414-22.

36E. J. Gumbel and D. R. Keeney, "The External Quotient," Annals

of Mathematical Statistics 21 (1950): 523-38.

37

380. McFadden, “Conditional Logit Analysis of Qualitative Choice

Behavior," in Frontiers of Econometrics, ed. Paul Zarembka (New York:

Academic Press, 1974), pp. 105-42.

39

 

 

 

 

 

Mood, Graybill and Boes, pp. 259-60.

 

Johnson and Kotz, pp. 5-6.

40R. L. Plackett, "Linear Estimation from Censored Data," Annals

of Mathematical Statistics 29 (1958): 131-42.

4.lBest Linear Unbiased Estimator.

42The ri are binomially distributed.

43Thie1. pp. 392-96.



CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSIONS

In this dissertation a stochastic model of the bargaining behavior

of the prosecutor and defendant was developed. Analysis focused on the

effect of the introduction of a mandatory minimum sentence upon the

boundaries of the bargaining space. These bargaining boundaries were

defined by the construction of switch functions.1 A theory was

developed which viewed the introduction of a minimum sentence as a

change in the probability density function associated with the prison

term to be received upon conviction for a given charge. The theory

implied that the imposition of the minimum sentence would result in

the switch functions of the prosecutor and defendant shifting and

that this shifting of the switch functions would impact upon the plea

negotiation process. Logically this impact could be broken down into

four cases.2 Tests were developed to discriminate among the four

cases. It was found that the only case consistent with the data was

Case 1.3 In Case 1 the introduction of a mandatory sentence resulted

in the prosecutor's willingness to reduce the level of charge stemming

from bargaining, ceteris paribus, to increase. At the same time the
 

introduction of the mandatory sentence law resulted in the defendant's

increased efforts to reduce the level of the plea negotiated charge.4

This would suggest that if the intent of the legislature was to
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increase the length of time spent in prison by those defendants

convicted of crimes carrying the mandatory sentence that their goal

has been in large unfulfilled.5

The prosecutor by reducing the normal plea bargain charge for

a given offense, after passage of the gun law, has accomplished at

least two things. First, it allowed him to maintain a high-level

percentage of cases resolved via plea negotiation in the face of

stiffer bargaining by the defendant. Second, it allows the judiciary

more freedom in the actual sentencing process. These results would

support the findings of Rhodes that bargaining and severity of charge

that the defendant is convicted for in relation to the actual offense

is closely related to the case load per prosecutor.6 If the intent

of the legislature is to increase the length of sentence it most

likely cannot be accomplished simply by fiat. Their intent will be

frustrated by the prosecutor, judiciary, and the parole department

unless backed up by adequate financing.7 Additional funding is essen-

tial since mandatory sentencing if faithfully carried out would

increase the work load of all agencies involved. The prosecutor's

case load would increase since a larger number of defendants would

refuse to bargain, resulting in increased trial preparation by the

prosecutor's department. The judiciary in addition to losing sen-

tencing flexibility would experience an increase in work load since

more cases would be coming to trial. The parole and penology system

would have to determine what to do with the extra inmates since the

length of average stay would go up. Thus there are incentives at

every level encouraging the failure of mandatory sentencing laws.
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The conclusions of this dissertation lead to the need for addi-

tional research to verify its findings, since it implies a shift in

legislative policy. First the signs of dc/dr and dV/dr should be

directly estimated. In the chapters on the prosecutor and defendant,

the Trans-Log Utility Functions for the prosecutor and defendant were

developed and the signing of parameters necessary for determining

dc/dr and dV/dr identified. Direct estimation of the Trans-Log

Utility Function would require the extensive cooperation of a prose-

cutor's office, since the cost and defendant data required are not

normally generated. Second, an attempt could be made to construct the

prosecutor's and defendant's utility functions through interview

techniques. These functions could then be examined for consistency

with the results of the empirical work of this dissertation. This

interview approach has been receiving increasing attention in recent

years.8
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Footnotes--Chapter VII
 

1See Sections 3.10 and 3.11 for more on the switch function.

2See Section 4.16 for a description of the four cases.

3See Sections 4.17, 6.3, and 6.4 for a description of the tests.

4The selection of Case 1 depended in part upon the gun law having

no effect upon the probability of bargaining. This was found to hold

since bTG + b3Gc + ngGc2 when evaluated at the mean of c (.208) was

found to be zero. The following table gives the t values for the

hypothesis that bTG + b3Gc = 0 for different values of c.

Table l4.--Ho: bTG + b3Gc = 0.

 

 

c t

0.00 2.47

0.10 2.28

0.20 1.59

0.208 1.50

0.30 0.32

0.40 -0.68

0.50 -1.21

0.60 -1.49

0.70 -1.66

0.80 -1.76

0.90 -1.84

1.00 -1.89
 

For values of c around the mean the introduction of the gun law has

not affected the probability of bargaining. For low values of c,

however, it appears that the introduction of the gun law has increased

the probability of bargaining, while for high values of c the intro-

duction of the gun law has reduced the probability of bargaining.

Chart 1 of Section 6.4 shows that if the probability of bargaining

increases as a result of the introduction of the gun law, ceteris

paribus, then either Case 1 or Case 2 may hold. Case 2 implies the

same behavior as Case 1 for the prosecutor. But the defendant now is

willing to accept a higher charge than before. This was not looked

at within this dissertation but possibly a preponderance of first-

time offenders are associated with low c's and they respond differ-

ently than the other defendants. For defendants with high charges,

the probability of bargaining falls because of the passage of the gun

law. Referring again to Chart 1 of Section 6.4, it can be seen that

Cases 1 and 3 are possible. This time it is not the defendant whose

behavior switches but rather the prosecutor's. In this situation it
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might happen that the prosecutor will seek a higher charge than

before passage of the gun law for a given charge. This could pos-

sibly be a reaction to exposure. High charges are associated with

violent crimes n-the types of crimes that get public attention.

This attention could possibly account for the shift in the prose-

cutor's behavior.

5Table 6 and supporting narrative in Chapter V reveal that little

difference exists in the length of prison sentence received by defend-

ants convicted under the gun law relative to defendants convicted of

similar crimes prior to the mandatory sentencing law.

6William Rhodes, "The Economics of Criminal Courts: A Theoretical

and Empirical Investigation," The Journal of Legal Studies 5 (June

1976): 333.

7The data used in this study were collected by the parole depart-

ment of Michigan. The intent of this data-collection effort was to

determine the impact of the mandatory sentencing law on the length of

incarceration.

8David E. Bell, Ralph L. Keeney, and Howard Raiffa, eds.,

Conflicting Objectives in Decisions (New York: John Wiley and Sons,

1977). See also Ralph L. Keeney and Howard Raiffa, Decisions with

Multiple Objectives: Preferences and Value Tradeoffs (New York: John

Wiley and Sons, 1976).
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APPENDIX A

The concepts of risk and changes in risk are used extensively

in the development of the models for prosecutor and defendant. In

this appendix these notions of risk will be presented, along with an

outline of their historical development.

Risk, as used in this study, was initially described in terms

of stochastic dominance1 and efficiency criteria,2 different names

for the same idea.3 Most work involving these concepts has centered

on analysis of financial markets.4 It is only recently that efforts

to extend use of stochastic analysis beyond financial markets have

become prevalent.5

The order of presentation in this appendix will be as follows:

1. concept of stochastic dominance as developed by Hadar,

Hanoch, and Levy;

2. extensions made by Stiglitz and Rothschild,

3. discussion of how the Stiglitz and Rothschild results may

be further extended; and

4. extensions to the theory by J. Meyer which incorporate the

decision maker's level of risk aversion into the analysis

of ranking of levels of risk.
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A.l Approaches to Risk Analysis
 

The decision maker's utility function is an abstraction from

reality. In general, because of difficulties of measurement6 and

a belief that a general specification will not be adequate to repre-

sent different individuals, economists in general seek to undertake

analysis that does not depend upon knowledge of the specific form of

the utility function. Thus, analysis that includes the utility

function has sought to minimize the importance of its inclusion upon

the results obtained. Of course, some assumptions about the form of

the utility function must be made. These relate to the risk-averse

nature (or lack of it) of the decision maker or class of decision

makers under analysis. The general restrictions are that the

utility function is concave or convex in all variables. If conclu-

sions are to be drawn about movements in variables because of changes

in risk, then the convexity (or concavity) of the marginal utilities,

in the stochastic variable, must be specified. It should be noted

that none of these restrictions requires that the utility function

be given a specific functional form.

Because of the general nature of the assumptions, it is not

always possible to assess the impact of changes in risk upon utility.

Recent work by Meyer, discussed below, describes a technique for

partially overcoming this problem of indeterminacy.

A.2 The Initial Work of Hanoch, Levy,

Russell, and Hadar7

The question Hanoch, Levy, Russell, and Hadar sought to answer

is this: Assume there are two possible states to the world and that
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the random variable X has associated with it a different cumulative

frequency distribution in each state of the world. For example,

let Y represent the time defendant X will spend in jail if convicted.

Y is a random variable with a cumulative distribution F, which por-

trays the beliefs of the prosecutor as to the likelihood of any

particular sentence being served by defendant X. Let G represent the

distribution of Y given that defendant X is convicted of a charge

having a mandatory minimum sentence. The assumption is that there

exist sentences feasible under F that are not feasible under G.

That is, there are sentences allowable under F that are below the

minimum that exists in the state of the world associated with G.

Let U represent the utility function of the prosecutor and that he

seeks to maximize his expected utility. The problem the above

authors sought to solve is:

when is f:U(Y)dF(Y) 3f:U(Y)dG(Y)?

That is, when does the prosecutor seek a conviction that does not

carry a mandatory sentence? In the above, a is the shortest feas-

ible sentence and b is the longest sentence that has a chance of

occurring. Before continuing, it is necessary to develop some ter-

minology.

A.3 Stochastic Dominance

Let U1 be the set of all utility functions that are continuous,

bounded, and monotonically increasing on [a,b], where [a,b] is a

portion of the real line. Let U2 be the set of all utility functions
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that are continuous, bounded and U" < O on [a,b]. Let U3 be all those

utility functions in 02 where U"' > O. This partial ordering of

utility functions may be written more compactly in the following

manner:

U1 {U: U, U' are continuous and bounded on [a,b] and U‘ > 0},

02 {U:IJELH, U" is continuous and bounded on [a,b] and

U" < 0 on [a,b] I, and

U3 {U: U€U2, U" is continuous and bounded on [a,b] and

U"' > 0 on [a,b] 1.

Given these definitions of U1 , i=1, 2, or 3, it is possible

to define stochastic dominance.

Definition 1: Stochastic Dominance

F >1 G if and only if {U(X)dF(X) > fU(X)dG(X) for all U e Ui

where >1 E first degree stochastic dominance,

>2 2 second degree stochastic dominance, and

>3 2 third degree stochastic dominance.

Some Practical Prgperties. Since UJ_] is contained in

UJ J = 2,3 , it follows that dominance in UJ implies dominance in

U for all K less than J. Thus, if F >K G then F >2 G and F >3 G.

1

Definition 2: Partial Ordering

Binary Relation. R is a binary relation defined on (the set) S

if, for every pair of elements X, Y e S, where the ordering of X,Y is

crucial, the statement XRY is either true or false.
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A binary relation leads to a quasi ordering or preordering if

the following two pr0perties hold:

a. XRS ¥x E S (reflexivity) and

b. XRY and YRZ => XRZ (transitivity).

If the preordering (quasi ordering) defined above also has the fol-

lowing prooerty:

c. XRY and YRX => X = Y anti-symmetric (asymmetric),

then the preordering defined by R is a partial ordering. If both

XRY and YRX but X f Y, then X and Y are said to be equivalent and R

is still a quasi ordering. The quasi ordering or preordering is

complete if XRY and/or YRX for all X, Y E S.

Thus the binary relation R can induce the following types of

orders.8

Preorder (quasi order)

   

 

Quasi Order with

equivalence

(comple ore-order)

  

Partial rdering

   
Compl to Ordering

This may be rewritten with the associated properties as:
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Preorder

i. reflexivity

ii. tran 'tivity

 

Quasi order Partial Ordering

(complete pre-order) i. reflexivity

i. reflexivity ii. transitivity

ii. transitivity iii. anti-symmetry

iii. equiv lence

Compléte<0rdering

i. reflexivity

ii. transitivity

iii. equivalence or antisymmetry

iv. XRY or YRX for all X, Y'e S

where an arrow indicates decreasing generality.

Three properties which the three dominance orderings have in

common are: (i) asymmetry, (ii) transitivity, and (iii) reflexivity.

This implies that >i : , i = l , . . , 3 are partial orderings over

risky prospects.

A.4 Determination of Stochastic Dominance

In development of necessary and sufficient conditions for

stochastic dominance, it is useful to note that for all U(X) non-

decreasing and bounded,

.fU(X)dF(X) - .rU(X)dG(X)

=fU(X) [dF(X) - dG(X)l

=.f[G(X) - F(X)] (dU(X))

=.fS(X)dU(X)

where

5(X) = em - F(X)9
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A.5 First Order Stochastic Dominance

For all Ule U], a necessary and sufficient condition for

fU(X)dF(X).3 fU(X)dG(X) is:

a. F(X) § G(X) ¥X€[a,b] and

b. F(Xo) < G(Xo) for at least one X0 6 [a,b].

A.6 Second Order Stochastic Dominance

A necessary and sufficient condition for.fU(X)dF(X) 2.fU(X)dG(X)

for all U 6 U2 is:

f: S(X)dX 2 0; 4v e [a,b],

where S(X) = G(X) - F(X).

A.7 Difference in First and Second Order

Stochastic Dominance

In the case of first degree stochastic dominance, it is required

that F(X) S G(X) for all X. If we are concerned in ranking risky

prospects (differentiated from one another by different cumulative

distribution), then only a limited number of risky prospects can be

ordered; that is, it is only possible to distinguish between those

prospects for whom the cumulative distribution functions do not

cross .



   __1
Figure 53.--Case where F dominates G under first order

stochastic dominance for all U in U].

  X7

Figure 54.--Case where F does not dominate G under

first order stochastic dominance.

If the additional constraint U" S 0 is included in addition to the

specification that the utility function be monotonically increasing,

then it is possible to order some risky prospects whose cumulative

distributions do cross.
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  —i x>

Figure 55.--Case where F dominates G under second

order stochastic dominance.

From the statement of the necessary and sufficient conditions

for second order stochastic dominance, it is clear that F and G can

cross several times as long as the negative area between them

(where F > G) to the left of any point remains smaller than the

positive area (where G > F).

A.8 Some Insights on Determination of

Stochastic Dominance

a. From the condition I:S(X)dx > 0 ‘1‘- Y e [a,b], it follows

that the first nonzero value of S(X) = G(X) - F(X) must be positive.

Thus, if G(X) starts out less than F(X), then it is impossible for

F(X) to dominate G(X) for all Ui i=1 . . . , 3. This is one of the

major weaknesses of risk theory.

b- If MF = M6. then CF =fX2dF(X) < 0G = fx2d3(x),]0 if

F is to dominate G is the second degree.

c. If MF > MG’ then 0F-3 0 if F dominates G.
<
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A.9 Third Order Stochastic Dominance

ll

 

Arrow has argued that decreasing absolute risk aversion is

consistent with observed human behavior. Decreasing Absolute Risk

Aversion (DARA) implies that the willingness to engage in a bet of

fixed size increases with wealth. This is so because in the case of

DARA, the odds demanded to enter into the bet diminish as wealth

increases. Third order stochastic dominance can include this assump-

tion about human behavior in the utility function and rank states of

the world using the DARA assumption. As before, inclusion of this

assumption allows the ranking of same states which previously could

not be ordered.

For U = U(X), absolute risk aversion is measured as

and decreasing absolute risk aversion implies that aRa/ax < 0. This

is a weaker condition than U"'(X) > 0.12 Thus, utility functions

exhibiting DARA are a subset of U3 (that is, the set of U where

U' > 0, U" < O, U"' > O). The conditions for determination of

stochastic dominance are the same for U3 and DARA when the means

under F and G are the same.13

A.1O Condition for Third Order Stochastic Dominance

F dominates G if and only if

a. M MG and
>

F-

b. [S]: S(Y)deZ 2 0 42, ee[a,b].
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How this condition differs from that of second order stochastic domi-

nance can be seen most clearly in Figure 56.

 

 

\

/

e z
fa faS(X)dXdZ

z
faS(X)dX

w

(
L
.
.
.

 

 
Figure 56.--Example of "rules" for determination

of stochastic dominance.

From what has been presented above, it should now be clear that

additional restrictions placed upon the utility function allow the

set of distribution functions that can be ranked to be increased.

A.ll Stochastic Dominance and the

Level of Risk

Additional insights into the meaning of stochastic dominance

and the times at which the existence of such dominance may be deter-

mined have been presented by Rothschild and Stiglitz.14

In the theory of expected utility maximization, a risk averter

is defined as an agent having a concave utility function. If X
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and Y have the same mean but all risk averters prefer X to Y, for

example, EU(X) 2 EU(Y), then it is not unreasonable to say X is less

risky than Y.

15 have shownUnder general conditions Rothschild and Stiglitz

that the above definition of riskiness is equivalent to the two fol-

lowing formulations of increases in risk under general conditions

developed below:

a. EU(X) Z EU(Y) if Y has more weight in the tails, that is,

if the density function of Y is formed from the density

function of X by taking some probability weight from the

center of the density associated with X and shifting it to

its tails to form the density for Y while leaving

E(Y) = E(X), then Y is more uncertain than X.

b. EU(X) 3 EU(Y) if Y is equal to X plus noise, that is,

Ya X + Z, where "5" means "has the same distribution as"

and Z is a random variable with the property that

E(Z/X) = O.

In showing the equivalence of the above definitions of greater

risk, Rothschild and Stiglitz show that the partial ordering induced

upon the distribution functions by the definition of an increase in

risk in formation "a" is the same as the partial orderings induced

by the other two definitions of an increase in risk.

Let g, a probability density function, be formed by shifting

probability mass from the center of f, a probability density function,

to its tails in such a way that the expected value of the random

variable X is the same under both f and g. Let F and G be the
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cumulative distributions associated respectively with f and g.

Let

S(X) = g(X) - f(X) and S(X) = G(X) - F(X).

Then, under the condition that the random variable X has the same

mean under 9 as f,

b

a

b

1:500:51 (90‘) - f(X)) =r X(9(X) - f(X)) = 0.

S(X) is called a mean preserving spread. If g is formed by a

single mean preserving spread, then several properties hold. First,

S(a) = S(b) = 0, where the interval [a,b] is the interval in which

the random variable X has nonzero probability. Second, there is a

Z such that for all X less than or equal to Z, S(X) 2 O and for all

X greater than Z, S(X) < 0. Thus if g is formed from f by a single

shift of probability mass toward its tails, the cumulative distri-

butions associated with f and 9 will have the following shape:

  

 

 

I

I

I

I

I
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Figure 57.--Example of mean preserving spread.

Third, if T(Y) =f:S(X)dX, (Y€[a,b]), then T(b) = 0 since

T(b) = f:S(X)dX = x MOI: - I: XdS(.X) = 0. Points two and three

together imply that T(Y) 3 O, a f Y < b.
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A.12 The Integral Conditions
 

T(b) = O and T(Y) 2 O, a S Y < b are referred to as the inte-

gral conditions. It is shown by Rothschild and Stiglitz that if G is

obtained from F by sequence of mean preserving spreads, then G - F

satisfies the integral conditions. They next showed that if G - F

satisfies the integral conditions, G could have been obtained from F

by a sequence of mean preserving spreads. Thus, the integral condi-

tions preserve the notion of transitivity.

Finally, the authors develop three partial orderings correspond-

ing to the three concepts of increases in risk developed above, and

proved their equivalence. It is shown that the orderings induced by

the three definitions of increases in risk given above are each

binary, reflexive, antisymmetric, and transitive. Each ordering is

a partial ordering. Then it is shown that each pair of partial

orderings is equivalent. These orderings are partial orderings over

distributions with the same mean. Thus, if F and G have the same mean

but T(Y) changes sign, then F and G cannot be ordered. That is,

given two concave utility functions U1 and U2, there will be some

risk-averse individuals from whom U1 dF(X) 5 U1 dG(X) while at the

same time there will be some risk-averse individuals for whom

U2 dF(X) 2 U2 dG(X).

The Rothschild and Stiglitz result may be extended by a generali-

16 The Rothschild formulation applieszation of Hanoch's Theorem.

only to spreads which preserve the mean. It is not necessary that

F(X) and G(X) have the same mean. It can be shown that if the mean

of X is equal to or greater than the mean of Y and every risk averter
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prefers X to Y, that is, EU(X) 3 EU(Y) for all concave U, then it is

reasonable to assume that X is less risky than Y. This is analogous

to the statement that Y has more weight in the tails than X if X

and Y have density functions f and g, respectively.

Let f and g differ by a single spread s where s = g - f and

S = G - F where S(Z) =.f:S(Z)dZ = G(Z) - F(Z). The properties of S

are:

a S(a) = S(b) = 0-

b S(X) 2 0 if x 2 z

S(X) < 0 if x > z.

/\

     

I

I

l

I

I

I

I

I
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\
/

I

l

I

l

a Z

Figure 58.--Example of non-mean preserving spread.

If T(Y) = f:S(X) dX, then

c. T(b) > 0 since

T(b) = 5(x) dX = XS(X) I: — ers(x) = 0 - {EG(X) - EF(X)} 3 0.

Conditions 0 and c together imply

d. T(Y) > 0.

Proof: T(Y) =.f:S(X) dX.
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Let Y 5 Z then from 'b' T(Y) > 0.

Let Y > Z then T(Y) = f:S(X) dX +.f;S(X) dX.

Assume that for Y > Z that T(Y) < 0 then.f:S(X) dX +

f§8(X) dX < 0 =x§sm dX <f;S(X) dX.

Now T(b) = §.fS(X) dX +.f;S(X) dX > 0 (from c above) =

Z b
[asm dx ”2 - S(X) dX.

Thus - I'Z’m dX ”:50” dX < -/;5(x) dX =>

-,/;S(X) dX < -,f;S(X) dX thus

Y
ZS(X) dX,f§S(X) dX > f

but.f;S(X) dX < 0 and is the smallest such number in the inter-

val (Z,b); thus.f§S(X) dX >.f;S(X) dX cannot hold and it must be

that T(Y) > 0.

Let T(b) 2 0 and T(Y) Z O-rY 6 (a,b) be called the extended

integral conditions.

Any cumulative distribution function G which can be obtained

from F by use of the extended integral conditions will satisfy the

above three definitions of increases in risk. In particular, if the

extended integral conditions are met EFU(X) > EGU(X).

Stiglitz,]7 in analyzing distributions which are close to one

another, generalized the notation used to describe mean preserving

spreads. Consider a family of distributions, F(Y,r) where Y is a

random variable. Let F(Y,rz) be derived from F(Y,r1) such that the

two integral conditions hold, that is,
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1. f:[F(e,r2) - F(B,r)] d0 = 0 and

2. .f:[F(B,r - F(B,r)] dB > O-yY 5 (a,b).2)

In comparing distributions, which are close together, F(e,r2) repre-

sents a mean preserving increase in risk over F(8,r]) if

a c-

2. szr(B,r) do > 0 4v 6 (a,b), where F

where Fr =-§E%%L[l dr

This concept and notation will be used extensively.

A.13 Extensions of the Concept of

Increases in Risk

Jack Meyer,18 in an attempt to extend the Rothschild and

Stiglitz definition of increases in risk reformulated their defini-

tion of increases in risk as follows:

G(X) is at least as risky as F(X) if F(X) is unanimously

preferred or indifferent to G(X) by all agents who are

at least as risk averse as a risk neutral agent . . .

[where] increased risk aversion is taken to be increased

risk aversion in the large. That is U](X) is at least as

risk averse in the large as U2(X) if U1(X) is a concave

transformation of U2(X).1

Meyer believes that emphasis should be placed upon the relative level

of risk aversion of the two decision makers since it is that relative

level of aversion that determines whether F is preferred to G or vice

versa. A new definition of risk aversion is presented by Meyer:

Cumulative distribution G(X) is at least as risky as cumu-

lative distribution F(X) if there exists some agent with a

strictly increasing utility function U(X) (continuous and

twice differentiable) such that for all agents more risk

averse than he F(X) is preferred or indifferent to G(X).

 

‘
1
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This definition of increasing risk does not require U(X) to be con-

cave and thus restrict attention to only those decision makers who are

risk average in the Pratt-Arrow sense.21 In developing the notion

of increasing risk, the concept of a spread is introduced.

S(X) = g(X) - f(X) is a spread if

aS(X) dX = 0,

b. S(X) changes sign at most twice in (a,b),

c. S(X) Z O for all XISZ for some Z contained in (a,b), and

d. S(X) > 0 for some XO contained in (a,Z).

Condition (a) states that the new density g(X) will still satisfy

the laws of probability for density functions. Conditions (b)

through (d) guarantee that g(X) will be formed from f(X) by shifting

weight to the tails of f(X). In terms of cumulative distribution

functions G(X) and F(X), their graphs could take the following

general shape:

 
  
Figure 59.--Example of cumulative distributions

under generalized spread.
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Note that condition (b) does not require that G(X) cross over F(X)

at 2‘. Also there is no restriction that requires the mean of X

under G to be the same as that under F. Rothschild and Stiglitz

b
require that.f:S(X) dX =.faXS(X) dX = O, which was required to show

that T(b) = 0 (an integral condition). Meyer simply requires that

f:S(X) dX = 0.

In developing his concept of increasing risk, Meyer proceeds

along the following lines. Assume there exists an increasing, con-

tinuous twice differentiable r(X) such that

f:{G(X) - F(X) 1dr(X) 2 0, 4T e [a,b].

Then, if F is to dominate G it is necessary that

a. f:{G(X) - F(X) 1dr(X) 2 o, irY€[a,b].

This is also sufficientzz’23

Let Z = r(X), (X = r'(Z)) than (a) may be written as

I: {G(R'](Z)) - F(r"(2)} dr(r"(2)) 3 0 4v e [a,b] and

b. I: {8(r'1(2)) - Fr"(Z))} dz 2 0 ,4! 6 [a,b].

Let G*(Z) = G(r"(2)) and F*(Z) = F(r"(2)).

Then by direct substitution into (0) we get

14:83 {6*(2) - F.*(z)z )dz 2 0 for all Y 6 [a,b].

Thus from Hadar Theorem 324 or Hanoch Theorem,25 F* dominates G*

for every U(Z) where U is nondeceasing and concave. In particular,

from (b) we get
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b'. .T:E:; {G*(Z) — F*(Z) }dU(Z) 3 O y concave, increasing

twice differentiablell

b". f: {G(X) - F(X) }dU(r(x)) 2 0 =1§s(x) dU(X)

where U(X) = U(r(X)).

. 29.: . = 3U(X) 3(X)

Write 3X U 3r(X) a X , and

then 32 QLX%_= U'' = U"(r')2 + U'r"

 

8X

U—Il- - UIIrI r-l-I-

then U' - U' + r'

where 07': lgT-r' - E7. or RU = RUr' + Rr where RU 2 0

Thus it is true that RU 2 Rr’ that is U(X) represents all utility

functions more risk averse than r(X).

A second definition of increasing risk developed by Meyer is

definition.26

Cumulative distribution G(X) is at least as risky as cumula-

tive distribution F(X) if G(X) can be obtained from F(X) by

a finite sequence of cumulative distributions F(X) = F](X),

F2(X), . . . , F(X) = F(X) such that each F](X) differs from

F1-1(X) by a single spread.

He continues by showing that I: [G(X) - F(X) }dr(X) 2 O for all Y

contained in (a,b) is the mathematical statement of both of his

definitions of increasing risk if the probability functions of F(X)

and G(X) cross a finite number of times. Finally, it is shown

that27

For any two cumulative distribution F(X) and G(X) such that

their probability functions cross a finite number of times

there exists an increasing continuous twice differentiable

r(X) such that r; [G(X) - F(X) }dr(X) 2 0 v e (a,b).
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For any two cumulative distribution functions as defined above,

either G is more risky than F orF is more risky than G. If F domi-

nates G under this definition for a decision maker more risk averse

than the person represented by U]. This is not the same as saying

that F is preferred to G by all risk-averse decision makers.

Meyer 28 extends the idea of choice among distributions and the

idea of increases in risk and also relaxes the assumption of spreads,

that is, the mechanical construction of G(X) from F(X) by some syste-

matic rule. He starts by choosing U(X) such that

< 'U" X <
1. 1"](X) - THY)- 1’3(X)"1‘X .

If F(X) is preferred by all decision makers whose utility functions

conform to (1), then it is true that for these decision makers

b <a G(X) - F(X))U'(X) dX > 0 .

If the inequality in (2) does not hold for some U s 59"6 [r‘(X)r2(X)],

0

then it is not true that F is unanimously preferred by all decision

makers whose utility functions conform with (l).

The problem of determining whether F is unanimously preferred

to G by all decision makers whose utility functions conform to (1)

can be reformulated as: Find that U where r‘(X) S 3%;é§%-S r2(X) 4%

and U'(O) = l and minimizes

3. I: (G(X) - F(X)) U'(X) dX .

If the minimum value of the integral is greater than or equal to zero,

then F is unambiguously preferred to G.
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Using Optimal Control Theory, Meyer develops the following rule

for choice between G and F.29 An optimal control 'U0

I 0

f0 (G(X) - F(X)) U'(X) subject to r](X) S [-U"(X)/U'(X)] Gr2(X) and

which maximizes

U'(X) = l is given by

-U8(X) = r](X) if fX'[G(Y) - F(Y)] U'(Y) dY < 0

”Am {r2(X) if fX'[G(Y) - F(Y)] U(Y) dY 2 0}

If F and G cross a finite number of times, then the problem may be

solved for the optimal 1" = 'UngT) . This U'(X) which minimized (3)

is contained in either r1 or r2. Using the optimal U'(X) derived

from the above theorem, the integral in (3) may be solved. If this

solution is greater than zero, then F is unanimously preferred to G by

all decision makers where [r1 5 3%;%%%-5 r2]. If the solution to (3)

is negative, this does not imply that G is unambiguously preferred to

F. This technique provides a method for determining what class of

decision makers unambiguously prefers F to 6.30
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Footnotes--Appendix A

1J. Hadar and R. W. Russell, "Rules for Ordering Uncertain

Prospects," American Economic Review 59,1 (1969): 25-34.
 

20. Hanoch and H. Levy, "The Efficiency Analysis of Choices

Involving Risk," Review of Economic Studies 36 (July 1969): 335-46.

3Actually, references prior to 1969 on stochastic dominance

exist. For example: 0. Blackwell and M. A. Girshick, Theory of

Games and Statistical Decisions (New York: John Wiley and Sons,

1954).

 

4For example, see the pioneering efforts by Harry M. Markowitz,

Portfolio Section: Efficient Diversification of Investment (New York:

John Wiley and Sons, 1959).

5A. Sandmo, "On the Theory of the Competitive Firm Under Price

Uncertainty," American Economic Review 61,1 (1971): 65-73; W. R.

Russell and Paul E. Smith, "Taxation, Risk Taking, and Stochastic

Dominance," Southern Economic Journal 36 (April 1970): 425-33.

6Ralph L. Keeney and Howard Raiffa, Decisions With Multiple

Objectives: Preferences and Value Tradeoffs (New York: John Wiley

and Sons, 1976).

7Hadar and Russell; Hanoch and Levy.

86. Debreu, 'Theory of Value: An Axiomatic Analysis of Economic

Equilibrium (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1959).
 

9Hanoch and Levy, p. 336.

10

11K. J. Arrow, Essays in the Theory of Risk Bearing (Chicago:

Markham, 1971), especially chapter 3, "The Theory of Risk Aversion."

12This is so since Ra(X) = '3 § and decreasing absolute risk

aversion implie5 that é$33914 0. But

3Ra(X) = _ {U"'(X)U'(X),- U"(X)U"(X) }.

3X (Ul(x))2

This is negative whenever U"'(X)U'(X) - U"(X)U"(X) > O or

m U"(X)U"(X) 3R3 X m (U“ X

U (X) > U“(Z) . Thus for -—§§—l- < 0, U (X) > U § ,

ij h obviously is a subset of all U such that U(X) > O, U(X) < 0,

U X > 0.

Ibid., p. 343.
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13G. A. Whitmore, "Third-Degree Stochastic Dominance," American

Economic Review 60,3 (1970): 457-59.

14Michael Rothschild and Joseph E. Stiglitz, "Increasing Risk 1:

A Definition," Journal of Economic Theory 2 (September 1970): 224-34.

15Ibid.

16Hanoch, p. 343.

17Peter Diamond and J. Stiglitz, "Increase in Risk and Risk

Aversion," Journal of Economic Theory 8,3 (1974): 337-60.

18Jack Meyer, "Increasing Risk," Journal of Economic Theory 11

(August 1975): 119-32.

19Ibid., p. 122.

20Ibid.

 

21J. Pratt, "Risk Aversion in the Small and Large," Econometrica
 

32 (1964): 122-36.

22Hadar, p. 30.

23Levy and Hanoch, p. 336.

24Hadar, p. 26.

25Hanoch and Levy, p. 338.

26

27

28Jack Meyer, "Choices Among Distribution," Journal of Economic

Theory 14 (April 1977): 326-36.

29Ibid., p. 341.

Meyer, p. 124.

Ibid., p. 128.

30(Withdrawn from body: Since the estimation of utility func-

tion is not precise, Meyer likens the development of a class of

utility functions where F is preferred to G to the concept of confi-
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